I got a alligator for a pet!

A novel by @pentametron

Chapter I

the lakers better win tomorrow tho

I don't remember starting anything ..
i love a good opinionated tweet
I am a master of the metal string
Imagine Dragon's album on repeat.

Why isn't Tori Kelly famous yet?
Man Vs. Food in half an hour woo
We'll wright a letter to the alphabet
Allergic to retarded questions too

I absolutely love Mosquitos. (not)
Good music isn't on the radio.
That cheese and ketchup sandwich hit the spot
The Newsroom is an EPIC freaking show!

Good Morning Thankful For Another Day
real feelings never truly go away....

Chapter II

Snow Wishes Merry Christmas santa snow

He got a haircut on the after show.
Who's going to the options evening then?
love you forever . from a distance though.
The same mistake. Again. Again. Again.

These people on the Maury show a mess
I wonder how the future's gonna bee ?
Gym: Friday. Sunday. Tuesday. Friday. YES!
imagination trumps reality

Michelle Obama, speaking truth tonight
I'm really getting aggravated now.
A girl a run her only outta spite
They trying to impeach Obama...Wow
I hope tomorrow is a better Day.
I only care about myself? Okay!

Chapter III

*I really wanna dance the night away!

Why even bother trying to explain
so... who's excited for The Getaway?
Now at the station waiting for the train
I saw a butterfly in hell today

Forever underneath The Dreaming Tree.
Still crying at the cemetery scene:(
So many random numbers calling me. __.
Can someone please create a time machine

some lady was creating on her son,
I really want a chicken salad tho!
This weekend is a very busy one! :)
good music never makes the radio.

I always pictured it another way :o
Good morning all and have a lovely day.

Chapter IV

*Good night! Tomorrow is another day :)

I pay attention to the little shit
yeah, teacher aren't trying anymore... :)
Not even going to encourage it.
I never been in twitter jail before ....

Two people wanna be in my bio?
I wanted some banana pudding to
Don't be a menace is a classic tho
Know what's amazing? Johnnie Walker Blue

Another day another dollar tho.
Tomorrow is another awesome day
She going hard and he's complaining so
I never liked Sabrina anyway.

Fuck my retainer has a crack in it
This Maybelline mascara is the shit!!!
Chapter V

I learned alot about myself today.
I'm feeling so unwanted everywhere,
Beware the fury of a patient man
my sister ordered me Brazilian hair :)
Still always scheming on a master plan

i'm laughing at her ugly thirsty ass
I really want an Ashton follow sigh
Whats with the baby powder on the ass?
We'll always be together, you and I.

sleep during yoga class tomorrow then:)
Just got invited to another date :O
just jason talking to himself again...
I need a weekend to rejuvenate

I saw a butterfly in hell today...
So... People really like abortion, hey?

Chapter VI

You are a fucking pervert. Go away.

JUST FOUND A MIDGET VILLAGE WITH A KING!!!!
My brother is repeating everything.
Cops always gotta ruin everything
Did Undertaker even make the ring?

5 hours later...finished my essay
I wanna know the truth behind the lies
Good morning :) Happy Independence Day!
mascara running down her Bambi eyes

Damn, Janish is pathetic at the plate
exhausted. sleepy. goodnight everyone
I fucking love Amanda Sam and Kate
There's nothing better than a morning run

Bartolo Colon is the human blob.
I really want a baby sitting job.
Chapter VII

Moyes gonna get in on the business or?

I hope tomorrow is a better day
another day another useless spam!!!
A million billion trillion miles away
Can daisy get a car already damn

I have another interview today!!! :)
They’re playing Christmas music at the shop
Hoy ARGENTINA vs PARAGUAY
I wanna be an undercover cop

Still never got the number anyway
Hang over 3 tomorrow? Anyone?
Chris Kaman vs Lebron Christmas Day??
This Macro project isn't getting done

If Revolution Was Reality....
Your really starting to annoying me

Chapter VIII

Bale isn't even trending anymore

I’m lost in empty pillow talk again
Im From The City Of The Purple Sprite :-)
So thirsty Sundays are official then?? :) 
Yay! Going gardens by the bay tonight

So Liam didn't follow anyone?
So.. "Life's" a Bitch.. And "Monday" is her son!
I'm so excited for the color run!!
one job and working on another one

Just pumped into a Cactus, what a prick
I'm such a crying, crying, crying shame...
Don't underestimate a Skinny Chick !
I gotta find another twitter name

and i already started anyway
So many people getting jobs today...
Chapter IX

_Miranda Lambert!!!!!!! Fucking marry me!!_

I really wanna dance the night away
yes unit 3 assignment is complete :)
Yup, it's a Jonas Brothers kinda day.
Exciting races. Will selective tweet!

I'm gonna look a mess tomorrow though!
You'll never fail in disappointing me.
Homed from a very satisfying show!
I'm tired on another level wee!

I kill the person that inventeD flu
Slow internet connection is the worst
Just been and had a scaffold piercing. Woo.
Le bumper on le iPhone safety first

The annex elevators are possessed.
I really want an ugly sweater vest

Chapter X

_Don't hate the player, Hate the referee_

Excited for the early morning grind
I've never been in twitter jail before.
your body cannot live without the mind
I never get the mailer anymore

Another day another spider bite
Defenses aren't playing anymore...
I hope the Giants beat the bears tonight
I never got in twitter jail before :)

THAT WAS A FUCKING MONSTER CENTIPEDE
Rain ruins absolutely everything.
Demand,devotion,dedication,deed,
Just like in chess the queen protects the king

Tomorrow is le graduation day ;--; First of the month, Thanksgiving on the way
Chapter XI

I really wanna see myself in blonde.

No, really, someone visit me tonight.
He shouldn't even bother calling now ...
SPACE ASSHOLE, PLANTING CHARGES LEFT AND RIGHT
Miami fans already leaving, wow

I got a little too excited there
hah! so whats ur agenda anyway?
"Drill oil and you'll become a millionaire."
I witnessed SLANDER greatness yesterday

Jam karet Indonesia always late
The follow button doesn't works again ...
The rich invest; the smart investigate.
Who's down the lake tomorrow morning then ??

A Mother Knows Another Mothers Pain..
This roommate situation is insane

Chapter XII

En una cama, una cama? Donde?

Not gonna be a burden anymore
I should've been asleep awhile ago. D:
I miss the crazy outfits Nicki wore.
drain all the blood and give the kids a show.

I didn't get a follow from Celeste :( 
I'm just a winner at a losing game.
Red Cherry muller corners are the best.
This summer isn't gonna be the same.

Quit being such a pussy holy shit
who uses Internet explorer tho
I have a anger issue , I admit .
And everybody loves a Scorpio

Ice Cream and Pizza at the parking lot.
I'm loving this bipolar weather. Not.
Chapter XIII

I want another movie nite tonite!

The graceful lady dressed in black and white!
You lucky I consider you a friend
Who going to the fashion show tonight?
I AM A SENTIMENTAL NERD THE END

11 isn't coming fast enough
I have a random person texting me.
she take forever doing other stuff.
updated to Adobe Reader XI :D

Can't catch a break... Unspoken prayer request.
That movie wasn't even scary though..
Life after highschool is the biggest test
Another dollar's just another blow

It's only 9 and i'm exhausted. 3:
She got a body like a mermaid. (Me)

Chapter XIV

Cat woman is a super hero right? ??

I'm leaving never looking back again..
my mother is forever running late
Installing internet explorer 10
im waiting for the expiration date..

I never listen to the radio
What channel is the vs fashion show?!
I wanna see Chicago fire tho
Contemporary Studies is the BLOW!

There's nothing better than a sister love
my heart's exploding like a burning sun
Get paid tomorrow thank the lord above
Drunk Santas aren't fooling anyone

I wanna hear the Dedication 4
it doesn't even matter anymore
Chapter XV

*Toy Story, Monsters Inc and lion king.*

Tomorrow is already Friday?! Dang.
Tomorrow's gonna be a busy day
i really am about whatever mang
Back to December Hidden Message: "TAY"

I Wanna Have A Water Balloon Fight
My curls were really popping yesterday
i'm praying that Miami win tonight !
my twitter follows random people yay

I'm having second thoughts and some regret.
What really happened to the Guinness truck?!
I miss Natali on the internet :( 

Another picture day tomorrow? Ugh
Work sunday monday tuesday wednesday ..ugh..

Chapter XVI

*I can't believe volcanoes are a thing*

i've always wanted Ian Watkins' hair :( 
You got the definition of a star .
I'm seeing skinny people everywhere....
who ate the cookies out the cookie jar!!!!

my trio sisters be neglecting me!!
Que lindo esta para una weed !
This ain't a movie...this reality
This is the anthem for a dying breed

I really wanna dance the night away
I really want a pet koala though
So many pretty ladies out today
I love pistachios and cookie dough

i really wanna dance the night away
I saw a butterfly in hell today ,
Chapter XVII

I've had a headache for a solid week.

I made a great decision yesterday.
They are FOREVER falling on the floor!
whatever, YOU WERE UGLY ANYWAY.
No point in checking twitter anymore.

This English paper is a dirty slut.
I even complimented on her hair!
Kris Durham starting for the lions. what?
I'm just excited for the Woodstock Fair

Been watching pretty little liars since 8.
I'd really like a cupcake right meow
The Royal Baby is a little prince!!
the english language is a issue now!

But anyways goodmorning everyone
Just rode a helicopter, pretty fun :D

Chapter XVIII

Fruit ninja crouching tiger hidden freak

My grandma throwing everything away
Obama is a master of deceit.
Bought most the baby shower stuff today..
Wade is the only closer on the heat

Up early for a little basketball!
Dads getting me mcdonalds breakfast woo
Good Morning. Happy Sabbath one and all
I fall asleep without intending to

I'm sorry for the person I became
Excited for the asteroid today
My little cousin won her soccer game (:
Hope everyone in Russia are okay!

He's not the only player on the team!!!!
Am i awake in someone elses dream?..
Chapter XIX

Is that Selena Gomez picture real?

I wanna write a science fiction book.
Some people very irritating lor
Lukes got a stork in over daisy cook
I've never been in Twitter jail before.

why aren't money trees invented yet
Red card reaction was the highlight though.
Upset upset upset upset upset
Real music isn't on the radio.

my summer hasn't even started yet
Dilemma doesn't even cover it
RESET RESET RESET RESET
Ty I'm a baller on a budget, shit!

My baby brother is an endless pit.
No graft again tomorrow hating it

Chapter XX

I got a craving for a lavish meal

I'm hoping for a goodnight sleep tonight
I really wanna Dane the night away~
My muscles are extremely tense and tight
Wow I'm a really shitty type today

I'm looking to the future not the past!
Who ever hugged the hardest won the fight!
This evening got depressing really fast.
Why everybody so uptight tonight

I think October babies are the best :-) 
New business cards and flyers on the way
There's hot Australian workers at the fest.
I think the weather is confused today

I'm always thinkin of a master plan
Miguel Cabrera is the freaking man.
Chapter XXI

I'm sorry for the person I became.

I haven't even eaten dinner yet.
hello hello hello hello hello
Vanessa Hudgens is a triple threat
I need myself a redneck romeo.

WHY AREN'T TWITTER PICTURES LOADING UGH
I really like Fiona Apple, though.
I Have Another Test Tomorrow ugh
Successful shopping day in buffalo!!

Soo many people just a little ride
Attack! Attack! Attack attack attack!!
Who fed the chickens after Noah died?
La flight inside inclusive favor: .Lak

I'm kinda looking forward to tonight
But cashews are a little too uptight.

Chapter XXII

Maria is a very common name (._. )

At doctors office for a broken toe
It's all about the music Jesse White
Attention seekers not attractive tho
miss made in chelsea on a monday night

Remember love, remember you and me ...
I've never kicked a chicken wing before...
Pain killers never murdered nobody
I'm really losing patience even more .

the conversation me and Tommy had
An Arnold Palmer always hits the spot
I wanna have a car and license bad.
Yo, I'm a hot and bothered astronaut

He's quite the Mr. Grumpy pants today
what happened to the baby on the way??
Chapter XXIII

*Im really growing as a person though*

Some people don't deserve a second chance.
I really wanna know what's going on
I need a partner for the Stafford dance :(
I'm on a money makin marathon.

Just slightly disappointed. But okay.
this is reality in anyway.
I pray tomorrow is a better day
It's gonna be a freaking awesome day!

SHE TOOK THE MIDNIGHT GOING ANYWHERE
I hate the Tigers pitchers as a whole.
"The cushions are the essence of the chair!"
Take chalmers put and put in Norris cole

I've never seen a shooting star before.
It doesn't even matter anymore.

Chapter XXIV

*Yo Cousin Brothers Sister Mamma Know*

I can't believe the concert is today!!!!!
Let's hope tomorrow is a better day
I'm pretty fucking useless anyway
I'm so excited for the Mocking Jay. :)))))

i wanna have a water ballon fight..
I Hear The Criticism Loud And Clear.
i'm so excited for tomorrow night.
Congratulations Player of the Year!!

I'm not a princess, I'm the fucking king!
said We were never gonna say goodbye
I don't remember doing anything
She sang Imagine after Princess Die

My mommy's getting me McDonald's :) yay!
can liam do a follow spree today
Chapter XXV

My twitter isn't private anymore. :)

I want a puppy.....that'll never grow
It's rocking at The Atlas Bar tonight
Moms are the definition of THE BLOW!
Girls; Spandex is a privilege, not a right.

The Niners always comeback... wait and see! (;
I haven't even started packing yet.
she is a sassy diva isn't she
I'm so abrasive on the internet

Please, take a LITTLE longer to reply.
Into a better person than before
I wanna date a Cute korean guy.
I hate the Arabs at the corner store.

He only loved her cause her pussy good!
hey fuckers, welcome to the neighborhood.

Chapter XXVI

Rose through the bullshit like a matador

What's this about an arctic monkeys tour?
came from the bottom made a milli , UHH!
Could friendship be the most effective cure?
I bet y'all bitches wanna cuddle huh.

My babies aren't babies anymore.
Forever looking pretty rough today
I Never Had A Pillow Fight Before...
I really wanna dance the night away

Did you appreciate yourself today?
I hope the Celtics beat the Heat today.
Step back into the river, float away
And daddies really never go away.

where's everyone? preparing for exam? :c
The lightning is already going ham
Chapter XXVII

Well, Kobe's isn't over either though...

I need an outfit for tomorrow night
just got a twitter :D follow me...and stuff
Plus I appreciate her appetite
String cheese and sparkling cider? Close enough

Imagine working at McDonalds though
I am a decent looking person, right?
So many ______..any mini mighty moe
so so excited for tomorrow night

I really didn't wanna address this....
What channel is Obama speaking on ?
These fucking orthodontists take the piss
Well neither is Obama... Carry on

My weird obsession is a crazy show
Just sitting staring at the stereo

Chapter XXVIII

Good morning [: Happy mood and happy flow (::

I love the episode "the doctors wife"
hey lucy I remember your___________________ complete
Im Tired Of The Same Routine In Life !
attack attack appreciation tweet

Another Day, Another pregnant hoe
New followed.. 7 people followed me..
Oh baby Jesus please restrain the snow
Lets make a dream become reality

I'm barely even hungry anymore
Find fucking inspiration everywhere
it wasn't like a falling on the floor..
Miss harry's really really curly hair

I'm lost in empty pillow talk again.
I need the backdoor cover Bathroom Ben
Chapter XXIX

I want a faithful girlfriend, not a HOE.

I gotta get myself together though.
This is a ballad of a broken man!
Who going to the Game tomorrow doe?
i hate the wanted i'm a nano stan

Tomorrow better be a better day!
I'm on a major throwback music night...
I really wanna dance the night away
I had a feeling something wasn't right!

Been really distant lately. its okay
dreams are the seedlings of realities
I could accomplish anything today
Worst internet connection ever!!! Jeez

I really wanna watch the Celtics game!!!!!!!
I'm sorry for the person I've became.

Chapter XXX

AHH ONE DIRECTION ON THE RADIO

Welp got the babies for the after noon
Wow is the madness ever under way!
Forever Grind apparel coming soon
I hope tomorrow is a better day.

I wanna have another party dude
Did Alabama softball win tonight???
My headache giving me an attitude .
I wanna have a water ballon fight

I would've been a hippie anyways
Did Romney even call Obama yet
I am a strict companion nowadays
I got a alligator for a pet!

My parents have the worst relationship.
I'm feeling thirsty for a Vegas Trip!
Chapter XXXI

I'm just an ordinary useless guy

That is an unexpected friend request.
The only problem is the paying part
The order of the Phoenix is the best
but you're a king and im a lionheart

Montana silva is a little shit
What channel is the Seahawks playing on
SHAY BUILT A FORT AND IM ALLOWED IN IT ))):
Let's have a Disney movie marathon:)

I'm over this. Completely over it.
Real music isn't on the radio
McDonalds always running outta shit
Wake brothers is a pretty awesome show

Butt naked banging on the bathroom floor.
It doesn't even matter anymore.

Chapter XXXII

In Cincinnati, headed to the Chi!

I wouldn't trust y'all hookups anyways
Im almost outta cigarettes. Again
I'm such a lazy person nowadays.
Hulk jus attacking everybody den

I want a giant fluffy teddy bear
I wouldn't mind a nerdy girlfriend ha
i see ungrateful bitches everywhere
When something I expected happens...ah

I wanna have a water ballon fight!
Give me a reason to believe again..
play secretary, I'm the boss tonight
Where's single as a pringle Ashley then?!

I really hope the Texans loose today.
My Houston Texans going all the way!!!!!
Chapter XXXIII

You should already know...already know

Those Motherfucker keep ignoring us
Ole mi Sevilla que bonita es!
I'm always by a weirdo on the bus!
my mother is a gem and nothing less

I never miss the Wendy Williams show!
is playing cinderella for the day
Dang everybody is a Scorpio!
cute couples are depressing aren't they

The princess always gets her fucking way
My weekend isn't even over yet
I'm going to the pool again today
My ankles hurt and im beyond upset..

Ill always be a sucker for romance!!
That Sonic burger never stood a chance...

Chapter XXXIV

I really want a shower radio

Snow day in NEPA, jealous at the Mack.
I'm sorry for the person I became
ATTACK ATTACK ATTACK ATTACK ATTACK
I want a jersey for tomorrows game!

I really really really need a sprite
Does pretty little liars start today ?
Great conversations going on tonight
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN. HOORAY! HOORAY! HOORAY!

I hate the music on the radio
Just live a little, people die alot
Who's going Celebrations Evening though?
the world forgetting by the world forgot

The cowboys playing that deserves a shot
unhelpful people bother me... alot
Chapter XXXV

some people don’t deserve the title mum

just met THE coolest man in Kokomo.
It's like a mutant zombie wildman thing.
It's gonna happen I already know
I want a dolphin belly button ring!

My journal got completely soaked. Again!
im never gonna get a follow . . so
Come talk a walk into the lions den.
My little sister is an asshole though.

I’m just an Angel with a broken wing
Some People Shouldn’t Even Have A PHONE.
The show The Bible changes everything .
When twitter follows people on her own

My cousin is an ugly pregnant chick
Quit interrupting my pandora dick!

Chapter XXXVI

“depending on the lunar cycle” um

procrastinating prior to a run.
Who going to the Buckeye fest today ?
Inside the fire of a thousand sun–
I wanna see a Tyler Perry play!

This gonna be a fucking brilliant fight!
Im never gonna get a fucking car
Damn everybody going out tonight!
Black Michael Jackson was a super star

Mind over matter ; courage over fear
Who gives a fuck about the jubilee.
Stomp on the gas and grab another gear.
True definition of unlucky: Me.

i wanna be a moslem millionaire!!!
red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere
Chapter XXXVII

*Oh well tomorrow is another day ^.^*

So yearbooks came in guys.... A week ago.
Fuck everything and everyone today!
Imagine being Justin Bieber though?
your better off a million miles away.

Dey say her mother neva played her role...
Correction. Someone RANDOM follows you.
Dance is the hidden language of the soul
I wanna tweet about a soda too!

I can't imagine ever losing you.
I hope tomorrow isn't shitty, too.
there's nothing new except the someone new
Fuck you and you and you and you and YOU

We got a cypher going I'm the car
I'm being serenaded at the bar

Chapter XXXVIII

*Did magic Johnson really pass away?*

Good Morning (: cheering at the game tonight!
you're not a princess. im a princess. bye.
How can an angel see beyond her light?
A woman's silence is her loudest cry

mi baby anything a anything
I DIDN'T WANNA LOSE AN ARM, OKAY?
I see an angel with a broken wing.
not really feeling anything today

Play secretary I'm the BOSS tonight
I'd rather be a "redneck" than a whore
The future's bright, the future's red and white.
Not gonna bother trying anymore.

Must be an angel watching over me~
forever waiting for the follow spree
Chapter XXXIX

*why doesn't Micheal Myers ever die*

It's always gonna be her, isn't it? Tomorrow isn't promised... Celebrate. he stay a million miles away and shit :( We never getting back together (8)

Alright alright alright alright alright
I need a metro buddy for tonight.
Last baja meeting of the year tonight
Why everybody hyped about the fight?

Who is the sophomore on the radio? To all a mile in someone else's shoes i almost answered michael jackson tho
I'm ready for a couple new tattoos

You wouldn't even answer anyways.
My daddy's birthday is in 7 days :-(

Chapter XL

*i fucking want a michael follow i*

A Hundred Million Trillion Billion doe.....
I wanna have a pepperoni face.
James harden traded to the Rockets though
Let's paint a picture of a perfect place...

Do raisins have an expiration date?
I'm lost in empty pillow talk again...
I broke another iphone charger GREAT
AND THEN AND THEN AND THEN AND THEN AND THEN

Obligatory intermission tweet.
Tomorrow is already Thursday right?
The wombats on repeat repeat repeat
It's looking like another sleepless night.

Good morning London! Have a lovely week!
This Colorado shooter is a freak.
Chapter XLI

What "sister" fucks another sister's guy?

View over Universal Studio
The Unicorn Invasion Of Dundee.
I have the best Pandora stations tho!
do people really like provoking me

I'm sorry for the demon I've become.
Like its premeditated, it's a shame .
My lower body is completely numb.
good thing the other 2 already came

The future is important . It's okay .
Remember over eating is a sin.
No motivation to revise today
The Lions lost, the Texans didn't win.

My Tooth infections is awake again!!
I always get a little worried when...

Chapter XLII

It's just annoying ... Everything's a lie

I made a beat and Devin finished it
One sorry changes everything, again.
blow like a ballon with a bom in it
I'll just become an alcoholic then

i hope tomorrow is a better day
Dads talking to himself...in Portuguese..
I can't afford the future anyway
I never see the forrest for the trees

"Death by decapitation of the butt"
Que bello mi amigo rafael
WHAT FRANKIE IS IN HONOR CHOIR WHAT
I'm getting kinda tired of Adele...

Great. Just fantastic. Shattered iPhone screen.
Go to another exercise machine
Chapter XLIII

I \textit{didn't walk away, remember that}

I need a ticket to Atlanta. PLEASE  
Bon aller hop direction la cuisine !!!  
I got the macaroni with the cheese  
confessions of a teenage drama queen

Is fusion really worth the stomach ache?  
My strange addiction is the weirdest show...  
They dream in courtship, but in wedlock wake.  
I just responded to a statement tho

Tomorrow better be a better day  
good morning beings of the internet  
If only heaven was a mile away  
My money growing like a chia pet

Slugs are invading! Fucking everywhere!!  
I rather be a lonely billionaire.

Chapter XLIV

\textit{Can't being somewhere I'm unwanted at.}

Well aren't you a filthy fucking slut  
BITCH REALLY THOUGHT IN WASN'T GOING KNOW!!!  
A comer una rica pizza hut :)  
what is the definition of a hoe?

And Rosie is a proper rotter too!  
Im, searching for, the love forever more.  
Well, you're a tad attractive aren't you?  
two shadows standing by the bedroom door,

Her belly button stretches to her nose.  
I will FOREVER love the lion king  
I miss the harry potter studios  
Our generation ruins everything.!

Latino power, VIVA MEXICO  
Mid test tomorrow, mathematics! Go! :)
Chapter XLV

You put the dream in my reality.

I've never seen a shooting star before.
My roommate likes the most annoying shows
rose thru the bullshit like a matador
She stunning on the ordinary hoes!

such awful headaches at the moment, wah
Mike miller for another fucking 3
Chip Kelly gonna make the Eagles raw
Is there a reason you're ignoring me?

She Clumsy ,Always Tripping Over Nun .
i need a texting buddy... ready? go.
My hearts exploding like the burning sun.
This morning seems a little cooler no?

Goodmorning! :) happy birthday singapore!:)
I've never seen a shooting star before.

Chapter XLVI

brazilian little mixers follow spree

Fuck... Its september. Summers over. Bye.
You're thirsty for attention aren't you.
He wanna be a fucking funny guy
I didn't notice Justin's cross tattoo

Swear ion wanna be around the broke.
He shouldn't be important anyway..
This office session is a fucking joke!
I'm gonna make myself a friend today.

I'm talking to myself again goodbye
Dad's bringing out the baby photos.. Shit.
Just saw a woman taking to the sky :(.
I wanna dig a hole and live in it

I'm gonna have a fucking heart attack.
They're bringing Total Drama Island back
Chapter XLVII

shock horror, Morgan dyed her hair again

What's going on in Wichita tonight?
These people took forever to reply
Doc Rivers gonna have the Clippers right!!
Not gonna be an ordinary guy.

I really wanna watch the boondocks tho..
We learn deception at an early age.
Some people are the lowest of the low.
break out the spotlight bullshit center stage

Real music isn't on the radio.
How much a ticket for the game tonight
Que tierno Borja el gallego jo..
I'm seventeen and looking for a fight.

Love is a basic need and human right
It's gonna be a long and awesome night!!

Chapter XLVIII

If WE together, WE together then!

I will forever be a packers fan.
Attention shooters am a shooting star
I've never known the lovin if a man
Who took the cookies out the cookie jar

Survivor series was amazing. word
Not looking forward to tuition though
I've only gone and got myself a burd.
you're super silly, you already know

I'm never TRULY happy anymore..
Tay Allen, is the next Rebecca black
my sister is a stupid little whore.
Deleting; cutting; never coming back

On duty, Fighting morning everyone ;) 
Hill with a 3 and Zona isn't done
Chapter XLIX

You're just a whore. A whore and nothing more.

I'm just a squirrel looking for a nut
I start a "designated driver" biz
WAIT BELLA TURNED INTO A VAMPIRE WHAT
No matter what the situation is...

Why do the Giants ever run the ball?
Nostalgic feelings coming all around..
I'm jus a happy person over all
Does anyone remember homeward bound

young simba been a Lion from the start ,
I have a very handsome double chin.
through all the ups and downs the joy and heart ,
I hope Seattle turn around and win.

I'm motivated by the smallest things
Your like an angel with her broken wings.

Chapter L

You found a sweater on the ocean floor

I pay attention to the little shit.
Another morning on the patio.
My twitter getting ass a little bit
Imagine being Louis sister though

I haven't really gotten any rest
I love the Maury baby mama show
The feeling of a haircut is the best.
THIS UNAPOLOGETIC ALBUM THOUGH ......

Another boy without a sharper knife
So my computer isn't working. Great.
New bedding is the greatest thing in life
excited is an underestimate

Some people haven't got a fucking clue!
I feel the karma crashing onto you..
Chapter LI

Just hope the feeling is correct today!

feel pretty distant from reality
I kick the hoes and let the money stay
It's only 9 and i'm exhausted. 3:
I was ignoring everyone today

I got tuition later....boring shit.
Five is the special number for today. (: My mommy always over doing it!
Two Weeks until a weekend getaway!

My brother's taste in music saddens me.
I wanna get a penguin as a pet
Not going to accept reality.
Is Davis football practice over yet?

no. 1 procrastinator aka me
I am a necromancer wannabe

Chapter LII

I didn't even mattered anyway.

I am exhausted. Goodnight, twitter folk.
I absolutely love the song Amen.
our generation is a fucking joke
My daughter needs her diaper changed again

I miss the taco stands in mexico!
Felt Twitter famous for a night aha
George Michael is a good performer tho!
I'm not a fucking second option..NAH

Just like a picture with a broken frame
It's Christmas Eve. The baking has begun!!
I wanna drink before the football game.
Break out the Christmas music everyone!

Go dig yourself a hole and fall in it
Doritos Loco Tacos is the shit!
Chapter LIII

*Man Overboard appreciation tweet.*

I've never bought Designer Jeans before.
Am I the only person off today ?!
Can't even pay attention anymore.
But I wanna Sleep The Day Away .!!!

There's something cold and blank, behind her smile ..
Imagine being really skinny though
Why everybody coming for the bille
Ugh this computer moving extra slow

I need a texting buddy for the night
Fluorescent Adolescent is a jam
Congratulations. you're a parasite.
Just finish drawing circuit diagram

I'm lost in empty pillow talk again
Done with appointments for today. Amen.

Chapter LIV

*why everybody hating on the heat?*

I wonder where the travel roster is
I'm such a scrubby little girl today!!
I wonder what the big announcement is.
She said "Okay, okay, okay, okay"

I'm really really Happy for today
I only argue when the Lakers on
Now plaguing Lenny Kravitz fly away
I feel a separation coming on

I'm going crazy haven't slept in days
Not Really Looking Forward To Tonight!
I'm not a morning person anyways
what if the right decision isn't right ?

damn, football season really almost done...
who dressing up tomorrow? anyone?
Chapter LV

I'm not enjoying writing this essay.

I just updated twitter what the hell restart restart restart restart restart
I wish Louisa had a Taco Bell.
Here's to the people with a happy heart

you stupid whore, degrading mountain dew
I've never gotten twitter jail before .
I'D BETTER BE IN EPIC MICKEY 2
My bitches always ready for the war

I wanna be an undercover cop
Don't be a nickel looking for a dime
my hustle isn't ever gonna stop
Went down the middle for the second time.

im getting absolutely nothing done...
So over everything and everyone.

Chapter LVI

So Freedom Writers coming on today

I'm feeling down and up...and down and up
Not going to the banquet anymore
my teacher is already fucking up...
what did Amanda get arrested for

I need a really fluffy kitty please.
This fatty body also killing me
Cooked turkey necks in gravy, rice and peas!
The Unicorn Invasion of Dundee!

Now Playing: Rio by Duran Duran
i'm gonna miss the game tomorrow. boo
Wayne Rooney is a Harry Potter fan!
I'm selling Capri sun's tomorrow too

Fantastic tackling by the Lions there.
Tomorrow im applying EVERYWHERE
Chapter LVII

I really really wanna drink tonight.

Serena Williams is an ace machine. :D
She sings herself a quiet lullaby~
stop being such a fucking drama queen
He'll turn into a fish and almost die.

My momma is the biggest grizzle fan....
We need a goalie for tomorrows game!
he's my idea of THE perfect man .
Pandora? What a stupid fucking name

AND THEN THE MAGIC HOTDOGS SAVED THE DAY!
Hate you and you and you and you and you
What was the summer reading anyway?
I need another piercing or tattoo :( 

Who wanna open there Pineal Gland
You slipped and fell into a robot hand...

Chapter LVIII

I really have a tiny appetite

Some gucci, louis, fendi prada shit.
Impulsive shopping is a sickness too
Wherever there's a mirror I'm in it
Will go in our reunion later. Loo

We taking over people , lose control ..
Dream Weaver is about Sigourney, right?
A little singing didn't hurt a soul .
big poppa coming home tomorrow night :)

I've never even been abroad before.
Annoying pimples is annoying ugh
It doesn't even matter anymore.
keep getting bitten by Mosquitos... ugh....

When all the music dies And marry me
I really wanna go and comfort Brea.
Chapter LIX

Get hyper on the bouncy castle. Yes

Some people's work attire baffles me
I bet her mama never told her why
She wanna shopping spree a shopping spree
Good morning everyone. Hello July!

Fernando Torres better fucking score
I haven't even gotten outta bed
Go get a life attention seeker whore
Bees cannot recognize the color red.

I've got a face a buzzard wouldn't peck
I wonder how tomorrow's gonna be!
the awkward moment start in 30 sec
All of a sudden you remember me

so many people can enjoy......today...
My sister always gets her fucking way!

Chapter LX

Math causes me unnecessary stress

Mi baby, anything a anything.
Im ready for a water ballon fight!
Just saw a barracuda snorkeling
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.

Im going to seattle pretty soon!
It doesn't even matter anymore.
Obligatory tweet about the moon.
I wonder what tomorrow has in store.

Oliva gave away the cookies quick
It's just another boring holiday. :( 
I've got the swagger of a virgins dick.
Love spending evenings watching England play

let's pound the music till the speakers blow!!!!!!
I need a big tattoo idea tho
Chapter LXI

*yup, this updated twitter; GOTTA GO.*

Me trying isn't getting anywhere.
my timeline slowly wanna killing me..
i'm really not important person there
Death to the artificial Christmas Tree

these ugly pavement lookin' bitches though.
This turned into a 20 person fight
Another dollars just another blow
Most likely gonna be a early night..

Whatever you believe imprisons you
Got practice then a party later on
So giddy for tomorrow it's untrue :)
this gotta be a Martin marathon .

I'm watching usher on the Ellen show
Your interference is unwanted though

Chapter LXII

*IM SO EXCITED FOR TOMORROW THOUGH.*

THE LAKERS SEASON WAS A SACRIFICE. .
I'm handling situations better now
Wow, falcons open with a TOUCHDOWN.....NICE
Just took a 30 minute shower... Wow

Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere
It's pity you already have a man
Prepare prepare prepare prepare prepare !!!!!
Now that's Lieutenant Dan...LIEUTENANT DAN!!

Ade Gardner is a handsome looking man...
Not anywhere in anyway impressed
Back to the village pub because a can
Forgotten pocket money is the best!!

No artist tolerates reality
I think Alexa is ignoring me.
Chapter LXIII

That turtle cheesecake was delicious though!!

Not digging being up before the sun...
I haven't seen a single dolphin, yet.
i rather put a temporary one.
I really wanna smoke a cigarette.

I WON THE CHUBBY BUNNY CHALLENGE WOO
who is alexis someone please explain???
Plot twist : The Dragon With The Girl Tattoo
I couldn't fall asleep because the rain.

I have a geo test tomorrow.. Oh
I didn't want a puppy anyways ..
i hate the music on the radio.
Oh, sunny sunny sunny sunny sunny days.

My dreams unfolding, nightmares coming true!!
Rats , that's the kinda bitches you in to.

Chapter LXIV

Who's watching this reunion special doe?

I want a texting buddy all the time
Swear everybody feeling down tonight
Don't be a penny looking for a dime...
"The Eiffel Tower is in Texas right"

I am addicted to a country song.
My mama being extra nice today :)
The perfect picture went completely wrong.
Was that a giveaway, Olivier?

I almost never follow people first
Yes bitches, i'm a birthday girl today.
Cebu tomorrow. Packing is the WORST.
Hoy venezuela vs uruguay

Damn you pandora playing Power Trip.
Men keep the spunk in ur relationship
Chapter LXV

You should've never trusted hollywood

It’s Friday happy Friday everyone
Self preservation is the highest goal.
Does anyone remember Chicken Run ?! :o !!!!!!!!!!!!
True beauty lies within the heart and soul

hate working tuesdays, such an awkward day
I’m up and thinking of a master plan!
THE SECRET CIRCLE IS TOMORROW YAY.
My father is a very father man :D

Who Truman chill in rancho for a lil?!
my heartbeat going faster than before _-
Ain't nothing gonna happen playa chill.
Im gonna buy a gun and start a war

Selena Gomez is in playboy now?!
I Hate The Situation I'm In WOW!!

Chapter LXVI

late nights and early mornings aren't good

Damn, bitches be annoying nowadays.
The greatest equalizer is the death.
oh jesus u deserved the highest praise:) 
THERE WAS A PERSON SMOKING CRYSTAL METH?

Some good announcements from the desert soon..
Thanks for the birthday wishes everyone!
At home relaxing :) lovely afternoon
I will forever suck in Temple Run..

sierra better get her little friend
This morning practice isn't cutting it
That should've had a question at the end?
Am I'm impatient , nope a little bit

I hate the singer with the denim shit.
Is there a certain number to submit?
Chapter LXVII

*imagine having velvet underwear*

Another boy without a sharper knife
Road to the Super Bowl begin today!
Just wanna have the finer things in life
It's just a roller coaster anyway.

I'm tired but Pandora getting good
The rich invest; the smart investigate.
i know a little freak in hollywood
That means avoiding food and loosing weight;)

i wanna play the mustache game again!
I'm leaving Twitter for a while. Goodbye
Real woman raise the best successful men

I hope tomorrow is a better day.
I need a drink....11 days away.

Chapter LXVIII

*Fantastic birmingham defending there.*

I want a baby tiger as a pet.
Bosh hugging Chalmers seems a little weird.
fuck liking someone through the internet
Too many humble crumbs in Hardens beard

Relaxing by the fire place tonight
"Beware a women with a broken heart"
Alright alright alright alright!
When does the college wrestling season start?

Rebecca Black's a beauty guru now?...
This weather is amazing! Loving it
Another dolphin player injured? Wow
I am a little crazy I'll admit

Been over thinking everything today.
I need another weekend getaway..
Chapter LXIX

All these unnecessary questions doe.
I'm tired of the being single shit.
She always listen to her... Ever me
You want the world an everything in it
I lock the door and throw away the key.

Not Packing Anything Until Tonight
Remember I'm the best a loving you.
He doesn't even have the letters right
I really want a baby kangaroo!

I'm really wanting that recording set..
but what the fuck y'all catching feelings for?
This lady lit another cigarette
not going to the movies anymore.

My circles getting tighter by the day...
Earl Gray and Biscuits, is the english way

Chapter LXX

he put himself in that position though..
I'll be the commentator for the war.
So tight. Already overwhelmed and done.
I don't believe in football anymore
McDonald's chocolate milkshake is the one

I want a sausage egg mcmuffin thou.
I'm really really nervous for today :( 
I wanna get another piercing... Now!
... Hot chocolate was a bad idea hey. 

I need a boyfriend. Any volunteers?
The arrow took a Nolan to the knee...
I haven't smoked in over twenty years.
Dumb bitches never quit amazing me.

forget about the risk, and take the fall.
Im looking at the mirror on the wall
Chapter LXXI

She has a bab already anyway

That women shooting better than the men
I was an ugly baby. Ion care.
I wanna be a little kid again.
you didn't even put the number there
the global revolution has begun
PROCRASTINATION, ALWAYS GIVIN' UP.
I'm over everything and everyone.
Lute Olsen's got the Wildcats fired up!

Not really looking forward to today
So many people. No familiar face.
3 hours till believe acoustic yay
Race recon: always better than the race.

I hate unnecessary attitude
Gosh twitter im in such a happy mood ! :)

Chapter LXXII

Too many hindi movies for a day

In Palma airport ready for the flight ;(
You're always busy playing make believe
There was a ring around the moon tonight....
Does anyone remember even Steve?

Mi primo esta super alto:3
That was a dawkins kinda slip and fall
This generation truly baffles me.
Yes grandpa! You were needed after all ..

But hey, whatever happens, happens right?
Dark scenes in bootleg movie always suck..
Done with the social networks for tonight
I wanna ice-cream from the ice-cream truck.

she lucky I forgot her twitter name
Adventure is the essence of the game...
Chapter LXXIII

*My sister was depressed and I'm depressed.*

Damn my pandora sounding good tonight :)  
I wanna migrate. Somewhere. Far away.  
Leeds Bradford Airport ... Not a pretty sight  
It's been a very unproductive day.

i really really really wanna know!!!  
replay replay replay replay replay  
Pool party at Collegiate Station tho!.  
Did you appreciate yourself today?

Coach Carter is the toughest movie. Damn  
phone charging . sorry for the late reply  
Come on and slam and welcome to the jam!  
Doritos chicken cheesy nachos....... Fye!

I wonder who alexis goin in on  
I have the biggest sweatpants ever on...

Chapter LXXIV

*But healthy food addiction is the best*

I feel a sober weekend coming up  
My Booty Bigger Den Hers Anyway !!  
James always getting angry , loosen up !  
I was an antisocial fuck today ..

What's going on in London anyways?  
Cries of the broken, lesson for the strong.  
just blinked and missed the summer holidays  
i am addicted to the whisper song

He got a little too excited there..  
We waiting on the strippers anyway..  
You gotta be a fucking questionnaire!  
Tomorrow better be a better day...

Wiz ripped the “Started From the Bottom” beat  
This is a Smosh appreciation tweet.
Chapter LXXV

*Who's going on the junior senior trip*

Impersonating Jed McKenna: NeJ
i was embarrassed i deleted it
It's been an Anna happy day today :)
Translation Cincinnati is the it!

This is a competition after all.
Yet somehow I'm the only 1 awake
THIS ALBUM CAME IN LIKE A WRECKING BALL
Lil cousin's birthday~ gonna cut the cake ^^

I feel a major headache coming on,
just had a mention on the radio! :D
Real Housewives of Atlanta marathon!
I hate the dentist..ion wanna go!

My sister always dates the strangest guys
I feel a testimony on the rise.

Chapter LXXVI

*I wear the pants in this relationship.*

what party everybody going to
Its not about the music anymore
OU dodged a major bullet on review.
Crip walk and throw the money on the floor

Imagine having that relationship!
What fucking channel is gymnastics on?
Got People still Reporting Me, A Trip...
What channel is Olympic Football on?

I've always wanted to adopt a seal ..
we stayed in mrs lewis room today
King felix with the perfect game...unreal
I got a interview tomorrow yay!

Im Saying Sorry I Apologize.
We'll be together while the planet dies
Chapter LXXVII

What happened to the Jonas brothers thou?

Who’s celebrating Eid tomorrow though?
I am a million pieces of the sky.
Dance fast and slow and wine a little low (8)
Goodmorning freedom, goodnight lullaby.

now playing : justin bieber be alright
you find the answer i believe in you
Rent is the bedtime movie for tonight
Out with the old in with another new ;)

I graduated with the wrong degree..
No paying players (Alabama shit).
Too many people stepping over me
excited doesn't even cover it

I have a feeling ita over :( damn
COME ON AND SLAM AND WELCOME TO THE JAM

Chapter LXXVIII

Chris looking sexy at the Grammys now!!

I still remember stuff about her...wow
That was a bad idea Mr. Bond.
I’m gonna get into the shower now.
It's looking like a dirty dirty blonde

McDonalds is extremely slow today..
I have a new addiction.., Amazon!!!!
Phil’s gonna choke another one away
Time for a visit to the nail salon.

He's really catching my attention now.
I have become alive (a little more).
Good God Almighty, Evan Gattis! Wow!!!!
I've never cheated on a girl before.

I want a spicy chicken sandwich thou...
joe swanson as fiona apple. wow.
Chapter LXXIX

Amazing People do Amazing Shit!

The power is the coolest man alive
I'm not the lair in this relationship
My Moms excited with her iPhone 5
imagine if the sixers won the chip

No sera nada nuevo para mi
Oh snaps forgot about the clippers game
Exactly Jesse Palmer. Take a knee.
Congratulations, amber! What's her name?

i kinda hope the moon explodes tonight
My mama singing on the phone and stuff
I have a feeling something isn't right!!!!!
3:30 isn't coming fast enough

It's these decisions that define a man
Im always thinkin of a master plan.

Chapter LXXX

My knee and ankle hurt a little bit

I never sweat a lot in basketball.
:i kinda wanna be a lakers Fan ?
i wanna throw a bird against a wall...
Got me mistaken for a better man.

Thanks Katy Perry, you're a fucking peach.
Los needs a bat without a hole in it
Goal for the weekend : Acid at the beach
My dad complains about the dumbest shit

Doritos on a turkey sandwich? Yes.!
Another birthday party? Well alright.
~ el amor una cosa simple es :)
I wanna see the Yankees die tonight.

My sisters coughing is annoying me
I WAS ASLEEP AND MISSED THE FOLLOW SPREE
Chapter LXXXI

I'll never get a Michael follow sigh

My momma always gives the best advice
I want a hotdog from the Barlow Store!
It's just another day in paradise
Did Justin walk into another door?

I thought the tigers had a good offense
About another 30 minutes more
where.. Indonesia delegate. suspense?
I wanna visit Dylan's candy store :-)

A stronger player means a stronger team.
At home alone and kinda liking it :)
filled with the struggle to achieve a dream
You are a disrespectful little shit

She's like a spider waiting for the kill.
Hello amanda's basement, drexel hill

Chapter LXXXII

QUIT BEING SUCH A FUCKING FLAKE GOODBYE.

And Reimer with the save and no rebound!!!
I feel a separation coming on c:
The rewind button isn't always round.
I want a Harry Potter marathon.

Your mascot is an orange! Go away!!
You sounded better on the radio!
survived a 7 hour shift today
Another leather jacket?!??! Really tho

above above above above above
I'm graduating middle school today
Not Looking For A Temporary Love
is there a mall in denton anyway?

LIKE SUPER EXTRA EXTRA LAZY WHY
You're my idea of perfection.
Chapter LXXXIII

I played a dummy for a dude before

I love the “Bullshit” chant in Baltimore
Hope everybody having fun tonight
two shadows standing by the bedroom door ;)
my booty shaking to the left and right!

I’m slowly getting over twitter tho
Faith is a vital tool in any war!
You from the ghetto, better let ’em know.
Don’t wanna go Toronto anymore

Casillas isn’t even trying wow.
Ugh twitter keeps confusing me.........meow
Feel sorry for whoever misses now!
Like cops and robbers, just surrender now.

Good Morning Thankful for Another Day! :-)  
Who watches muzik muzik anyway?

Chapter LXXXIV

WILL SOMEONE KILL GERARD ALREADY OR

Not Going Anywhere Without A Fight
What’s your prediction for tomorrow’s game?
Que rico... Una Coca Cola Light!!!
I’m sorry for the person I became.

Why are commercials on the radio?
Correction. Suffolk county SLAUGHTERED us.
too much reacting is a diving, bro....
Cheap Monday’s prices aren’t cheap. Discuss.

My sleeping pattern is already messed
All out in delmar softball clothes today.
You are the definition of obsessed
Just leave the past behind and walk away.

Don’t be a texan, be an eskimo
out for a birthday brunch in buffalo
Chapter LXXXV

I wanna be in ghana for today

its so amusing watching people dance
this isn't even funny anymore ...
Don't be a victim of a circumstance.
Picked up a peanut butter from the store

Lets just invent a moment, me and you
im not a petty person.... never been!
now watching, cheaper by the dozen 2.
My Patience Level Is Extremely Thin.

i really wanna watch the walking dead..
i need a new computer like today
Correction: shower, Cinderella, bed.
you're so unnecessary, go away.

I'm getting super smacked before the game !
my boyfriend doesn't have a middle name

Chapter LXXXVI

Hoy Argentina Vs. Uruguay

I feel a killer headache creeping up :((
I keep a circle, cant afford a square .
Damn everybody FUCKING Lebron Up
One number on the euros..getting there

I need a fill in. Like a week ago!
My sister Amy is a superstar.
I want a home recording studio !!!
Who stole the cookies out the cookie jar?

Why he correcting everybody tho
I need a saving grace, a hiding place
Just living life and going with the flow
Remember: slow and steady wins the race.

It’s open interviews tomorrow at
Could y'all imagine Johnny doing that?
Chapter LXXXVII

*Darius Rucker ruined wagon wheel*

St. Thomas is a pretty island tho
Glad it already has the shots and stuff
I wanna listen to the radio
My efforts aren't ever good enough.

In Ivy Hill Were Everybody at , ?
fluorescent lighting favors nobody.
Where everybody going swimming at?
Not looking forward to reality

Love doesn't have restrictions, people do.
On baked potato number two! Hello!
one hundred fifty thousand eighty two
I'm jelly over that proposal tho

Enlighten me and I'll enlighten you .
He had the cutest little puppy too !

Chapter LXXXVIII

*Stop asking how the fucking needle feel*

so ready for the bet awards tonight
My mom became an apple product hoe
I have a midterm thursday? Oh alright
Already ready for tomorrow's show!

Cause everyone deserves a second chance.
I'm craving pizza dipped in nacho cheese..
I am the biggest sucker for romance
He always causes me a heart disease.

False advertising is illegal right?
Where everybody ballin at today?
Excited for the hockey game tonight!:
We're only wrong, In all the right away.

ugh that's disgusting. goodnight, internet.
forget forget forget forget forget forget
Chapter LXXXIX

Just had a 7 sneezes sneezing fit

I’ve never hated volleyball before
So desperate for a bloody holiday!
I’m hardly feeling human anymore...
Drinks at the Adams household! Come and play!

I really like the person I’ve become...
I’ll even throw in Remy Ma in there
Is President Obama chewing gum?
Phones, water, coats were flying EVERYWHERE!

You aren’t worth another sleepless night
Just trying to become a better me
I’ll make a nonbeliever see the light
I had a feeling Jasmine would agree.

my brother makes amazing pancakes wow
I need a fucking breakfast sandwich NOW

Chapter XC

I pay attention to the little shit..

Don’t ask her on a straight tequila night.
I always make a million dollar run
Whatever clearly doing something right (;
let’s go and fondle kittens everyone :D

All scary movie trailers are the same
So not a morning person anymore
Some Happy Garden sounds extremely flame!
MY NEXUS 7 IS IN SINGAPORE!

not taking senior pictures anymore .
That was a bit redundant wasn’t it?
... I’m gonna buy a gun and start a war.
Have people talking to themselves and shit.

made everybody pizza bagel bites (;
The lights, the lights, the lights, the lights, the lights
Chapter XCI

Ahh looking forward to the weekend too!

I guess accepting is the hardest part
i want an Apple.... at the Apple store:) 
Pride masks the true condition of the heart.
This isn't even summer anymore....

Believe in people who believe in you
They Really Over Working Me Today.! 
This lady has an angry bird tattoo...
This is the cutest bottle of Jose!!

I really wanna watch Aladdin tho..
I'm getting irritated by the night
I absolutely hate the rain and snow.
Another day, another stupid fight.

I bet her zodiac a Jordan Sign
I'll never put another over mine.

Chapter XCII

this is a never ending interview.

I hate the world and everyone in it
Take off the blazer, loosen up the tie.
all these assignments do, and other shit
That was a super duper late reply!

Stop causing drama over stupid shit.
It's only 10 and i'm already bored
Ill never be completely over it.
The body is the temple of The Lord! :-) 

Why hasn't football season started yet??
I want a baby monkey for a pet.
Or to a lighter from a cigarette ? :p
Keep calm and light a fucking cigarette.

I need another shower like today
I Wanna Take A Trip And Get Away.!
Chapter XCIII

IT'S JUST A FUCKING KITTY CALEB NO

Tears are the summer showers to the soul.
Why all the pretty icons always white?
Chris tucker needs another movie role
Wings, pizza, football. Perfect Monday night!

Im thinking belly button piercing too.?
My schedule next semester is a whore
Fuck you and you and you and you and you.
This isn't even funny anymore

I gotta find myself a Valentine!
United Garbage glory hunting fans.
I've never seen a body so divine.
Already making summer vaca plans

I got a nasty type email today
Good morning to y'all fuckers by the way

Chapter XCIV

I'm breaking on the rules and letting go

We're not in fucking Kansas any more.
My college really is a trek away
i never had a "valentine" before
My Weekend Kinder ended yesterday

If happy ever after did exist....
It raining like a normal England day
she was a funny woman.......surely missed...
Well being nominated anyway

Who wants a coffee flavored lollipop?
Truth is the greatest power.—Innerspace
Im dealing with a crying baby stop
I miss the Liam with the baby face....

Who wanna be the villain of the show ???
yo cousin, sister, brother, moma know.
Chapter XCV

you always liked the windows open wide

Put up a middle finger to the sky
Shake it until the moon becomes the sun.
Just take a breath and softly say goodbye
A better person is a stronger one.

Alphonso mangoes over everything
I saw a Justice look a like tonight..
i want a zebra belly button ring .
Well awkward situations left and right !

Did juliet delete her twitter or ??
Be on the lookout for a single track.
You aren't even pretty anymore
I've turned into a damn insomniac.

Decline decline decline decline decline
I only shit in Julie's house and mine

Chapter XCVI

It's always sunny on the other side

You're such a little heartless bitch, Nicole.
When my imagination comes alive
and roll and roll and roll and roll and roll
Gas is a fucking dollar THIRTY FIVE

i wanna give a girl a promise ring
or any combination of the 2.
Forever over thinking everything.
I'm such an ugly fucker it's untrue..

It has already started. Be aware!!!!!!
Time changes, people change and feelings too.
Don't Read The Contract Less A MillIn There!
I have the patience of a kangaroo

Met with the Pastor for the wedding.... whoa.
Its almost Christmas, where the fucks the snow?
Chapter XCVII

*Game slicker than the bottom of a sled*

THE ENDING OF THE FOSTERS HOLY SHIT
Darius Rucker on the beach tonight!
wow baby derek young and getting it
I am the host and you're the parasite

I'm gonna buy a gun and start a war
I'm always pale and I've accepted it
I'm hungry as a mother freaking whore!
Swear people do the most annoying shit.

Still was in leotard and everything
tomorrow going central london ....(sun)
I'll rather be a Mamba then a King.
Thanks For The Birthday Wishes Everyone :-)

I really wanna see a twitter war
It doesn't even matter anymore.

Chapter XCVIII

*So much excitement for the things ahead!*

Alright alright alright alright alright!
When birthday doesn't matter anymore
I need a texting buddy for the night.
well aren't you a classy little whore

Another day another twitter fight
I'd rather be a virgin then a HOE
Tonight’s a beer and fire kinda night :)
The haunted is a pretty sketchy show

I'm gonna call her anyway and say ..
I CALLED FIONA FIFI GO AWAY
I bought a purple, sparkly friend today
Did anyone request a book today?

so many choices!!! phone upgrade today!!!!
Fuck off about depression gO AWAY
Chapter XCIX

I really really like hello goodbye....

Knock on the sky and listen to the sound.
It's just another heartbreak cover up.
Give You The Business, Panties On The Ground..!
Sun shining windows open music up

I was in such a happy mood today
my twitter being really freaking gay
He fell into the city by the bay.
Good morning...thankful for another day.

Got da important goal again today
No ones insulting one direction phew
I have another nephew on the way
I guess forever has an ending too?

Oh isn't sat in form in silence fun
The old Mariah Carey was the one

Chapter C

No mentions for 11 hours. Sigh.

What channel are the scary movies on!? I want a chocolate peanut butter pie ...
i really feel a headache coming on ...
Another lonely weekend passes by....

Here comes the one, the two, the three, the four!
What is a loyal person anymore?
I shouldn't even bother anymore.
I've never had a valentine before.

Imagine Justin did a follow spree
I wonder what tomorrow has in store.....
whacked out the old Enrique hasn't he
It doesn't really matter anymore

FIVE HUNDRED CHOCOLATE PUPPIES! Gotta blow!
Yep, that's the way the cookie crumbles Mo....
Chapter CI

I'm such a disappointment of a son

I gotta find a job tomorrow tho
Burned popcorn. Parents almost murdered me.
, Ed Reed the greatest safety ever yo .
I'll never understand... reality

Im looking at the mirror on the wall
does justin need a dictionary or
What happened to Kentucky basketball...?
The evolutionary dinosaur

I love the way the niners safeties play.
Don't know the meaning of a lie in me!
I really really needed him today ...
i caught the little baby bumble bee

mirando brasile vs uruguay
Talked to a college softball coach today

Chapter CII

bring me McDonald's breakfast anyone

You didn't wanna talk awhile ago
The Singer Ciera has a dick okay.
Not gonna cowboy up tomorrow tho
Tomorrows gonna be a tanning day.

Not even gonna bother to reply.
AND Ray Liotta has a neck tattoo.
"Rock music is the devil's music"...DIE!!
Give me a reason to remember you.

I have a secret only marcos knows!
What channel is the revolution on
Things happen for a reason, I suppose..
Let's have a Harry Potter marathon.

good morning! Happy Independence Day :) 
These random people followed me.... Okay.
Chapter CIII

WERE GONNA WIN THE FUCKING EUROS MATE

Back to the normal life tomorrow, yuck
Did you appreciate yourself today?
i'll die in school tomorrow! holy fuck
alright alright okay alright okay

Forever looking like a teenage boy.
Goodmorning! What's the drama for today? :)
They treating Lawson Like a little toy
You wants a perfect story anyway?

I've never had a Haitian man before
Rats are the worst. Especially Matthew Wright
Things aren't as exciting anymore
I'm just excited for the food tonight

I'm not a happy camper anymore.
Goes to the room, and shuts the bedroom door.

Chapter CIV

Done running for the morning, feeling great!!

What channel is the Falcons playing on
I feel a little on the worthless side.
Time for a cowboy bebop marathon...
Who finished Mr. Pagels study guide?

I am the master of the messy bun
Amanda ruined our relationship
and find a girl and tell her she's the one
And dip, and dip, and dip and dip and dip

not really feeling "friendships" anymore.
Forever loyal to the blue and gray.
I've never even hugged a girl before
My cousin had her baby girl today!

Once rode a hippo through the amazon
I feel, a separation coming on.
Chapter CV

Imagine having magic powers though

"the movie is in spanish mrs. dunn"
I never answer numbers ion know..
McDonald's chicken nuggets are the ONE ! ^__^
Conviction Kitchen? Really? That's a show?

I follow worthless people now a days
But you're a king and I'm a lion heart
I'm guessing that's the problem anyways!
Prawn Salad... I dislike the Salad part

I HAVE A PROPER UGLY EX UNO
but everybody loves insurgent more
I'M SO EXCITED FOR THE RODEO
four hundred fifty thousand ninety four

mom you're the biggest asshole ever bye
My only consolation is a lie

Chapter CVI

I've got a busy day tomorrow oh

Life is a swirling eddy of despair.
I am the mistress of the Internet.
Chris Dorner got a sentry gun in there
SHE DOESN'T EVEN HAVE HER TICKET YET.

Who stole the cookie from the cookie jar
Donn be a nickel looking for a dime
I wanna be a singing porno star
It's tiring being lazy all the time

the dodgers won! the dodgers won!! hooray!!!!
I am a living, breathing radio
I hope tomorrow is a brighter day
Drain all the blood and give the kids a show.

Big apple always does the morning right!
In other news the Tony's are tonight.
Chapter CVII

If only y’all were texting Danielle.

what is the point in trying anymore
Still feeling this tequila what the fuck
you're better than whatever came before
They really really really really suck

I nedda turn in my permission slip((:
James Harden is a fucking cannon doe
I want a country song relationship.
I call a bitch a bitch a hoe a hoe

Still...doesn't wanna throw the ball away.
You are the father... Someone always is
Who's going to the western game today?
I know exactly what the problem is

JUST GOT A COMBAT AXE ACROSS THE MAP.
This little speaker doesn't even slap!

Chapter CVIII

She hotter than a summer day in hell.

Get ready for a special night tonight.
Mom's talking to a squirrel on the deck
New categories added to the Site!!!
I'm now the owner of a turtleneck

Big day tomorrow .. Closing early ciao
Young simba's been a lion from the start
My sister is a married lady now....
I miss her eyes, her smile, her words, her heart!

I am in such a Martha Stewart mood.
I'll be a major bitch tomorrow then..
At Perkins celebrating breakfast food
He stabbed a mango with a fountain pen!

I'm doing nothing on a Friday night!
Alright alright alright alright
Chapter CIX

*What time the Niners kick the Falcons ass?*

I AM THE PICTURE PUZZLE PATTERN DOOR
My concentration is THE WORST today...
I never use pandora anymore
I need a fucking cigarette okay!

you. are. annoying. go. the. fuck. away.
cause everybody else already is
i had a very unproductive day,
No matter what the situation is

So always ready for tomorrow show!
there's nothing more important than a dream
You never even got a good hello
Spurs are the definition of a "Team"..

I get excited over simple shit.
I'm moving on and getting over it...

Chapter CX

*Stop sucking on a tampon, nasty ass*

And 7 billion other people do
Alright alright alright alright alright
I need a new designer sneaker too !
I wanna get in twitter jail tonight .

I feel a separation coming on....
WHY DO THE WEIRDEST PEOPLE FOLLOW ME
What channel is the little rascals on?
An hour left before reality.

I am the one and only Courtney Shea! :-)
Attention everybody : eat a dick
I really wanna dance the night away ..
Well isn't he a pompous little prick...

They're fucking over rated anyway
Today today today today today!!
Chapter CXI

Already cheating. Sake and sushi feast.

I have an unofficial Valentine??
I wonder if Bianca misses me :(  
This is the shortest longest subway line
Relaxing drinking yogi bedtime tea.

Why worry? It's her mula, let her be~
Home early after some jacuzzi fun.
is justin ever gonna follow me ?????
Good morning... Happy Wednesday everyone.

I'm useless human being anymore
I jumped without the rope and smacked the ground.
I've never been in twitter jail before
So many cute relationships around

I pay attention to the little shit..
I wanna be a nudist for a bit

Chapter CXII

The nature of the city is a beast.

A picture worth a thousand words... Agree??
Oh lord were not in Houston anymore
Take off the mask and face reality
I've never had a bloody nose before

been on a workaholics binge today
i gotta get myself together mann .
New music for the bus tomorrow yay
Who buys a ticket to Afghanistan?

Her spaces building yo suspense and shit
But even if the stars and moon collide...
My stomach is a never ending pit
This never ending roller coaster ride.

it's getting so annoying by the way.
Hey Colby. You're a sexy dude. Okay.
Chapter CXIII

I got a fucking car a barely drive.

Lets make a movie, starring you and me.
You know, enthusiasm is the key.
Hot girls in airports is a guarantee :)
First window at McDonald's. Visit me?

Smiles form the channel of a future tear.
i always make a million dollar run
Chuck Norris makes the honey badger care.
I want a Reese's Egg...a massive one

make music sober, master music high.
Enjoying Life and everyone in it!
Thanks for the interview! Suzanne Reply
I absolutely hate presenting shit!

I'm headed out into the great unknown.
Alone alone alone alone alone

Chapter CXIV

You are the biggest hypocrite alive.

I live in La Mirada Avenue
Mcdonalds chicken nuggets are the best.
What parties everybody going too??
Her dishes is the best among the rest.

I mean whatever happens , happens right ?
I'm not expecting any answers tho.
poetic justice coming on tonight .
The little couple Is the cutest show

I'm not a people person anymore
4:20 peaking round the corner tho
I've never seen a shooting star before.
I Miss the Ricky smiley morning show.

A little Motivation never hurt
This lady gotta matching hat and shirt
Chapter CXV

I shouldn’t have attended school today

Keep me updated on the Yankees score?
I hope tomorrow is a brighter day
I’m not procrastinating anymore
A little sense in madness turn away!!!.

A perfect ending to a senior year
My cousins bubba always talkin shit!!!
I hear the criticism loud and clear!
This Starbucks has a fireplace in it!!

You know were headed separated ways,
I really want a nike fuel band.
Too many shady people now a days
Were going to a very distant land

I love Amanda Perez radio.
two angry people as a couple , no

Chapter CXVI

This headache better go the fuck away

you are a dirty dirty dirty slut
Friends come and go ...... And go and go and go
"The anus is the window of the butt"
I really started from the bottom tho.

Just started reading Eldest by the way ^__^
Up extra early feeling extra blessed
I’ve always hated watching Watford play.
Cute simple conversations are the best.

I take an ugly hoe and make her fine
My stomach growling like a horny cat
Who has the biggest item to consign?
I Threw A Temper Tantrum Over that.

I kinda also need a need bio....
I really, really hate the radio.
Chapter CXVII

I need a twitter husband, anyone?

A candy apple sounds delicious too!
I'll greet the devil with a smiling face
Yes, I'm a member of the Midnight Crew~
I need a saving grace, a hiding place

I wanna have a legit bucket list!
Rage! Rage against the dying of the light!
I FUCKING HATE THE ENDING OF THE MIST.
Could use a texting buddy for the night ;b

some sexy body shame about the face
This fucking headache driving me insane
i whip the ___ let the lawyer beat the case
forget her name and drink away the pain

Tequila is an analgesic, right?
I need a study buddy 4 the night

Chapter CXVIII

Don't underestimate a Barbie hun.

Another holiday in Mexico
A sleeping patient makes a happy nurse
She only went in for the money tho
Bring out the best in me and not the worse

I want McDonald's breakfast right meow.
This is the rhythm of the night the night
I'm getting pretty bored and hungry now
Thanksgiving food tomorrow.. FUCKING RIGHT!!!

I have the hardest time resisting you
Its all the essex people doing that
Im scared already. It's confusing too.
I really really really want a cat

It unattractive for a female to.....
Que amor essa Valentina mew
Chapter CXIX

Tomorrow always happens yesterday

Game over, change the channel to the fight ^_^ 
Is it a blackout for the game tonight?
I'm really tired...I'm in for the night.
I want a shrimp burrito. Random right

Regretting playing basketball today
fail didn't even put the picture up
I really need a fucking get away
Unload the clip and roll the windows up

I would appreciate a muslim wife
Who stole the cookie from the cookie jar
Appreciate the little things in life
So Stephen Hawking walks into a bar..

delete delete delete delete delete
Or people who complain about the heat!

Chapter CXX

So I'm a babysitter now. Okay.

I saw a butterfly in hell today.
Lord, I identify myself in you.
I really wanna dance the night away.
oops my reaction was a little too

just waking up, goodmorning everyone
Drew spelling just a little off today
Another boring weekend has begun...
I only can accept and go away!

So funny watching people fall asleep
I was especially missing you today
"You'd rather be a shepherd than a sheep."
another perfect moment thrown away

I get the motivation from the hate
When things were going they were going great
Chapter CXXI

this country music is annoying tho ..

i really need a mini getaway
i really want a cute relationship
So happy that tomorrows mini day!
Another day. Another busted lip.

Endangered species: smart AND sexy men.
When is the closing ceremony on?
Is this the feeling of regret again?
Goin on a Money Making Marathon

My mommy going out again tonight :3
It doesn't even matter anymore!
She couldn't even get her story right!
If only primark had an online store...

I gotta busy day tomorrow too
Don't be intimidated baby boo.

Chapter CXXII

Met Gala is an epic fashion show.

These Internet relationships a trip.
could never ever ever eat an eye
I WEAR THE DICK IN THIS RELATIONSHIP
Diego Costa is a funny guy

Another double for Machado...damn
The truth about the acorn is the tree
I am a Happy person ! Really am .. ;))
My boyfriend doesn't wanna marry me :c

I really really wanna stay in bed!
Forever blasting Nothing Was The Same.
Know I'm in for a boring day ahead
If only Kobe had a midrange game

I love the person that created tea
My drama teacher is annoying me.
Chapter CXXIII

So over school and everyone in it

Sting ray a double sided scooby snack
Congratulations to Denise and Greg :) 
Stop fucking passing it around the back
I better get a fucking easter egg

I'm sorry ... What !? ... (Reaction to the tweet)
My Baby Anything A Anything!!!!!!
I have a headache. Tea and sleep. Repeat.
I'm gonna buy myself a diamond ring ;)

Bars got a brother feeling stupid right!
your buttons are already loosened ho
I'm soo excited for tomorrow night
"Wales? That's another country?" "Yes and no."

I wanna bake a marijuana cake.
might hit Tallulah for thanksgiving break .

Chapter CXXIV

sore as a motherfucker holy shit

The munchies always kick in after 10
My liver isn't being cool today!!
The women look exactly like the men.
Gymnastics starts in half an hour! :D YAY!!!

No that's a better looking England kit.
I feel a fancy Friday coming on.
Whatever you're a fucking hypocrite.
I wanna have a batman marathon

scholes staying on another season, yes
New custom fashion earrings coming soon
Day drinking on a Monday....great success.
I wanna keep a party on the moon

could be rotation only playing that
where all the single pretty females at ?
Chapter CXXV

Aw Liam fishing harry out the sea

Procrastinating writing this essay
My long, exhausting weekend starts tonight :d
i did amazing driving tho today ! :)  
We'll never take a loss without a fight

bad cravings. gotta watch the winter weight  
I had a feeling thunder wasn't far!!  
kick out the epic motherfucker (8)  
Amazing how judgemental people are

I've never met a bigger hypocrite  
uneasy feeling overcoming me  
These bitches eating tiny eggs and shit  
Jut witnessed someone eat a DVD.....

I'm still alive, in case the world forgot  
Those chocolate covered pretzels hit the spot..

Chapter CXXVI

Psi is increasing or decreasing ni?

it's been a roller coaster of a day  
spooks season 7 on the cards tonight.  
La final Santos vs Monterrey!!  
Each day's a gift and not a gaven right

This isn't even funny anymore...:(  
First chapter of the second novel: done.  
3 days until the dedication 4  
News Flash: the world revolves around the sun.

Lil mama made a valid point today..  
Male hangout, mending beli online da.  
Mcdonalds for thanksgiving dinner yay  
I really need a sugar daddy. :) ha

I wanna party wit Jamaicans though  
why is Paulina even on the show
Chapter CXXVII

I absolutely hate mosquito bites

I really need a workout buddy though! :o
I wanna watch another movie now ...
I act a donkey on the camel toe
The best romantic movie is...... THE VOW

I'm jacinth movie night alone tonight :( 
Sebastian is an unattractive name..
My pinky toenail is a horror sight
All jersey city bitches act the same

or place an order on the online store!
bet nancy calls the baby Riley jack
she making me dislike her even more
She's got a target painted on her back

I'll argue anyone in basketball
I'm looking at the mirror on the wall

Chapter CXXVIII

Our conversations always end in fights..

My stomach is already killing me.
You ruined everything. Conniving bitch.
Tim Burgess, total cheshire wannabe
Hope szczesny has a breakdown on the pitch.

Tattoo appointment is tomorrow. Nice.
I sing myself a quiet lullaby.
i am the perfect human sacrifice
I never saw another butterfly

look to the sunshine you'll survive the pain
Dang people take FOREVER to reply
here comes the story of the hurricane
Just finished watching yelling to the sky.

not even started getting ready yet
im watching romeo and juliet :)}
Chapter CXXIX

i didn't even get a fucking bye

I'd never wife a social network whore.
2:20 Samaria birthday tweet
I don't believe in "wishes" anymore.
Job application number two complete

got absolutely nothing done today
I need a billion dollar shopping spree.
Wow romo almost thew the game away
Don't hate the playa hate the referee

So many racist people at dewitt.
Not looking forward to tomorrow though
It's just a simple question.. Answer it.
My micro dermal itches like a hoe

You're desperate for attention, aren't you?
Top 5 columbus live performers ??? Who?

Chapter CXXX

My cousins are forever drunk and high....

Im over it. Deleting EVERYTHING.
I'm ready to become a US Marine.
I want another jesus bracelet ting
Insert unnecessary shower scene.

I missed Miranda Juliana too!
Nice sunny sunday! Just enjoying life.
My little piggy needed something new ~~
I wanna be a politicians wife

I'm going to the movies Ina bit.
so many movies for impending flights
I hate the mall and everything in it
I'm really counting my mosquito bites

I had the greatest female friends in school.
But she forgot about the golden rule
Chapter CXXXI

Who needs a boring girlfriend anyway?

get ready for a billy eichner spam
Theft is expensive here, a taking on
Quit calling me and leave a voicemail. Damn.
We only argue when the Lakers on (;

Pain running deeper than the ocean floor
Wat time and channel for the Texans game?
Im not a people person anymore
she's gonna dye her hair and change her name

Back to reality tomorrow. Damn.
I am the internet personified.
come on and slam and welcome to the jam
And rolled into the ditch and almost died.

Bro Tita takes forever to reply .
I wanna crawl into a hole and die

Chapter CXXXII

No worries, not a single care today..

I have the weirdest taste in everything.
I have the swagger of a virgin's dick
Modesto should reopen roller king
My header is a panorama pic.

I'm ready for another holiday
I kinda wanna hit the streets tonight
In Denver after many years away
My momma wanna have a water fight...

want spin another minute wasting time.
my strange addiction is the weirdest show.
Don't be a nickle looking for a dime
We started being friends a day ago

mackenzie always gives the best advice
Praised prostitutes and starving artists. Nice.
Chapter CXXXIII

Another koko is a counterfeit
I've never eaten Taco Bell before
REMEMBER LOVE, REMEMBER YOU AND ME
not even gonna bother anymore
Dreams Are The Seedlings Of Reality

Looks like a falling angel of the sky.
I've never ordered lemon pepper wings
And you a mother fucking funny guy
Pay more attentions to the little things.

too many hatred on the internet.
I never say goodmorning anymore..
Is this semester almost over yet?
Katrina is a sexy dinosaur.

I'm so dependent on the Internet
school starts in 20 minutes im upset

Chapter CXXXIV

Aye western cowboy movies are the shit!!!!

She really is retarded, isn't she?
She moves her body like a butcher knife
ai que delicia comer subway ne
You only need a couple friends in life

I wanna here the song amen AMEN
You're more attractive on the Internet.
i’m NEVER eating Burger King again.
WHY ARENT ME AND LOUIS MARRIED YET?

Friends are forever guys.. Remember that..
Thanks for the birthday wishes yesterday
In Downers Grove Were Everybody At?  
I'm never ever gonna run away.

Hello hello hello hello hello
I be maintaining my composure tho
Chapter CXXXV

I have a math and science test today :c

I haven’t really even ate today..
i don’t discriminate the pickles guys
Lets run away together! Far away!
Religion is the answer to the why's

I SOUNDED HORRID ON THE RADIO
be making circles like a figure 8 ..
I really wanna have a party though
um dia claro, claro, claro (8)

What channels showing Liverpool tonight???
I didn't take a nap today, unfair."
Oh, sorry. You already have her right? ;)
This is a truly ratchet school. (McNair)

She ain’t attracted to the passive type
Don't really like the Samsung keyboard swipe.

Chapter CXXXVI

We only argue when the ravens play!

i will forever be a wolverine
I drew a little drawing class today :) 
I feel the Zombie coming out agin
I’m still procrastinating my essay.

I'm putting up the Christmas Tree today ^.^
Death.... That's the only certain thing in life.
Cause heaven seems a million miles away
Another boy without a sharper knife....

It's been a very quiet day today.
Its feeling like a lazy day today.
I'm not a sentimental girl okay .
The disappointment never goes away.

I've never even written one before
I don't believe in sleeping anymore.
Chapter CXXXVII

Still can't believe a cobra is a snake..

No, you were sleeping, you ignored the sun
I'm getting tired of the same routine
Good morning! Happy Monday everyone!
Is there a softball league in Aberdeen?

Learn to relax and stop assuming shit.
The boondocks is a funny black cartoon
I had a dream and Calvin was in it c:
We have a few announcements coming soon!

Born for the sunrise we'll survive the rain
Crewes keeper is a lucky lucky man!
You only see the smile, and not the pain.
I'm still a Jonas Brother mega fan

Cool weather, perfect for a morning run
Kyle Cannon Has a GIRLFRIEND Everyone :0

Chapter CXXXVIII

Refreshing morning run around the lake :)

Huge struggle moving with the bro today...
Hard work and dedication is the key
You gotta operate the easy way.
South Carolina vs Tennessee

Will Tippin is an Oscar nominee!
Matteo takes forever to reply
A false construction of reality.
Ed sheeran is a ginger jesus bye

Who's still in Johnson City Tennessee?
Wait....are the seniors doing Blue and White???
But someone's locked the door and,
Who's going to the football games tonight?

I gotta pee and someone is in there
The flames were golfing, golfing everywhere
Chapter CXXXIX

When rides were needed? Clothes were needed? ME!

I have the hardest time resisting you
Tomorrow is already Halloween!
I'm gonna be relaxed tomorrow, too!!
Jolene Jolene Jolene Jolene Jolene

i wanna have a party bus again.
Damn Now The Heavy Duty Work Begins!!!!
Whatever happened to the Baja Men?
Thought of a great idea........ (evil grins)

My outfits for revival..off the chain
Lime 2 a Lemon, lemon 2 a lime
i wanna watch a scary movie mane !
...some people aren't even worth the time

Its like a winter hurricane today.
It's going back tomorrow anyway.

Chapter CXL

I'm bringing home a baby bumble bee !

im truly with the most amazing guy
The Lakers gonna win the series tho .
i sing myself a quiet lullaby
When are auditions for the talent show?

I'm never making that mistake again.
Does AAron Rodgers have a lazy eye???
In belgium we acquire hotter men.
I'm headed to the laundry mat goodbye!!

Y'all know Miami gonna comeback right???
Another day another twitter fight
I wanna see a shooting star tonite
good bowling session at the Lanes tonight

Last weekend of before the holidays
Come on and give the Lord the highest praise!
Chapter CXLII

I'm ready for the batting cages though! :))
November 20 is a hectic day.
"OI AMOR" "OI" CABO CABO CABO ;C
My Mama Always Throwing Shit Away.

Wow we were super cute together though
Another interception coming up.
i gotta finish this before the show
I hope the giants duck the cowboys up

This gingerbread martini is amaze.
Don Johnson is a funny sounding name
The one about the texting anyways.
things aren't ever gonna be the same.

i knew elijah was a little bum.
can 1 already hurry up and come
Chapter CXLIII

He's humming "twinkle twinkle little star"!

I hope tomorrow is a better day.
I wanna play Habib in basketball
I'm getting Kinda thick, oKay oKay!
I have the condoms ready..extra small

There's always fucking something isn't there
I'm never drinking alcohol again!
Red cups and sweating bodies everywhere
Vanessa Rios is a perfect 10 (;

I sent another message. No reply
Sore after circuit training yesterday!
Forgot the fucking dartboard haven't I
A million, billion, trillion miles away :-)

Forever loving Kansas basketball..
Just ask the devil, even angels fall

Chapter CXLIV

My brothers wedding is an open bar!

I really wanna see a firework show.
I don't deserve a belly button ring
I gotta work tomorrow morning though
I google everything and anything

I have a very short attention span...
I did the splits today in Science OW!
I wanna be a candy lady man
I need a coca cola freestyle.

I need a chiropractor holy crap.
God bless the person who invented cars
Does Gaia online have an iPhone app
Ay amo como baila Bruno Mars

Im tired. Really tired. Wanna rest.
Yoruba Praise and Worship still the best
Chapter CXLV

It's letting go and getting over it!

What is the gambler's heaven? Paradise.
Come on Miami I believe in y'all
One of the greatest teachers takes advice
Miami playing desperate basketball

Infatuation turns into disease
That Marge and Homer Simpson kinda love.
Ain't nothing like a Taylor ham and cheese
Both have the strength and both the length thereof,

Not long until the Royal Jubilee
you're starving for attention. what a shame.
My cleaning lady really bothers me
Damn I forgot about the fucking game!

I'm super tired, so tequila right?
Why is the weather showing snow tonight??

Chapter CXLVI

I had a life and Twitter ruined it.

Tomorrow BI and Paper 1 Bio.
I'm absolutely nothing anymore.
I have the thickest eyebrows ever yo
Is everybody doing homework or..?

my daddy calling mee tomorrow tho
YOUR SUCH A FUCKING LIAR. HOLY SHIT.
She always looks the best in Tokyo.
...That was procrastination wasn't it?

I'm just a little bit excited hEH
Left you a hollow body, skin and bone
Can't keep a conversation going eh?
Alone, alone, alone, alone, alone

i'm still a little broken from the past...
Black people always moving really fast.
Chapter CXLVII

So fucking tired of the same routine

They just evacuated Lakeside Mall!!
what is the pussy riot all about?
North Carolina Tarheels Basketball
Good morning Folks already up and out!

A gorgeous girl embracing womanhood..
their acting out the walking dead okay
Are Dunkin donuts donuts really good?
North Carolina got the dub today

So many carrots laying on the road!!
Bone thugs "the resurrection " on repeat
i never miss a simpsons episode
where are the pictures from the meet and greet???

I'm Dying From A Major Headache Pain
Amari Cooper should've been a Cane.

Chapter CXLVIII

Just bought a mountain biking magazine

It's Looking like Another Sleepless night
Good morning! Happy Sunday everyone ^^
We're going to the beach together right?
I really wanna do the color run

I have a very busy day today !
Most people have a problem doing it
Not gonna say goodmorning back? Okay.
This Cruel Summer album is the shit

Is everyone a rapper nowadays?
I'm leaning leaning leaning leaning low!!
"She's getting kinda chunky anyways"
I'm always gonna be a cobra tho

refreshing main the island castaway~
Off to chinese tuition .... Aaa
Chapter CXLIX

*When people don't reply...annoying shit*

I will forever love the show *Roseanne*
Communication is a lovely thing.
This sunburn better turn into a tan.
You are an angel with a broken wing...

Your gonna feel the lows before the highs!
Y'all Claim Y'all Winning! Where Y'all Money At?
Design: a problem solving exercise.
Good conversation. Really needed that

they really rockin' on the radio.
Its fucking baking sleeping naked bye
I gotta finish watching *Friday* tho!
It's just a constant heartache, you and I.

Oui Tu A Raison John Est A Bout
Katt Williams is the worst. Without a doubt.

Chapter CL

*You're drinking now, and I'm a hypocrite.*

vanilla over chocolate any day
Revolt against the honor to obey.
Does making popcorn pray the gay away?
Oops got myself a little burnt today!

My iPhone slowly getting worse and worse
Right its decided its a Turkish dance :D
We are the center of the universe !!!!
Not everybody gets a second chance...

im going on a trip tomorrow. fun.
It's 2 o'clock y'all where's the party at
Shake it until the moon becomes the sun
Where's everybody going swimming at??

"Is that a marijuana cigarette!"
I haven't even eaten breakfast yet!
Chapter CLI

**WEAR YOGA PANTS TOMORROW.. Everyone**

This nasty weather better go away!
Well hope y'all have a Blessed Productive Day!
i wonder if were dressing out today????
I really should've went the other way

You always take forever to reply.
This Fucking pizza better hurry up
I guess her mama never told her why.
Its just another heartbreak cover up

Ugh almost got into a fight today
So many salty football fans today.
Im always thinking of another way
My sister wanna be a bitch ... Okay

Sweet Genius is a really sketchy show.
It Always Gotta Be A Bitter Hoe

Chapter CLII

**And cookie baking season has begun!**

It's been about a month an twenty days.
I met a power ranger everyone!
I gotta major headache anyways
Work at the golden gopher pretty fun

who even uses candles anymore
I pay attention to the little shit.
where people drinking at the party or
I am a lazy person ill admit

Hot apple cider is a must today!
Dogs whining is the most annoying sound!
My Sister Having Good Contractions! Yay! (:
I always keep the shitty guys around.

Well not in like the dirty homeless way
Last lecture of another busy day!
Chapter CLIII

good morning....happy friday...breakfast po...

Find fucking inspiration everywhere
To get a automatic or a stick ?!
Just want a little lovin here and there
Man even added lightning to the pic

it really is around the corner though.
My parents have abandoned me in lowe's!
My body tired something gotta go
Hawks vs Pacers game and dominoes

Not looking forward for the finals tho
So busy packing for the holiday.
I absolutely HATE the radio.
I also wanna do the popping ley!

I don't believe in karma anymore
I've never gotten Twitter Jail before .

Chapter CLIV

This is a deadly yellow buffalo,!

Each moment has a lesson for the day
I've never seen a talking hat before...
A million , billion , trillion miles away
ANN ARBOR IS A MOTHER FUCKING WHORE

A perfect timing to escape and hide.
When there's a celebration, there's a......FOOD!!! :D
The struggle is alive and amplified.
Our cleaning lady is extremely rude

We have the most unnecessary stuff
Think I deserve an early night tonight
Wow travel till concession not enough :( 
It is pajama day tomorrow right?

im going 90 down the sonics shit
Yeah. FUCK the world and everyone in it.
Chapter CLV

*need inspiration for a good bio*

You got a pretty kinda dirty face  
I've never bought a Starbucks drink before.  
Paul Keating is Australia's Chevy Chase  
Am I in Morris county anymore

What is Ramires doing pass the ball 
Whatever happened to the lion man?  
im looking at the mirror on the wall  
It's not a sunburn, it's a ginger tan

Got me a brighter future any way...  
These Bitches Lie About The Dumbest Shit  
Up Early Getting Ready For The Day  
Is there a bracket challenge for the NIT?

What is the definition of a hoe???  
Annoying Orange is a stupid show.

Chapter CLVI

*I want a chicken crispy salad yo!*

Cops knocking when the party's just begun  
My baby is a grumpy Gus today  
So over everything and everyone.  
Katt Williams isn't funny anyway.

I really wish the pirates didn't blow  
Just doesn't even wanna go today.  
I got the munchies like a junkie though  
Does anyone remember Peter Kay?

My filters are intact however. HA.  
I'm way excited for tomorrow night  
Hot chocolate at the bus museum ya 
I'm getting higher than a satellite

Inspector Alfie cracks another case  
Tae Heckard also has a special face
Chapter CLVII

And here's the rain. Deceitful winter sun.

I want a feather belly button ring.
Don't read the contract less a mill in der.!!!!
October aka pumpkin everything
Are you allergic to vagina sir?

Well there's the moral of the story then
Or maybe everyone's opinions suck
Oh great, tomorrow vocal test again!!!!
"OH REALLY? I'M A CURLY HEADED FUCK?"

JAPAN ! JAPAN ! JAPAN ! JAPAN ! JAPAN !
I'm gonna crawl into a ball and cry
Beware the fury of a patient man.
Soy feliz feliz feliz feliz Bye

Too many people starting messy shit.
"how was the water?" "there were THINGS in it."

Chapter CLVIII

I want another dog. A tiny one

WE STARTED FROM THE BOTTOM NOW WERE QUEER
El primer amor solo es uno
I got defensive player of the year :)
Wisconsin beating up Nebraska tho

I am the lock and music is the key. :)
How did Carlino even make the team?!?
These Remy rumours are annoying me
My Martin was a Mason with a dream

It's gonna be a little cold tonight
Repeat repeat repeat repeat repeat
Alright alright alright alright alright
I know enough, delete delete delete.

Dat chicken burger really hit the spot
I underestimate myself a lot
Chapter CLIX

He causes my expression to remain

First day tomorrow. Jesus take the wheel.
Give me a basketball and im alright
Another Day, Another Business Deal
I’m so excited for the game tonight. (:

I know a streetcar with a silly name.
It doesn’t even matter anymore.
She has the biggest forehead n the game..
Australia, China, Thailand, Singapore... :|

Not dealing with the attitude today.
That wasn’t necessary, but Okay?
I got the biggest headache, go away
Who’s going to the soccer game today?

I’m not about the Independence zoo.
The light in me salutes the light in you.

Chapter CLX

A wet and dreary Christmas morning. Rain~! :3

The Dalai Lama follows nobody....
When. Everybody going to the fair?
Now watching final destination 3
we getting hotter then the toaster there

I feel a buddy moment coming on .
Excited for the city match tonight :D
We only argue when the Lakers on!
Watch movies online... any got a site

come on Lorenzo...!! Do the best tonight
Some people really are pathetic geez !
Some people welcome Change and others fight.
i really don’t appreciate a tease

imagine all the people thinkin green
What does the word productive even mean
Chapter CLXI

I gave myself the meanest paper cut.

like I already had a shitty day.
Just did a mother fucker of a sneeze
Ed Sheeran is a lyric god okay
i want another piercing, pretty please

Just started school and I'm already done
Just Finished Eating.. Waiting For The Game! (: Excited, nervous, anxious all in one
I'm sorry for the person i became.

Decathlon is a track and field event
Your comments are unnecessary. Stop.
I wanna watch the week the woman went!
That pussy sweeter then a lollipop (;

I really wanna dance the night away
I'm Grumpy Cat in human form today

Chapter CLXII

The Wellness Center isn't open.. What?

Butt naked banging on the bathroom floor
I had a "Bella" moment with the fan.
Wait alexander is in singapore? ?????
I've got a wild imagination man

We'll crucify the insincere tonight.
WHY DOESN'T FUCKING ASHTON FOLLOW ME
If you're a rapist, I'm a rapist, right?
Am I the only person watching glee?

Is taco tuesday just a cleveland thing?
My stomach muscles are extremely sore.
I bet Miami win and get the ring
My contacts aren't bugging anymore.

Have cordless earphones been invented yet?
Good Morning People of the internet
Chapter CLXIII

..Or drowning at the bottom of the sea.

It's really disappointing otherwise....
Not feeling any better than before
KEEP ME UPDATED ON THE SOCCER GUYS.
my exes was examples nothing more

That fucking essay isn't getting done
And even when a thousand miles apart.
So over everything and everyone.
Real beauty is within a persons heart.

Why we in OT against the pistons doe
Up watching Pocahontas 1 and 2
beau doesn't even need a diet though
Give em a reason to remember you

"Dance is the hidden language of the soul"
I'm gonna need a bigger toilet bowl

Chapter CLXIV

Lets make a movie staring you and me!

so lying underneath the stormy sky
Good, sounds unsanitary anyways...
I'm still upset about The Seahawks. Sigh.
I pity Malay students nowadays

I like the hole in Jacob's pants okay
hair makeup outfit find umbrella UGH
Today today today today today!!!!!
I'M GONNA KILL A RANDOM PERSON! UGH!!

i gotta stop procrastinating but :( christina howlett is a penis head
I'm just a Squirrel looking for a Nut .
By disappointment, thus conferring, said.

I'm 'round the bullshit like a matador
Well presentation evening was a bore
Chapter CLXV

some people fall in love and touch the sky

Not even gonna bother anymore
I pay attention to the little shit.
Another lovely day in Bangalore :) 
Been really happy lately. Loving it(:

I saw a butterfly in hell today
I feel A Separation coming on
Don't worry Summer is a mile away .................
Good Morning Indonesian Echelon!

You always gotta have a backup plan
I Always Make The Million Dollar Run
I have a feeling you already can...
The one and only or The only one !!

I've never really been ignored before .
They never play Titanic anymore

Chapter CLXVI

The angel sang a whiskey lullaby

oh aren't feelings stupid bastards then
I'm never gonna fall asleep tonight
Bless everyone supporting once again!!
Another day another "twitter fight"

There open gym again tomorrow right????
No patience for the flyers shit tonight
I'll answer everyone tomorrow ...night
I think the bruins need another fight

BUT............ Justin follows me already so....... :) 
i really REALLY WANT A PRETZEL THO
These honey breasted chicken tenders tho
What is "A?" Any of y'all ladies know?

When you forget her. Don’t remember me!
It's only 9 and i’m exhausted. 3:
Chapter CLXVII

My sister is annoying me today

IT'S ALMOST FRIDAY HOLY FUCKING SHIT
Is very happy being with her man
Cry Me a River was a fucking HIT
I'm clearly rolling with the Master Plan

A woman's intuition doesn't lie..
That nap deserves an OSCAR!!! Powered up!!
Hi. I'm a conversation killer. Bye.
Tell me the combination, hurry up

My minds forever haunted by the past
Do you remember Anxious Audio?
Life's like a cycle, nothing ever last.
hello.hello.hello!hello!HELLO!!

girl crushing on Selena Gomez too...
i wanna lick the stupid outta you

Chapter CLXVIII

Back doctor.. Crossing fingers it's okay

A WOMAN'S INTUITION NEVER LIES!!
I hate Alexis for promoting it
im such a lazy texter, sorry guise
Escape the fate and rise against were shit

shark weeks a little overrated too
Been having killer migraines lately man....
Your dying for attention aren't you??
que amor esta dando Peter Pan!

I wanna have a movie night tonight.
My lower body is already sore
We need a little controversy right
Nudes Arent Satisfying Anymore.

cant sleep. a Brantley Gilbert kinda night.
There wouldn't be a single girl in sight
Chapter CLXIX

*Still haven't gotten over Marvin's Room.*

School, practice, homework, shower, sleep, repeat.
i want an Apple.... at the Apple store:) 
Here's my official "summers over" tweet.
It doesn't even matter anymore.

Self conflict is a never ending war.
I proper fancy eating out tonight
I'm not a happy person anymore ..
Good morning all. The weekend is in sight!

Guys, I'm excited for the football games
It's gonna be an early night tonight
is derrick rose a little Lebron James ??????????????????????
I got a feeling, something isn't right.

Its all a competition anymore
Who gotta studio in vegas for

Chapter CLXX

*Love natures fireworks, truly awesome. Boom!*

sakai sakai sakai sakai sakai !!!!!!!!
Need to appreciate the weekends more
miss eating subway at malaysia sigh
I never been in twitter jail before

Or add another name behind a name
I have a iPhone 4 and android phone
I'm sorry for the person I became.
Alone alone alone alone alone

I didn't know albino couldn't see
If only heaven was a mile away
lets make a movie, starring yu and me
So everybody getting high today?

And spandex is a privilege, not a right.
Who's fucking with the curly fro tonight?
Chapter CLXXI

I'm tired of pretending this is okay.

Whatever I'm already watching it
My necks a little colder than before
Not Even Gonna Tweet About The Shit.
I'm not the little baby anymore..

Exhausted doesn't even cover it.
Selena Gomez was in Barney!? Damn.
mind on a million fuck the petty shit
COME ON AND SLAM. AND WELCOME TO THE JAM.

Professor Harris is the greatest though
This Social Network Is A Little ..Dry
remember rubber dingy rapids bro?
Don't even bother with the effort. Bye.

Bout ready to transform the grand marquis ...
I'm gonna own a panda someday : 3

Chapter CLXXII

Wait was Chicago Fire on today?

You're NOTHING but an undercover hoe.
Night fishing is the most relaxing thing
Your girls a hoe and everybody know
I really wanna watch The Lion King

Got screwed again. Whatever nothing new.
you really have forgotten everything
Just bagged myself another interview :D
I need another belly button ring.

This is another laptop yellow wall!!
I'll lose myself in anguish for tonight.
Just jacking off in tutor over all
"Rage, rage against the dying of the light."

If only dreams became reality..
SO TAKE THE FUCKING BAIT AND MESSAGE ME
Chapter CLXXIII

*My belly button piercing is the shit ;)

not everyone deserves a second try
She was protected by a silver spoon....
My grandma's viewing is tomorrow.... sigh
I think a party is in order soon...

Que loco de Maria Marta, che.
Change is the only constant thing in life
Why everybody trying me today?
Two weeks and I already want a knife

What ever happened to Rebecca Black?
I'm going to Atlanta Jingle Ball.
ATTACK ATTACK ATTACK ATTACK ATTACK
I wonder if Alaska has a mall ??

Am such a freak a dirty little freak
Good morning London! Have a lovely week!

Chapter CLXXIV

*Your perfect chaos is a perfect fit.

Why do the Ravens have a band? the fuck?
I cant imagine someone loving me
The devil's children have the devil's luck.
Now watching final destination 3

My granny over here into the game .
It gets a little better everyday.
Like really really super duper LAME
Car totaled hope the person is okay

I'm waiting for the cold november rain.
Where all the fickle clover lovers go?
I placed myself in pain. Confusing pain
And French Montana's outfit! That's a no!!

i finished it and now revising it
that was a gripping saga, wasn't it
Chapter CLXXV

*Im Biggie Smalls without the lazy eye*

Excited for the rodeo tonight!  
Vic kinda funny on the lowest key.  
I wanna have a water ballon fight.  
Oh England England England deary me

This headache doesn't wanna go away  
Miami heat already going ham!  
I didn't eat a single thing today  
**COME ON AND SLAM AND WELCOME TO THE JAM**

Dum tired from the military ball  
And I the one begin annoying...yea  
I really need a fucking booty call  
Good morning people, have a lovely day

I think tonight's another early night.  
Rage rage against the dying of the light

Chapter CLXXVI

*Sky is the limit, limit is the sky.*

I'm gonna buy a gun and start a war.  
"Bring us the girl, and wipe away the debt"  
is school tomorrow mandatory or...  
She doesn't even know the alphabet

George of the Jungle is a classic doh  
**COME ON AND TWIST A LITTLE CLOSER NOW**  
Y'all I auditioned for the fashion show!  
So she forgot her daughters birthday? Wow.

I'm not the biggest Katy Perry fan.  
This woman almost got an heart attack  
I really hate the fucking cowboys man  
No mention don't expect a follow back

Let's get the win in regulation, Wings!!!  
rethinking things and then rethinking things
Chapter CLXXVII

My Moma being extra nice today.

Act like a Queen and you'll attract a King.
The rich invest; the smart investigate.
so over everyone and everything.
And Monday me and Jordan got a date

We got another pregnant sophomore guys
So my viola almost drowned today...
A woman's intuition NEVER lies.
LOVE IT! ELEVENTH GORGEOUS GIVEAWAY.

The EAGLES better tighten up and quick!
I hope tomorrow is a nicer day.
Hernandez is a little shithead prick
THE FUCKING INTERVIEWER GO AWAY

Beware the fury of a patient man
I Have A Very Low Attention Span

Chapter CLXXVIII

I'm screaming for attention. Yeah okay.

I love a good digestive biscuit me
been waiting for about an hour now...
It's almost football time in Tennessee
imagine being photogenic wow

Irene, myself and I... And cookie too
So very very very fucking done.
My one and only, one and only YOU..
Here come the pictures. Sorry everyone!

Another boy without a sharper knife
I wanna make a fort and sleep in it
Congratulations on a better life.
Life hard enough without the extra shit..

The person you were kissing wasn't me –
I really want a screeching weasel tee
Chapter CLXXIX

I hope tomorrow is a better day

wah ada final destination 3
i shouldn't even be excited bye
Ted movie really disappointed me
My flights delayed another hour sigh

I want a Vera Bradley diaper bag!
some people don't deserve the internet
Beard orange as the sunset, or the flag
I want a baby tiger as a pet!

6 Feb Wednesday: market day
In other news the Yankees lost today..
I HAVE A KILLER HEADACHE.....NOT OKAY!!!!"
I wonder what Obama gotta say

My little nephew is a genius though
Hello hello hello hello hello

Chapter CLXXX

my fucking sister better be okay.

What is a yellow card in volleyball?
What's with the crazy downpour, Singapore?
Good afternoon and happy sunday all....
I've never gotten on a plane before

try outs tomorrow. let the fun begin.
This chocolate covered cheesecake blizzard tho
"I have a fucking Peter Griffen chin"
Who's ready for the Tony Romo show?

You're either sleeping or avoiding me
I never get invited anywhere
Some people really fucking worry be!
I WANT A FUCKING GIANT TEDDY BEAR

Where'd all the entertaining people go??
I kinda miss the red already tho..
Chapter CLXXXI

tomorrow always brings a better day!

I didn't make the schedule by the way.
i wanna see the clippers game tonight...
This coming friday public holiday ^^
I’m just another female now ? Alright !

My grandma's chewing like a fucking COW .
just witnessed hunter mahan hit a shank
Wow remy, what a finish take a bow!
Good morning ya remember wake and thank

So crazy,crazy,crazy see the sun!
My circle tighter than a virgin bitch
Thanks for the birthday wishes everyone !
She's not a lady. She's a wicked witch.

Knocked out and couldn't sleep the night away... :( 
I seen ivanna pretty ass today

Chapter CLXXXII

another soccer match tomorrow yay...

A very disappointing team display!!!
Can't even taste the liquor anymore
First dance performance of the year today :D
wait.... so whats ian conner famous for?

I really really like the clouds today
I've always been a sucker for romance.
turn up the music, push the world away
I never even gave myself a chance..

I rather hear the truth before the lie.
I got the early morning munchies though
off to the doctor for a check goodbye
Glad daddy got a charger!! Fina KO

I was the bigger person but okay
There was a Shooting at the mall today!
Chapter CLXXXIII

*Lies always change the truth remains the same...*

Not even fucking hungry anymore
pandora is extremely slow today!
Is Gareth Bale A Good Replacement For?
I'm just a playa from around the way

I really need a better twitter name...
hate going bed in such an awful mood
But also stupid. Gave away the game
Aretha Franklin is a LEGEND dude

I saw a butterfly in hell today!
so many people have the jason lin
Stop being stupid throw the ball away
I always get the better, cuter twin.

what channel is The Mindy Project on?
Too many situations going on..

Chapter CLXXXIV

*Lil Scrappy? Really? He a household name?*

My interactions aren't loading! Wah! :( 
I didn't even take an Advil yet
I'll be forever disappointed. Blah.
you are the one and never i forget

Not going to the game tomorrow!!!! YAY
We running with the shadows of the night!
I've never had a more exhausting day
i really wanna get into a fight

No Strings Attracted Like A Cordless Phone
incase incase incase incase incase incase!!!!!
They say a rebel often walks alone!
Don't dream about the finish but the race

my boyfriend takes forever to reply.
Just put a middle finger to the sky
Chapter CLXXXV

*I wanna be in pit a little bit.*

Just saw a shooting star a while ago! :D  
Why is the walking dead in black and white?  
Im one poetic mother flower yo  
Watch everybody stunt tomorrow night.

Annoying little tangled headphones, you  
I got the biggest checklist for today!  
The summer ours shit the winter 2  
stay educated, that's the only way.

well im exhausted, goodnight everyone.  
Time for a Disney movie marathon!  
no motivation, absolutely none  
some heavy rain and thunder going on..

And once again the Thunder back in it  
I always think about the strangest shit

Chapter CLXXXVI

*I get in trouble for the dumbest shit*

the freeway is a very scary place.  
I wanna watch the little mermaid two.  
Another day, another dollar chase!  
Gymnastic dick inside her alley ooh

My Granny Was The Momma Of The Hood  
i kinda wanna wear a dress today :x  
He Only Love Her Cause The Pussy Good .  
I need a running buddy.. No? Okay.

Unfair..unfair..unfair..unfair!!!  
I never give the pizza man a tip.  
I took her to the moon and left her there  
Why jeopardize a good relationship

But i already have another one  
The Xavier Henry Era has begun
Chapter CLXXXVII

Fuck everybody kinda mood today

My baby anything a anything
Ill go tomorrow after work instead
My castle only open for the king
An empty heart begets an empty head.

the songs already over im upset
Wow Wanda wasn't kidding yesterday
I wanna get a minion pillow pet :)
my feelings never really went away

I rarely listen to the radio
i always wanted to receive a rose :
Hello hello hello hello hello
Infatuated with pistachios.

I wonder how Delano taking it.
I throw her on the sink, Titanic shit

Chapter CLXXXVIII

My birthday is 11 days away

An understanding woman is the best
The liberating Power of the NO.
my ankle bracelet broke today. depressed
I Should've Listened To Alexa Yo.

I really like the orange barca kit
Is all the soccer drama over yet?
i pay attention to the little shit ..
And meeting strangers on the Internet

i have a hairless kitty cat. meow.
Can someone punch the commentator or...
I really really want an Iphone now.
Not going to the party anymore ,

Bye bye Mondeo!!! Welcome home Peugeot!!
I hate the music on the radio.
Chapter CLXXXIX

What quarter we in?? Someone, anyone???

I gotta stop the barking on the real
Might try and have an early night tonight
No worries, i already know the deal.
"Your boyfriend is a lucky fella" right??

Thanks for the birthday wishes, everyone. :) 
Yes I'm a Disney movie classic fan.
My heart's exploding like a burning sun.
my sister gotta be the dumbest man.

We're playing like the Houston Astros now
ran through the bullshit like a matador .
No way! Another football player? How?
it doesn't even matter anymore.

Well. Someone's busy. Gonna shower then.
I'm never drinking alcohol again.

Chapter CXC

Miami always gonna make a run

ah..laying down and watching Kevin Hart
New calvin harris album is amaze
He was a broken lover from the start.
I'm always getting headaches nowadays

I'm eating tacos at the taco place
We're running with the shadows of the night.
I'm gonna buy a juniors iPhone case.
Might be attending school tomorrow.... MIGHT.

Then I became a Boston Celtics fan
Sweet like a candy , sour like a lime .
klay thompson just destroyed the lakers man.
I'm waiting, Waiting for the perfect time...

I'm sorry for the person I became.
I think Felicia is a pretty name
Chapter CXCI

Just saw a north dakota license plate...

Not looking forward to tomorrow mane
now playing jelly jungle episode.
Don't even bother trying to explain.
Can you imagine me in playa mode?

It's not about the music anymore.
I'm either so addicted or obsessed.
can Justin notice me already or ?

tomorrow is a very busy day
You aren't very easy to forget.
when would the hiccups ever go away?
Malawi auctions presidential jet

Southampton are retarded at the back.

Chapter CXCII

My Birthday Coming Up November 8

but even if the stars and moon collide
It doesn't matter what the people say..
I'm fine and dandy with the me inside
I'd take the model lifestyle any day.

I shouldn't be procrastinating , ciao
Heart getting colder by the fucking day,
Ah chicken legend from McDonald! Wow
this pounding headache better go away .

i love the justin bieber radio :) 
Well aren't you annoying, little shit.
el color verde es bonito, no?
i wanna make a den and sit in it

So carlos moved in with alexa? Oh
No preparation, even mental. No
Chapter CXCIII

Goodmorning! Happy Independence Day! :) 

your still the topic of discussion , why ? 
so irritated , it amazes me ! 
I'm gonna go and take a shower, bye 
Es la persona mas hermosa:3

I'm sorry for, the person I became. 
Another naked day tomorrow :) ...Gone 
I wanna take a nap before the game... 
You have a fanny like a hippos yawn

I always waiting for a something more 
This is a revolution I suppose 
I've never gotten butterflies before ! 
Wow!! I remember seeing buddy shows...

im really going to miami woe! 
WHY PEOPLE ALWAYS ACTING FUNNY THOUGH ?

Chapter CXCIV

my granny bringing me a salad .. yay ( :

Not everyone deserves a second chance ..
Did you appreciate yourself today? 
In study hall excited for the dance!!!
I haven't had a coke in ages.. Yay.

God its amazing night alone and cry 
Another day... another normal day 
I love the people I'm surrounded by. 
okay okay okay okay okay ..

You are the biggest fucking hypocrite 
We got a game in Tallahassee! Wow 
White people love investigating shit..
Que roller coaster of emotions now

Who's going to the hockey game tonight? 
...I only love her if her credit right.
Chapter CXCV

Love isn't dating someone for a week

Shaun Murphy vs Ali Carter. Wow!
I feel a sickness coming over me
This kitty needs her catnip.... right meow!
I Think The Celtics bribe the referee

I am a fucking walking paradox.
Dude. One direction is the biggest band
the oprah winfrey channel fucking rocks.
IM WATCHING BUBBLE GUPPIES ON DEMAND

Good morning, unexpected Tennessee!
Is sports connection still in Adams Four
Oh fucking hell! Madonna wannabe
no point in making effort anymore

Tomorrows gonna be a busy day
While I'm the dormant one and you're away

Chapter CXCVI

Elimination is the key technique..

I hope Obama does the Harlem Shake
Slow grandma? Tape a cheetah to her back...
I'd rather fight a dragon than a snake..
Sting Ray a double sided Scooby Snack

He looked generic, wearing black and white
I want a sandwich from the corner store
How was a sober that entire night
It doesn't even matter anymore.

We got into the biggest fight today...
Off to the second party of the day !!
I'm gonna shower now. Okay? Okay.
They're both amazing albums either way

Tomorrows gonna be a boring day
I couldn't love a robot anyway
Chapter CXCVII

revise revise revise revise revise

I never really mattered anyway..
Keep calm and play The Final Riot show...
Tomorrow better be an easy day
Who got the bbq tomorrow tho?

Two fucking people aren't showing up .
I really really really need a life...
Slick wanna blow a couple bitches up!
another boy without a sharper knife.

I really want a parrot as a pet
This is the rhythm of the night the night
I wonder who the Wizards gonna get
Who going to the water balloon fight?

Is operation repo even real?
Darius is an old banana peel.

Chapter CXCVIII

I wanna be a inspiration guys.

Trail riding with mystique tomorrow yay c:
fine...workout, read and entertainment. done.
I should’ve worn a bucket hat today
Good morning! Happy Monday everyone!

Yo Squad The Celtics Yo Opinion Void
Who’s gonna watch The Wanted Life tonight? :)  
Annoyed annoyed annoyed annoyed annoyed
good pizza is a privilege not a right

so many bad decisions made tonight
Pastel Accounting keeping me awake
I AM THE DRUDGE AND TOIL IN YOUR DELIGHT
DON'T EVEN CARE ABOUT THE TABLE BREAK

why's everybody so depressed tonight?
I'm sensing something. Something isn't right.
Chapter CXCIX

*Got lock the door and trough away the key.*

I got a alligator for a pet!
I’m dropping out and getting on the pole.
damn, winter hasn’t even started yet.
Food feeds the stomach music feeds the soul.

the shitty feeling hasn’t kicked in yet.
[Continues eating nonchalantly] No.
I’m playing like a giant cigarette
Imagine kissing channing Tatum though.

So tired!! Buzzing for tomorrow though!
Drain all the blood and give the kids a show
He should’ve been in jail a year ago.
Tomorrow really isn't promised tho

It doesn't even matter anymore..
We found the monsters we were looking for

Chapter CC

*Jenn, David, Eric, Danielle, and me!*

Are you the person I an waiting for?
Ramires is a dirty little shit!
Not even gonna bother anymore
Quit bringing Everybody else in it

im gonna make another alphabet
I’ll do the same in colorado springs
He Even Ugly On The Internet!
I always think about the little things.

What is the job description of a friend?
Sad, drunk and poorly.. sleeping really late..
My mother.......... Is a SUPERSTAR. the end.
we cannot make mistakes ohio state.

Hate you and you and you and you and you
Strange how desire foolish people do.
Chapter CCI

toronto traffic on a sunday though...
Let's get together, honey it's alright was Harry really at the pride parade Who's going to the Mustang game tonight?? That's just an observation someone made
regret regret regret regret regret I want a lazy Susan living room. I must remember never to forget... Yes. Going home an hour early. Boom.
FAB TICKETS?! HIT THE SOCIAL STATUS NOW! That's pretty much the story of the game. My uncle irving was a sniper.. Wow I'm sorry for the person I became
But we already started drawing ( : (2) I wasn't even at the barbecue

Chapter CCII

I really not excited for the snow
I really wanna do a color run!! There's gonna be another Civil War.. I never really trusted anyone Not even worth the headaches anymore
I really want a squirrel as a pet blue is the color, football is the game Has Sarah Palin made a porno yet?! i'm sorry for the person i've became
Back to reality....vacation done :( MY STOMACH IS THE NEVER ENDING PIT Praise Jesus my vacation has begun. my dads already got a part in it
BOSS CALLED IN. EVERYBODY CELEBRATE! Who was the weakest bitch in season 8 ?!?!
Chapter CCIII

*Tomorrow is a really busy day :-(*

The Easter bunny broke the Internet
Tis weather isn't party friendly tho
"Bring us the girl and wipe away the debt."
No coman flips a esta hora, no.

fuck everything and everybody!!! BYE!
It's Friday! Glad the weekend is in sight.
Why Michael Peter Parker? Michael why?
hate doing nothing on a friday night!

Dreams are the seedlings of realities.
Is there a journeys out in valley west?
i want a puppy or a kitten, please?
But female soccer players are the best!! (: 

I really wanna dance the night away.
I didn't even exercise today

Chapter CCIV

*Vanilla milkshake from mc Donald's yay!*

It's gonna be a really quiet night.
Back , sanctuary , working day ahead :p
Obama won! Alright alright alright!!!
i rather listen to the smiths instead

I only love her if her pussy tight.
Desire is the essence of a man.
Feels like a country music kinda night
Tomorrow very complicated plan

Put up a middle finger to the sky
So everybody is a ravens fan
A loyal girl deserves a loyal guy.
Ray Lewis can retire a happy man.

I'm gonna tweet a lot tonight okay.
I'm so in lust. Completely swept away.
Chapter CCV

do not de grade the people trapped in it

He's not a teeny baby anymore :(. 
You better have a talent or a grind.. 
They are already shooting Season 4. 
Alright, Gambino is a mastermind.

"I'll rather be a sinner than a sin"
My hair already falling out again.
Begin begin begin begin begin
Just gotta workout more tomorrow then

Good morning, have a lovely tuesday dear.. :) 
Some people just completely baffle me 
Yea.....Kendrick has the album of the year 
The curtain rises on a stormy sea...

i feel a separation coming on
tomorrow is December. carry on

Chapter CCVI

MY COUSIN IS A SENIOR HOLY SHIT

Well everybody's heard, about the word. 
I wanna do another fashion show. 
Well everybody's heard, about the bird. 
Tomorrow is already Thursday though...

Just finished putting up the trampoline!!
Like sunshine , Like a flower from the sky :))
"Can you imagine fucking Wolverine?"
I try and try and try and fucking try

Im always leaving something over there
I haven't really been myself today
When everybody going to the fair ?
HERE COMES THE RANGERS DEADLY POWER PLAY

Fuck saying Happy Birthday everyday. 
But Elmo is The Cutest Thing Okay ?
Chapter CCVII

*Down to the garden, took a little dip*

That irritated me a little bit
Ain't telling nobody the outcome though.
forever crying over stupid shit
Hello hello hello hello hello.

Imagine life without the internet...
are rugby boots and football boots the same????
Just walked in to a door in work :(
upset
This is a fucking cracking rugby game!!!

You lock the door and throw away the key
Day is already going down the drain
Big brother fully doesn't interest me
Another day, Another dollar mayne

I'm gonna finish my assignments first. :(
Caffeine withdrawal headaches are the worst :(

Chapter CCVIII

*Thanks for respecting my relationship.*

lay dagger dead inside a lonely bed.
Had everybody thinking they were HOT :”(
I Absolutely Love The Walking Dead.
I pay attention to details a lot.

i have a fluffy as a cuddly toy
it's useless even trying anymore
My doggie is the cutest little boy.
im gonna buy a gun and start a war

I always been a sucker for romance
It doesn't even matter anyway
Not everyone deserves a second chance !!!
I treat myself a starbucks drink today

It's gonna be another sleepless night..
How we're communicating isn't right
Chapter CCIX

Well someone got into a fight today....

Thanks for the birthday wishes everyone!
That jolly rancher was amazing though
That simple something, Ano kaya yun?
thought you were just another romeo

I had a dream about a sticker though..
i need a harry potter marathon
I Wanna Do Another Fashion Show
She going on and on and on and on!

Cafe cafe cafe cafe cafe :3
i'm going under cardiac arrest
Y'all getting more creative by the day ...
The Deathly Hallows movies are the best

Too early for the attitudes today....
Did eli manning really pass away!!?!?!!

Chapter CCX

This generation needs a Marvin Gaye

What is the purpose of a study guide??
you can't deny a pregnant women food !!
Jack is committing social suicide
It's like y'all asking for an attitude

Mi vida es perfecta como es...
ADELE ADELE ADELE ADELE ADELE
I really want a backless maxi dress.
Performance on the billboards by MIGUEL .

this football music is annoying me!
Tuition teacher gonna nag liao
I wanna decorate a Christmas tree
I Got A Better Understanding now

my pillow getting all the love tonight.
Things always happen for a reason right ?
Chapter CCXI

*Man Kobe haters shouldn't even talk*

I haven't eaten anything today.  
Bring us the girl and wipe away the debt...  
The hurting feeling never gets away  
:( this movie isn't even over yet...  
who wears adidas jackets anymore?  
I'm trying hit the casey veggies store  
still very very angry from before  
this isn't even funny anymore  

Its gonna be a great and brighter day.  
What makes a girl attractive is her eyes.  
he didn't even answer, wow okay.  
Still news the motivation to revise  

Remember love, remember you and me.  
New diet starting at the weekend ye  

Chapter CCXII

*I wanna sneak into the senior walk*

too much excuses to avoiding me  
i wanna have another party sigh  
I really didn't need . The shopping spree.  
Lil mama grew into a butterfly  

This isn't funny stop disturbing me.  
Lets take a trip around the world today...  
I wanted to escape reality. :(  
Wild horses couldn't carry me away.  

Who's going to the soccer game tonight?  
Who won the central vs. southern game?  
Another day another dollar right?  
Gustavo is the best Hispanic name  

This Mike and Ike commercial is intense.  
Is this the prosecution or defense
Chapter CCXIII

_I didn't even get a nap today_

Church Almost over ion wanna goo
it's looking like a rainy day ahead
Well you're a giant asshole aren't you
You gonna love her for a week and spread?

I'd rather be a million miles away.
Its like a penny with a hole in it!!!
i was in such a better mood today .
THE CHORUS IS PERFECTION HOLY SHIT

She doesn't understand the struggle then.
This margarita is amazing too!!
Thanks for the follow everyone again
I wonder wonder wonder wonder who

applying for an asian scholarship c:
I wanna take another mini trip!

Chapter CCXIV

_Did adam sandler really pass away!?_

But i appreciate the gesture tho
She's gonna shimmy till her garters break!
Another dollar's,just another blow..
WHO WANNA WAKE AND BAKE!! AND MAYBE CAKE!!

I pay attention to the little shit.
When people take FOREVER to reply.
Seth Rogan is a scary Louis Litt
My grandpa flooded his apartment i

I haven't eaten anything today
I wasn't even typing anything
damn EVERYBODY'S birthday is in May !
I really wanna dance the night away

A wanna get a belly button ring
I wasn't even typing anything
Chapter CCXV

good gracious loser faces going on

Is anyone a virgin anymore ...
I'm just a cocky asshole aren't I
I've never had a valentine before...
i wanna have a twitter girlfriend sigh

Use your imagination everyday...
All barca players having children mun!
I really wanna dance the night away
Ah, yes. Election season has begun :))

I'm starting to become a Beatles fan..
I'm always putting something on the floor. :-)
Full Body Orinoco Workout Plan
I never caught a Charlie Horse before .

Imagine if the palace set alight
It's firework city over here tonight!!

Chapter CCXVI

What channel is the social network on?

Already know tomorrows gonna suck
just face reality and realize !
Miguel performing everybody DUCK
that was aggressive i apologize

Just finished watching Awkward Season 1
All graduation speeches sound the same.
Another boring Sunday has begun :|
I'm always waiting for the bruins game

so nervous for the Flyers game tonight.
Last day in Saratoga for a bit
Knicks aren't going down without a fight
Thanks for the help. :) appreciated it.

Forget the bullshit, just remember me.
I'm better off alone and drama free.
Chapter CCXVII

I hope tomorrow is a better day

I made the wrong decision...or a few
Good Morning! Happy Friday Everyone!
Like really really really wanted too.
One bomber dead, the other one the run.

Jurassic golf tomorrow anyone?
Off to Legaspi Village parking lot..
So many people getting pregnant son.
Mc Donald's breakfast always hits the spot.

WHAT'S GOOD ABOUT THE IPHONE 5 and that..????
and even at the bottom of the sea
I'm bringing back the slightly sideways hat
Communication is the Master Key.

My english teacher to annoying moe
Thanks for the locker decorations though!

Chapter CCXVIII

this feelings never gonna go away

Nick Diaz really doesn't give a fuck
I'm gonna get a pet koala too!
Whatever happened to beginners luck!??
I'm gonna live inside a tiny shoe.

Your such a fucking hater. Go away
I wasn't even born in Mexico
I think tomorrow is a Jordan day...
But wanna see a scary movie doe

Hoes want the money, money come and goes
Define.... define...... define....... define..... define.....
Why people always calling people hoes.?
I'm nothing but another girl in line

When does the Doctor get a haircut though
I hate commercials on the radio.
Chapter CCXIX

I never get invited anywhere

You can't deactivate reality
It doesn't matter what the people say..
GOODMORNING TWITTER JUNKIES. FOLLOW ME
Regretting saying anything today...

I hope tomorrow is a better day
This Screen Protector Is Annoying Yo
My baby brother always wanna play.
Why everybody wanna cuddle tho?

Love is about coordination too.
my timeline is already ruined tho
Invest in me and ill invest in you .
that really happened 7 months ago

That steak and mash potatoes hit the spot..
It's really really really really hot.

Chapter CCXX

Can't say enough about Christine Sinclair.

Another day, another early flight :-(
"Guy's gotta make a living," muttered Han.
i better get a goodnight call tonight
I need a Harry potter marathon

Remember love, remember you and me.
Keep calm and throw a blanket over it.
It's only 9 and i'm exhausted. 3:
Best fucking concert ever holy shit!!!!!

Ikea for the second time today
Sport on the television is the ting,
Got nominated for a Jester! Yay! :)
You came along and ruined everything

I'm Catching Everybody Birthday Tweet
Who is the Captain of Miami Heat?
Chapter CCXXI

Give them a reason to remember you.

Fast cars and freedom on the radio (: 
i'm gonna run tomorrow morning yay
They're really taking down the statue tho...
I guess tomorrow, really is today

I couldn't concentrate in church today
Just be the bigger person Walk away
im never gonna finish this essay
Goodmorning!Happy Independence day! :)

I love a cheeky Starbucks now and then
Bosh gotta be the superstar tonight
Fresh is a disappointment yet again...
NIALL HORAN IS A PRIVILEGE NOT A RIGHT

I'm just a sexy sexy freaky freak..
It's not a steak escape in Georgia. Weak

Chapter CCXXII

..and when the children get harassment too...

my brothers been excluded, what surprise
I'd be the coolest famous person wow.
It's exercise without the exercise
I'll be a normal human being now.

revising for exam tomorrow. sigh...
Good Karma for tomorrow....starts today!
WHY CAN'T MCDONALDS JUST DELIVER. WHY.
First practice of the morning underway

They also found the Hero of the Day
I always break the double texting rule..
Live half a life and throw the rest away
Ain't nothing more important than the mule

Another dance related thing today!
To early .. But Goodmorning anyway !
Chapter CCXXIII

Thanks for the birthday wishes everyone!

no se pero amo mi cabello:3
Good morning people of the Internet.
too lazy shower someone shower me
Still haven't even started packing yet

Kuwait Kuwait Kuwait Kuwait Kuwait
They Calling Foul and Travel Left And Right..
(I really wanted to participate ...)
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.

i look extremely good in royal blue
Salinas is a city...never knew
Whatever happened to amendment two?
Love doesn't fluctuate, opinions do.

Negotiating with the little bro!
i never been a easy minded hoe

Chapter CCXXIV

Class ended early!! Weekend has begun!!

I never had an issue letting go
don't be a spider...., be a firefly.
I hate commercials on the radio.
i wanna cry and cry and cry and cry

Sad christmas music? Absolutely not
Did you appreciate yourself today?
Tall mocha mocha with an extra shot :) 
just gonna stay away .away away

This summer is already starting good. B)
So many slumber parties, holy shit.
You should've never trusted Hollywood
my twitter icon is a perfect fit! :)

These little girls already talking sex.
Brink or The Phantom of the Megaplex?
Chapter CCXXV

And grow a dirty thin mustachio.

Im be a secretary very soon ___.
Informal wins the challenge! Second down!
Whatever happy Monday afternoon:
I also have acquired Marlon Brown.

mcfly mcfly mcfly mcfly mcfly
I never listen to the radio
Is Justin really coming to Mumbai? :O
If she's a sexy stoner. WIFE HER BRO.

I kinda wanna be a model though...
Thanks for the happy birthdays everyone. :) 
Off work and straight into the studio
That was a very unproductive run :( 

I really need a conversation right!!!
Don't ask her on a straight tequila night...

Chapter CCXXVI

It's all a matter of perspective tho.

It wasn't my decision after all.
So Many People Never Find The One .
Im starting driving lessons for the fall
It is the east, and Ismail is the sun

its summer sunshine on december first
What will the music be without the sound?
one sided conversations are the worst
Or maybe it's the other way around

Y'ALL WANT ANOTHER SEGMENT OFF THE BLOG?
It's almost football time in Tennessee!!!
This is a very stupid prairie dog,!!
Bill Nye the Science Guy inspired me

Just got a headache outta nowhere tho what happened to the other owners doe..
Chapter CCXXVII

I'd rather be a nazi than a Jew

I like the ending of hello, goodbye.
Tomorrow just an ordinary day
Briana takes forever to reply.....
Jet made another huge defensive play

I've never seen a ginger cry before
revolt against the honor to obey
A happy ending gone forever more
It's gonna be a crazy day today!

This lady's ugly is distracting me
I'm lost in empty pillow talk again.
When expectations meet reality!
Success in my exam today...AMEN

Olympics got the traffic moving stressed
My sleeping pattern is already messed .

Chapter CCXXVIII

And Jason is the starting catcher too

House music inspiration fully there.
I'm talkin bout a super blunt tonight
Chuck norris makes the honey badger care
don't stop continue to survive and fight

This isn't even funny anymore.
Mitt Romney is a SNAKE!! Remember that...
I fucking love the little mermaid store.
yo, where the democratic party at?!?

I really need a iPhone charger case
I've never dreamt in black and white before.
Fuck this entire stupid fucking place.
I must....expand....horizons....even more....

I really wanna dance the night away.
I seen a butterfly in hell today!
Chapter CCXXIX

Give me a beat, A booth, a pad and pen

and what, the winner gets a training bra?
We go together like a puzzle though.
If only Cole and Dylan lived in LA
What happened to the Jerry Springer show?

You never care and understanding me..
I only really like the chorus though
Exams were like an arrow to the knee
relaxing watching rickey smiley show

Dreams are the seedlings of reality
i love a person with a pretty smile.
Yo mama is an android wannabe.
I haven't watched the sunrise I'm awhile...

I need a harry potter marathon
digestive pyrotechnics going on

Chapter CCXXX

It's something going on in NILES again

I really wanna have a picnic tho...
I'm so excited for the holidays!
Luis Almeida en Canal Uno.
depression is an illness, not a phase

Well isn't he a handsome fellow :"3
Brianna has a sick and dirty mind
I have an angel watching over me
My brother always leaving shit behind

it's only 12 the parties just begun
I don't believe in that abortion shit...
A jealous girlfriend is a faithful one
just bullshit after bullshit isn't it?

My stomach started hurting out the blue,
GoodMorning to the other people too :)
Chapter CCXXXI

Too many football players leaving. Wow.

I won a 20$ dollar tab tonight
damn.. ugly bitches always talking shit
And so tomorrow will begin the fight..
Day one and I'm already losing it..

IM OFF TOMORROW SAT AND SUN AMEN!!!
I took an elbow to the face today.
I wanna see The Lucky One again!!!
Should I Believe The Bullshit People Say ?:3

Casino gadsden alabama: .Bye
One equal temper of heroic hearts,
i'm gonna cry and cry and moan and sigh
I wonder when the new semester starts...

I wanna be Acacia Clark okay.
Its really been an aggravating day.

Chapter CCXXXII

I wanna see a funny movie now

So many Crimson searches, holy shit.
my little brother is the fucking shit
This weather is amazing!!!!!!! Love in it
just sitting here in pain and loving it

IM SO EXCITED FOR THE ELLEN SHOW
I'm over everyone and everything.
She fucking with a rookie I'm a pro
McDonalds Fucking Over Burger King.

i always make the million dollar run
My teacher always has Pandora on !
Good morning, happy Tuesday everyone!!!
Thank Jesus Andrew turned the heater on!

I really wanna join a Sniping Clan!!!!! :D
I Need A Studio Producer Man
Chapter CCXXXIII

Night classes start tomorrow. DREADING it.

I was a law abiding student tho!
Blue is the color football is the game
Thought you were just another Romeo.
Im all about the money fuck the fame.

You've got a pretty kinda dirty face.
I'm watching Ghetto Stories later maybe
The moon and Saturn look amazing!
So celebrate and light the Mary jane

Damn number 83 from the Ravens got a hit
Tattoo appointment for september 3 :) 
This years commercials aren't cutting it.
A woman that's a airhead bothers me.

This sunburn better turn into a tan
I really have a short attention span ..... 

Chapter CCXXXIV

I been in pool enough already shit

i had the nicest afternoon today
apartment hunting...roommates please apply.
I'm rollin' up the perfect getaway.
I sing myself a quiet lullaby

Is my appearance still a secret or
I gotta million dollar master plan !
Not even feeling twitter anymore
Beware the fury of a patient man.

12 minute run tomorrow, dreading it
Not looking forward to tomorrow though
I have a fucking stalker holy shit
I'm gonna need a cuddle buddy doe

Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
I hope the texans kill the bears tonight
**Chapter CCXXXV**

*THERE WAS A WORM IN MY PISTACHIO*

Shy gonna get her Christmas present late
If California was a mile away.
Don't gotta worry bout her, shorty straight
I'm hungry haven't really ate today...

I'm sorry for the person I became.
Fantastic baby on the radio!!!!
Sad watching AI before the Sixers game...
I got a budget for the lawyer doe

I got a mother fucking paper cut...
Hey, little sister, who's the only one?
Hope solo just admitted she's a slut!
She has a weird obsession with her son.

I'm always learning things the hardest way
i Hit the mall and spend a G today .

**Chapter CCXXXVI**

*one member on the label like a hoe*

I'm not a fucking princess, I'M THE KING
I love the movie Independence Day
I Harry garlic flavored anything
yea I'm retarded guys okay okay

cant wait another day without a phone
so many mothers being fathers too
Don't wanna spend another night alone
I'll always be protective over you

How many days intel thanksgiving break?
Smart ass idea hooters for the game
He gonna intro Justin timberlake
all tyler perry movies are the same..........,

He really crying over jersey shore
I never had the chicken pox before....
Chapter CCXXXVII

*God bless the day gerard and joel met.*

reach that Imagination any how
I'll try and read the sunday magazine.
I'm gonna start a vest collection now!
Confessions of a teenage drama queen.

That's not a euphemism by the way
Pitch perfect is a funny movie tho.
I'm over stupid questions for the day.
**THIS IS THE FUCKING ONE DIRECTION SHOW**

what's your idea of a perfect date?
I kinda wanna pet a manatee.
Back to Reality tomorrow!! Great!!
Hallucination always haunting me

Good morning, Twitter :) Have a lovely day.
Let's put the less important things away

Chapter CCXXXVIII

*Is this semester almost over yet?*

Loved cheese and pickles... Not together tho.
I swear, banana pudding is the best
i hate commercials on the radio
Why's everybody gotta be impressed...?

Just walk away and left without a say
Real music isn't on the radio
Goodmorning, Thankful for another day !
(((not really laughing. Hailey is a ho)))

I want a belly button piercing soon
Goodmorning thankful for another day
I really want the movie Blue Lagoon ....
well, Salamander Guru is okay~ ^^

You are a product of divine dictate
And my professor calmly walks in late
Chapter CCXXXIX

Let's have a midnight chat tomorrow night

Front gardens turned into a swimming pool
I need a whiskey sour. On the rocks
My little brother is a fucking fool.
My trigger finger got the chicken pox

The darkness of the music of the night
Some people aren't just beyond repair.
I noticed Amy NEVER won a fight!
This headache isn't going anywhere!

Woke up refreshed and ready for the day!!
Attempting breakfast. Zero appetite.
Match fixing!!! Celtic gave the game away...
Are people dressing up tomorrow night?

I need a second job A fucking SAP
A little faded thinkin bout a nap

Chapter CCXL

I promise me and William gonna fight

I am a sucker for a starry sky :)
I'm from the city of the purple sprite
my motivation... that's the reason why...
That awkward silence after couples fight....

Err body going to the raptors game
I sing myself a quiet lullaby
this human being has a fucking name.
A hero who descended from the sky.

You're always starting problems anymore!
I WONDER WHERE THE BABY DADDY AT
You're just another undercover whore
I almost melted after hearing that.

my mother always criticizes me.
I need a timeout from reality
Chapter CCXLI

I wanna talk about the future more !!!!!!!

That hasn't happened for the longest time.
Bring us the girl and wipe away the debt.
don't be a nickel looking for a dime
I haven't even got a present yet

Who wanna challenge me in temple run
"Sometimes in bed her daddy issues show"
Fast city trip tomorrow anyone?
WAIT FOR A MINUTE ON THE RADIO

just noticed my location still the same (: 
GO TEAM FIONA. Holy fucking shit.
bitch . ian neva eva been a lame!
Keep calm and throw a blanket over it

Still haven't started my assignments oh
Ain't nothin but a traffic ticket tho

Chapter CCXLII

Accounts tuition later. Such a bore.

it's gonna be a tiring day today
is wearing Jerseys coming back in style ?
I have tattoos and shaggy hair okay
hello atlantic ocean...been a while!

11 hurt in Cardiff hit and run?
I should've never trust in Hollywood...
So many people Neva find the one
is "sonic generations" any good?

You're running with the fastest girl in town....
I haven't even finished packing yet
Think i already got the chorus down :)
I really fucking love the Ready Set.

I pay attention to the little shit..
My stomach has the biggest knot in it !
Chapter CCXLIII

I really hope the Pacers beat the Heat!

I have the biggest headache holy shit
Delete delete delete delete delete
Not even going to acknowledge it....
This is a heels appreciation tweet.

I hate compulsive liars holy shit
Yay you acknowledged me today hooray.
My icon is disgusting... Changing it.
i need a proper party holiday.

Well fingers crossed and hoping for the best
It's too explicit for the internet
Live life regretting nothing, fuck the rest!
Yes, I'm familiar with the alphabet

I've never been in twitter jail before
I don't believe in nothing anymore

Chapter CCXLIV

I think in just attracted by the beat

I've never even seen a buffalo
We Gotta Go Into The Playoffs Hot!
Bet mama handle that tomorrow tho!
5 Yorkshire puddings really hit a spot

You gotta watch her take her Birth Control.
so tired but piano lesson doe..
Long showers are essential to the soul
I wanna listen to the previews tho

Line shirts tonight...... Alright alright alright
A public bathroom is the awkward place
Gaw dub in viewpoint, party home tonight!
welp never going to a NASCAR race

Still haven't finished packing. Holy cow.
I'm telling everyone Goodmorning now!
Chapter CCXLV

That little ginger nugget is alright

Young simba been a lion from the start
God over everything and everyone!!!!!
I'm sick and tired of a broken heart.
I'm Gonna Turn Into A Honey Bun.

The rich invest; the smart investigate.
Tomorrow is already Thursday.. Damn!
Work, errands, then Paducah for a date.
Most awesome candy find in Birmingham.

what was the Scotland vs Belgium score?
Another day, another dollar spent
Is legit really legit anymore?
I'm gonna need a coffee pronto dente

Excited for the Padre Game tonight
but i deserve a harry follow right

Chapter CCXLVI

What's jessie nominated for tonight?

I always pack unnecessary shit.
I hope tomorrow is a better day
the turkey always overshadows it
I really wanna dance the night away

no work tomorrow! Happy Labor Day! :)
I don't believe in chances anymore
I absolutely hate the letter k
Still Waiting For the Dedication 4......

I'm never ever doing that again...
Our thoughts determine our reality
Im gonna use a shaving razor then.
I made another Twitter follow me

Not watching Made In Chelsea.. Never will.
I have a big imagination still.
Night. Once again, deleting twitter app.

Hair feeling like a brittle pad and shit
I REALLY wanna dance the night away (: 
Im still in bed. And im enjoying it.
i haven't eaten anything today

I saw a butterfly in hell today
What's everybody doing for the 4 ?
So love the lighting such a nice display
Not Going To The Movies Anymore.

A bright and pretty Friday morning, Yay!
Tomorrow's gonna be a shitty day.
My nipple piercing really hurts today!
i'm tired of pretending i'm okay.

I really wouldn't mind a movie date!!
I'm too exhausted to communicate.

Chapter CCXLVIII

I am extremely tired!!!!!! Need a nap!!!

I wanna have a couple drinks tonight
Its slow and hot today in singapore
A very, very unattractive sight.
It doesn't even matter anymore

Just kidding someone took the movie back
Still waiting for a sunny summer day
Sting ray a double sided Scooby snack
I really wanna dance the night away

Is there an apple store in cherry hill?
Is everybody fucking sleeping or
Five hour art exam tomorrow! Brill! :|
This isn't even funny any more..

My sister showing out in volleyball.
She's cute in college pretty teeth and all
Chapter CCXLIX

What's with the running up and down the stairs?

I pay attention to the little shit..
Good morning! Happy Tuesday everyone! :D
No shave November! I'm embracing it.
Life is a bitch, and Monday is her son

Big problem. Can't resist the internet. :-(
So this impersonators purpose is.......?
i'm gonna have a turtle as a pet
i have a feeling who the person is....

bought me a new hawaiian shirt today .
A chocolate brownie wouldn't go a miss!
....I'm over birthday planning anyway
Good morning To whomever reading this :

Exams Tomorrow.... Gonna Fail Again
........ And den? And den? And den and den and den

Chapter CCL

No other team in any sport compares

Went to the party city interview
Off to a shoot in sunny Monaco
WHAT HAS THE CEREMONY TURNED INTO
These headaches on a daily basis though

So stressful looking for a formal dress
Latch by disclosure, what a fucking tune!
Improvement is the process of success!
Lets sleep away the sunday afternoon

Another year. Another year alone
My heart's exploding like a burning sun ;)
just introduced her to the dial tone
NO COMPETITION I ALREADY WON

my strange addictions is the weirdest show
Damn females fightin' on a Thursday doe
Chapter CCLI

*Went to the firehouse and got a hat!!*

my life a movie, everyday an scene!
Just put the middle finger to the sky!
Is that a fetus or a Lima bean?!
Excited for tomorrow.... Wonder why?

I really want a pretzel from the mall!!!!
Bill Millers breakfast tacos are the shit!
I love the colors of the trees in fall.
What is the motive of a hypocrite?

That's something that the preacher doesn't preach
And my amazing boyfriend. He's the shit
Too many topless women on the beach
Hunt brothers pizza boxes are legit.

I hope tomorrow is a better day..
Well goodnight guys... TOMORROW'S FRIDAY YAY!

Chapter CCLII

*Lift heavy at the lowest body fat%*

Man social networks are becoming lame!
Be selfish, everyone already is
i need a more creative twitter name...
"Let's have an aircraft recognition quiz"

My uncle's being such a bitch today.
I've never ever seen a yellow duck
Attraction never really goes away
my brother is the most annoying fuck

who stole the cookie from the cookie jar?
I hate the health performance task okay.
hate how expensive service stations are :( 
Just wanna move away and go away

I want a cherry berry chiller mann!
Dance was okay. The teacher awesome can.
Chapter CCLIII

*Men run the world and women run the men :(

I never got in twitter jail before
I didn't wanna be alone tonight.
Not even fucking tired any more
my outfit for tomorrow looking right .

Kentucky really sucks without Noel
It really doesn't matter anymore .
jake jacobs. phillip phillips. what the hell
I wonder what the weekend has in store.

Too busy for a boyfriend anyway
It's gonna be a cosy cosy night.
Oh. I remembered... Gardens by the bay
Rage, rage against the dying of the light

You're giving me a mini heart attack
Whatever happened to Rebecca black

Chapter CCLIV

*Ain't gonna never fall in love again :-)*

I like Obama even more today.
My feet were really killing me today.
Good Morning Everybody By The Way
I really wanna dance the night away.

Lord Of The Rings Extended Marathon;
Oh, lazy Sunday stay forever, please.
I feel a band obsession coming on
I also really love Alicia Keys

So many aggy people out tonight
Is twitter your pretend reality ?
Dismissing everybody left and right !
is Michael ever gonna notice me

I've never had a shamrock shake before...
All nighters never happen anymore.
Chapter CCLV

you people are annoying.... get away
up early headed to the studio!
Come on and twist a little closer now ;)
My supervisor have a fatty yo
This water tastes amazing right meow.

Another girl without a sharper knife.
Don't ask her on a straight tequila night.
Closed eyes and hoping for a better life
I wanna have a water ballon fight..

This lady brought her dog into the store
Good thing tomorrow is a holiday.
Can Demi marry me already or
Whatever, she's a loser anyway

Can't go without a charger anymore
Why is the weather so depressing for!

Chapter CCLVI

I've seen a few attractive guys today.
Wow diet cherry coca cola! Yum!
On second coffee of the morning, yay
my english teacher has the nicest bum
Hate everyone and everything today

I've never been in twitter jail before
And then annoying orange ruins it.
It's almost like a little dolly's door.
When Panic At The Disco Was The Shit. ;o

Sure molly you were "kidding". Stupid ho
She always given people attitude
white wine and vodka taste amazing tho
John Clayton is a funny looking dude.

This baby's giving me the evil eye.
I bet her moma never told her why
Chapter CCLVII

Still waiting for a taxi to arrive.

There's never two relationships the same.
We pray because the Holy Spirit prays.
South Carolina making it a game
I gotta keep a pistol now a days

If happy ever after did exist...
They say tequila heals a heartbreak right?
I'm gonna make a Summer Bucket List
We gonna shut the city down tonight.

Computer isn't really working ~_~ blah.
11 promise ill continue it.
He's really sweet and cute and smart and ya.
Goodmorning world and all inhabit it!

My bottle of Moscato almost gone :(.
It's always darkest just before the dawn...

Chapter CCLVIII

Don't hate the timeline. Hate the iPhone 5.

I didn't even realize the time
That fucking cricket is a fucking trip
Lets lay around and listen to Sublime
I wanna have a good relationship.

What happened to the Jonas Brothers tho...?
If only something still remain the same
Preparing for tomorrows fashion show!!
not looking forward to tomorrows game

i wonder if were going out today
Grass always greener on the other side
Class ended 20 minutes early yay
Let hope arise and make the darkness hide!

There's always someone watching over you.
I need ideas for a new tattoo
Chapter CCLIX

All of a sudden feeling really shy.

Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere
i promise promise promise promise you!
Rum runner. Womanizer. Millionaire.
I'm losing for a COUPLE reasons too

I'm always thinking of the weirdest shit .._.
This traffic at the moment takes the piss!
I want the world an everything in it
The Munchies Always Kick In After This.

I've got a feeling City's gonna win
I want a mocha cookie crumble, please?
Sin is committed. Evil is within.
Just turn a double play already. Jeez

does Cheryl Miller have a mini fro?
I really want another burger tho

Chapter CCLX

my motivation... that's the reason why...

I really wanna dance the night away .
I'm busy getting stronger everyday
I have an extra chromosome, OKAY.
replay, replay, replay, replay, replay

Who orders salad at a pizza place?
i've never had a booty call before !
Your such a pretty pretty pretty face
Not going nowhere with her anymore

Just tuned in to the Eric Andre show.
left me the victim of a hit and run
Can friday hurry up already tho!
Fuck mornings. happy Monday everyone

I need a saving grace, a hiding place ~
You got a pretty kinda dirty face
Chapter CCLXI

*I never trusted Toby ugly ass*

Harsh words were said and lies were told instead.
I haven’t even found an outfit yet.
Relax, already thousand steps ahead
No early morning session, im upset!

Another boy without a sharper knife..
I’m sorry for pretending didn’t care
The Belfry to Canary Wharf .. The Life!
I really want a pet koala bear

Besides the killings philly is okay
well you’re an awful babysitter then.
Take $20 on a scratchy any day
I fucked her once and never fucked again.

Forever hoping everythings okay
Let’s shoot the pussies from a block away

Chapter CCLXII

*In my Environmental Science class.*

Chris Pearson WHAT ABOUT THE CHILDREN THO!!!!
Strong Vincent season really over tho!
I didn’t think the girls were gonna go.
I’m really getting tired of the snow.

Half day tomorrow, what’s the point in that?!
I’m buying one tomorrow at the game.
I really really need a santa hat!!
All that potential… Wasted. Such a shame...

I guess Bensalem is the move tonight.
It’s getting boring! Anyone agree??
Just got the ticket. Waiting for the flight
Creative treatment to reality

I have a really bad attention span
Tim Westwood is a scary looking man.
Chapter CCLXIII

*I wonder what tomorrows gonna bring*

I wanna have a fucking marathon.
So everybody at the beach today?
Wake up and realize whats going on
I'm not a heavy drinker anyway.

I never ever caught a birthday tweet !
My Mama Fucking Aggravating Me
School, shower, laundry, homework, sleep, repeat.
Just did the baywatch workout DVD...

not really feeling volleyball tonight..
Have you inquired from The Lord today?
"I only see the world in black and white."
Chau argentina!! Hola Uruguay

sixth form induction day tomorrow, yay
Not thinking bout the bullshit for today

Chapter CCLXIV

"*I'm not a fucking princess, i'm the king*"

Redecorated my ENTIRE room.
Just disappointed. Nothing. I'm okay.
Im dressing up and not in no costume
I didn't even finish my essay

Up from an unexpected nap today
No turning back in Jesus Name! Amen
Ballet Ballet Ballet Ballet Ballet
I'm leaving never coming back again.

I don't remember ever learning this...
I have a hot Italian cousin shit
That hesitation right before a kiss.
so you're a bitch. and you're admitting it?

Yay for the weekend! Raise a glass and chill! ;-)
Nun more important than the Dollar Bill..
Chapter CCLXV

*not looking forward to becoming sore...*

I wanna see the movie, Taken 2.
Straight out the bottle, fuck a double cup
it's getting harder to believe in you
Cool ranch Doritos loco tacos yup

The rich invest; the smart investigate.
Ecstatic is an underestimate!
eliminate the hate, appreciate.
Kiss me beneath the milky twilight ...(8)

That sounded really dirty didn't it?
I'm tired of pretending im okay
I gotta shopping problem i admit
Did something happen after school today

I'm starving , what's the movie after school .
You are the definition of a tool

Chapter CCLXVI

*I don't believe in friendship anymore.*

Received an unexpected call today
So tired. Feel a headache coming on
Its still a hustle but the legal way
Tomorrow it's The Boondocks Marathon :)

Than higher than a motherfucker(8.
This has the feeling of a legend feel
Trey Johnson headed to Ohio State!!
So eager for tomorrow it's unreal

I wanna visit Hollywood and stay.
Two stubborn people shouldn't even try
ITS HOTTER DEN THE DEVILS DICK TODAY .
Should have a motorcycle by July :)))

I am a young Ugandan superstar
Who stole the cookie from the cookie jar?
Chapter CCLXVII

i never would've guessed a kardashian.....

My Keyboard Is Forever Messing Up.
I wonder how tomorrows gonna go (:)
You shaking like a stripper tighten up
I'd rather hear a maybe than a no

Good morning. Thankful for another day!
Wales absolutely battered England then?
Back To December's hidden message: Tay.
god only knows were ordinary men.

He is the holder of the Duty bead
Well always resolute and recognize
I'm gonna watch the human centipede.
I'm mostly just into the butterflies

I fell asleep in english yesterday.. :P
have martians vs goblins pon replay

Chapter CCLXVIII

So ready for tomorrow. It's insane.

remember love, remember you and me.
Guess it's a Lifetime movie kinda day.
Mel Gibson's hair in Lethal Weapon 3.
WHAT GENDER IS THE BABY AAA

Remember you? Remember you and me?
Accumulation de deceptions la
you need a slap into reality
Got butterflies about tomorrow ahh

A faithful girl deserves a faithful guy.
Be Careful of the Image you Portray
Why doesn't Michael Meyers ever die?
think that's enough revision for the day

When bitches do unnecessary shit
I'm pretty sure the fans were cheering it
Chapter CCLXIX

*It's all about the effort isn't it?*

Blue is the color, football is the game
I am the mother fucking grinch okay
My little sister has a pretty name :(
I don't remember doing shit today.

Who's tough enough ? The FALCONS tough enough !!!!!!!
Im going to the game and watching it
Its kinda scary, growing up and stuff.
I want the world and everything in it

At Karen's Sleeping On Her Comfy Bed (:)
So ready for The Walking Dead tonight!
The royal baby has a massive head
I need myself a Dixie land delight

Bitch is ignored until December, so ..
Depending on the situation tho.

Chapter CCLXX

*Hate being treated like a kid and shit*

Not gonna be alone again tonight
Heat gonna mess around and lose today
So this banana got arrested right?
that was unnecessary but OKAY

Ill wait a little longer . Its alright
You won't believe the most amazing thing
Here's to another lonely boring night
I see an angel.. With a broken wing.

STOP FUCKING SHOWING DEREK ON THE GROUND
Remember! Girls remember everything.
I'm aggravated all the way around.
French Revolution vs Arab Spring

I hate the world and everyone in it
My sister listens to the weirdest shit
Chapter CCLXXI

Scott got a haircut for the spelling bee

A million billion trillion miles away
Thanks to whoever did a hit and run
The people coming to the car today.
not gonna bother texting anyone

How is tomorrow only Thursday? HOW?
Pastel, pastel, pastel, pastel, pastel.
I'm really really really tired now
i am forever craving taco bell!

And find a girl and tell her she's the one
I wanna kiss below a mistletoe ;|
Up bright and early for the airport run ;)
I really gotta take a shower oh

OKAY. INHALE EXHALE INHALE EXHALE.
I'd rather be a hammer than a nail

Chapter CCLXXII

Communication is a major key

Just got a great email awhile ago
BILL NYE THE MOTHER FUCKING SCIENCE GUY!!!
..still looking for another roommate doe !!
well aren't I the social butterfly~ :D

I love tattoos especially on a man!!
Job Interview tomorrow. Feeling Good! ;) 
Relaxing thinking of a master plan
You should've never trusted Hollywood . . .

Don't be a nickle looking for a dime
I'm always gonna be a Cowboys fan.
She always playing all the fucking time ...
What is the definition of a man?

I'm gonna miss the walking dead premiere :( 
FRANK BETTER WIN THE ALBUM OF THE YEAR
Chapter CCLXXIII

Celebratory drinks tonight! Aha

yep. its a little mermaid kinda night.
I need a weekend of vacation. Soon.
i got a stupid ass mosquito bite
I had a lovely Sunday afternoon :)

With little cousins watching fairytale
I Really Ran Into A Wall Today .
Still waiting for the butt implants email.
Tell me a goodnight story? No okay.

Magnolia kitchen has the goods today
I miss The Ethan Goodwin. He's the man.
The water bottle was a freebie. Yay!
Oh no, the nighttime cravings have began..

they wilding on the radio tonight
I really wanna have a snowball fight.

Chapter CCLXXIV

I wanna buy a Belgian Sheperd ahh !

i want a condo out in hollywood
Ill never understand a basic hoe
These presentations aren't very good
GOD. DAMMIT. SALLY GOTTA FUCKING GO.

WHAT HAPPENED WE WERE GRINDING ON THE WALL
They aren't even trying anymore.
Exciting day in college basketball.
You find a sweater on the ocean floor..

im also not a casting agent so..................
New saying: Ugly baby judges you.
What channel is the VS fashion show!?
Dominguez, never bargain with a Jew.

I only live a couple blocks away...
I saw a butterfly in hell today
Chapter CCLXXV

*I wish tomorrow wasn't Christmas Eve.*

Looks like another boring day in bed.
Alright alright alright alright alright.
Good morning people! Busy day ahead :))
I'll lose myself in anguish, for tonight.

I really really love the ready set!
My Anthem For The Summer: Cashing Out!
Does Lebron have a triple double yet?
Hair cut tomorrow! Get the razors out.

I wanna see "The Lucky One" tonight!!
Your perfect chaos is the perfect fit.
This isn't even funny but alright.
My former roommate haven't changed a bit.

Good Morning! Happy Sunday everyone. :]
Right wrist and ankle slowly bruising... fun.

Chapter CCLXXVI

*This stupid turkey doesn't wanna leave.*

I want a Cathy's or a Stafford's plate
Our thoughts determine our reality.
dang Michael Jordan gained a little weight :-O
I've never seen the forest for the tree.

"Rage, rage against the dying of the light"
You bring the sunshine on a rainy day..
Who's going to the soccer game tonight??
What even is the point in tagging Jay.

I wanna date a Puerto Rican guy.
Marina Diamandis didn't die...
Not helping with a baby shower. Bye.
I'm just a disappointment aren't I.

I seen the fattest ass in Walmart dude.
I overestimate Thanksgiving food.
Chapter CCLXXVII

I never been in twitter jail before ..

That picture posted like... an hour late...
Dwight stupid . . Houston over golden state??"!!!
Selina thinks Chicago is a state...
Rethink, retreat and reevaluate

Red wine improves a man's testosterone
My patience level is extremely low
I really badly need a better phone
Real music isn't on the radio.

this is completely random. just ignore
Ahh nothin better than a cancelled class
why even bother trying anymore
I'm always tired after cutting grass.

Look At Yourself An See The Good In You
I really wanna get a wolf tattoo

Chapter CCLXXVIII

I never get a lie in anymore.

I've never been in twitter jail before
Another Day , Another Paper Chase
I'm not a people person anymore.
i don't remember reading finding grace?

AND EDDIE IZZARD WAS AMAZING TOO
TITANIC IS THE SADDEST MOVIE BYE
why didn't louis get an interview
"I'm getting high and baking apple pie!"

I'm looking forward to the gifted too.
And also plucking eyebrows isn't fun!
I really overestimated you 
Done with the morning. Monday nearly done......!

Man, it's already sticking to the car
No se nada pero... Nuevo Avatar.
Chapter CCLXXIX

Too many basic bitches here tonight

it doesn't even matter anymore
just wanna crawl into a hole and die
Strange noises coming from the second floor
Put up a middle finger to the sky~

I want another piercing or a tat.
I Want A Thong Bikini Bathing Suit
Its Friday? Where the fuck the party at?
My nephew got a mohawk. Looking cute

red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere
Y'all I'm infatuated with a nerd.
WHOA ACCIDENTAL DOUBLE MEANING THERE
electric is a good describing word

Bye twitter,someone's angry better run :S
What's I admire in german? Anyone?

Chapter CCLXXX

Another awful dream. Another fight.

WOO, get in! Got the second interview!
If only rooney didn't pass the ball....
That would included mangled muffins too! ;)
I will become a writer after all

To many shady people now a days
Stop with the"Mocking laugh" already please.
We're hanging out tomorrow anyways (: 
Ooh Baby, Up Against The Cherry Trees..

My mommy always turning on the light
Regardless of the President were screwed
I've gotta watch "The Doors" again tonight....
Brown people have the strongest smelling food

Southampton for the summer anyone?
She sets apart, surrounded by the sun
Chapter CCLXXXI

So lying underneath the stormy skies

that flight attendant was attractive .. woo
IM GOING TO A CONCERT LATER YE
I really wanna get a leg tattoo
I wonder how tomorrows gonna be

Straight up ignoring me whatever then.
My little brother is the meanest brat
continued disappointment...yet again.
I need a haircut! Where's the barbers at

When is the English project due again...
I'm gonna have a legit office too :)
And then and then and then and then and then
My baby going to her interview.

Tried institution of the mind and soul
I've always wonder, what's a superbowl.

Chapter CCLXXXII

Congratulations on the follow guys!

These Wendy Williams looking bitches tho ..
Cold showers after hockey are the best
Chicago Fire is a solid show.
i wanna cuddle onto justin's chest

It doesn't even matter anymore.
three hundred eighty thousand twenty four
I've never seen a shooting star before !! :( This isn't even funny anymore

unfair unfair unfair unfair unfair unfair!
im sorry for the person i became
"Smiles form the channel of a future tear."
When is the Brainerd vs Tyner game?

Girl is the definition of a 10.
I'm lost in empty pillow talk again. ~
Chapter CCLXXXIII

I really wanna dance the night away.

i never wear foundation anymore
Who's going to the 99 tonight?
I've never drove a wrecking ball before.
Stay by her side, and help her see the light.

so many people going missing?? wow..
Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere
Good training session, onto sunday now!
I swear the water just exploded there.

Mick Taylor playing Midnight Rambler? Tight.
Is Michael even online? Really tho?
It's over now the music of the night.
She's under observation at the mo

Find you another fucking girlfriend then.
I'm never making this mistake again

Chapter CCLXXXIV

What does the Taco Bell commercial say??

Your bluntness always ruins everything.
I have a new addiction: Airplane mode.
I want a one direction belly ring :) 
Another day another episode

REMEMBER LOVE, REMEMBER YOU AND ME
I'm just a little rascal, aren't I.
Do not appreciate the referee.
I wanna be an afro samurai.

Yass! Scottish football celebrates again
I need a cuddle buddy right meow
Another day in my emotions then
Pursuing my career in acting.

No point in watching idol anymore
ARE THEY RELEASING PHOTOS ONLY OR
Chapter CCLXXXV

I haven't even eaten breakfast yet :(  
She's got a body like an hourglass  
Me gusto la idea del hotel  
Im always cooking for her lazy ass !  
Your hotter than a summer day in hell  
I really didn't need the shopping spree.  
this thunder is unnecessary though  
My mama really irritating me  
I absolutely hate the radio...  
A muscle head addicted to the gym  
Who fucking wit the after party thou ?  
cant find the torrent for pacific rim  
And I'm a little pussy cat "meow."  
I'll taste the sky and feel alive again.  
Forever rich in Jesus name amen..

Chapter CCLXXXVI

I'm even rubbish at the Internet  
You makin' me believe in everything  
you're never ever ever ever there  
Jack Daniels!......drinking like a fucking king!!!  
bring on the salty air and ocean hair  
Looks like another boring day in then  
Not looking forward to the morning though  
Day going bad already, once again!  
"No servis para nada" tierno yo  
Another solo night,whatever tho.  
Another day another blessing doe!!!!!  
Fuck everybody, like a Scorpio  
I'm still a winner after dinner though.  
And find a girl and tell her she's the one  
Keep spirit for tomorrow ! Have a fun
Chapter CCLXXXVII

Well waking up tomorrow's gonna blow

I'm eating everything in sight today.
I do the best and Allah do the rest ....
if only feeling broken was okay
My ugly boyfriends treated me the best.

Tomorrow is the future yesterday
I not a people person anymore
I hate Diana. Make her go away.
I've never used a credit card before .

This weekends gonna be a messy one,
Hopped out the shower feeling extra good!!
Who's running for the Standard Chartered run? :)
I know a little freak in hollywood.

God often works in unexpected ways.
If all the year were playing holidays

Chapter CCLXXXVIII

Not looking forward to tomorrow though.

ANOTHER INTERCEPTION HOLY SHIT
We going to the bedroom to the floor......
I have a shopping problem. I admit
My iPhone isn't sexy any more :( 

Amaya Joseph is a hypocrite.
i wanna build a blanket fort tonight!
hate saying something then regretting it
Rage , rage , against the dying of the light !

Screw second chances, people never change
and then tomorrow is another day
Just had a psychic reading...fucking strange
To watch the ocean eat the coast away

just gonna lie in bed and be depressed
What magic hour filters are the best?
Chapter CCLXXXIX

To catch a cheater was intense today

I'd rather be a lady anyways
White chocolate kinder buenos all the way
There's rarely any virgins now a days!
I Really Have A Busy Day Today

Tomorrow going to the shooting range! ")
So what's the definition of a hoe?
Fuck second chances. People
I'm getting tired of the bullshit, yo

Play secretary I'm the boss tonight
I never bought a girl a ring before ...
Oh well.. Expect the unexpected right?
I wonder what tomorrow has in store....

Not Such A Great Idea Anymore
Thank you obama for the afghan war.

Chapter CCXC

It's doughnut day and pizza day. Hooray

It's just a country music kinda day.
Well aren't you a little hypocrite.
I really wanna dance the night away
Then Zoe comes along and ruins it

I'm not a factor..doesn't matter right?
I'm hungry as a female Labrador
excited for The Walking Dead tonight!
I don't believe in magic anymore.

It Doesn't Even Matter Anymore
Still haven't been in twitter jail before
5 kinda looks exactly like the 4
Mariah Carey is a "feature" whore!

The Lebron slander doesn't bother me
I wanna listen to The Carter 3...
Chapter CCXCI

i wasn't getting ready anyways. :p

A sprinter with a throwers appetite.
Tonight were gonna run into the sun ....
There's no relationship without a fight
Bed not the culprit this specific done?

Hello....hello..hello..hello..hello.
Just had a great idea for a show
Gas station breakfast. Always on the go.
Bores than a bitch in little Mexico

Cars European come and see the fleet
This soda just exploded everywhere
A frantic pounding of a racing beat.
Im fucking chilling on a walmart chair.

I Need A Phone Before Tomorrow Son .
It's snuggle weather...someone anyone?

Chapter CCXCII

can't wait until the Easter holidays

Like Betty Crocker,baby its in there
It really doesn't matter anymore.
I never get invited anywhere
I've never been in Twitter jail before.

Closed eyes and hoping for a better life
I've never had a build a bear before!
Another boy without a sharper knife..
I don't believe in angels anymore.

Damn missed the Russia game. Hello replay
Is anyone besides Brianna up?
procrastination is the only way
Welp, I'm the dumbest person ever. Yup.

Already aggravated, no surprise
I'm realize , and my apologize .
Chapter CCXCIII

I'm looking forward to the panthers game.

He didn't even get a single scratch
I never use pandora anymore
MIKE MILLER is defending, WOW. MISMATCH!!!!!!!!
i want an Apple... at the Apple store:)

Sometimes a silence has the loudest cry...:(
I need a margarita maybe 10!
Need me a little north miami bae
I'm never driving anywhere again.

Why doesn't Taco Bell deliver yet?
I don't believe in wishes anymore.
Goodmorning romeo and juliet!
The glitter is already on the floor

Up early tripping off Malaysia man
Joss Whedon was a writer on Roseanne.

Chapter CCXCIV

I even saw the tweet and thought the same.

I NEVER WANNA BE IN LOVE AGAIN !!!!!
I wonder how the meeting went today.
Ed Sheeran singing "little things". AMEN
Who needs an education anyway?

Fuck everything today and everyone.
[Obligatory Donna Summer Tweet]
STRESS EATING FOR TOMORROW HAS BEGUN
Spit fire like a dragon on the beat!..

Imagine meeting Justin bieber tho
But I digress and it explains alot
Paul Commons is the devil. (See Below)
That chalet salad really hit the spot

I am, a million pieces of the sky.
luke hemmings follow me myself and I
Chapter CCXCV

*I’m ready 4 the texas relays tho*

I wish a had a fucking heating pad.
You walked away and never said goodbye
I wanna visit Dublin really bad.
And now, an almost sleepless night. Le sigh.

Remember love, remember you and me...
You must’ve never really trusted me
Transforming dreams into reality.
Can't even get a working DVD

I’m ready for another damn tattoo!!
Just finish watching Madagascar 3
It doesn't matter now in over you
What was the football score enlighten me?

I want a Rhesus Monkey as a pet.
i’m so sarcastic on the internet

Chapter CCXCVI

*Bianca gotta change her avi bro!*

I lost another belly button ring.
This nasty baby playing with her spit!
acoustic music over everything
Already eating my survival kit

Still haven't gotten outta Kerry's bed.
I nearly die a couple weeks ago.
Lee Dixon, of the never ending head.
Back to reality tomorrow though

The angles sang a whiskey lullaby.
Not everyone deserves a second chance.
Just started craving sweet potato pie!
I've always been a sucker for romance

I wonder how tomorrow's gonna go?
A feeling only me and Barney know..
Chapter CCXCIV

I'm done pretending everything's okay.

And it's a happy morning after All ~
I'm ready for a summer getaway
Let's have a masturbation session y'all
It's gonna be a better day today.

It's 8 o'clock and it's already hot.
Off to Thanksgiving dinner number three!
You really talk about yourself a lot...
Bitch almost brought the Harlem outta me...

throw it in air and watch the paper fall
i swear the dentist has forgotten me...
I want a sugar cookie from the mall.
I'm so excited for the jubilee!

I'm round the bullshit like a matador
Not even gonna bother anymore

Chapter CCXCV

GOOD MORNING DARLINGS HAVE A LOVELY DAY !!!!

he really disappointed me today.
I'm over everyone and everything
Its bloody cold in Yorkshire by the way.
Damn lifes a bitch without a weeding ring

I saw a butterfly in hell today
Whatever happened to the Harlem Shake?
what even is the wanted anyway
I wanna jump a bike into a lake

So over this communication class
Tons of saliva making flowers grow.
George has a touching problem . Horny ass .
i wonder how tomorrow gonna go ..

i'm so obnoxious i apologize
Oh my annoying neighbor no surprise
Chapter CCXCIX

*back to the classic English weather then*

but even if the stars and moon collide
and then ..? and then and then and then and then.
done.. gratifying, craving satisfied
I'm lost in empty pillow talk again,

Does anyone remember daily booth?
....And 20 minute power nap: commence.
I speak the truth and nothing but the truth
This yearbook application is intense.

I'm hungry.. Traffic maki sama ka!!!
Keep calm and get in line and settle down
go LAKERS fuck the Chicken nuggets HA
I hope Cabrera wins the triple crown...

Already ready for Thanksgiving Break...
Kush burning ... Nothing like a wake and bake.

Chapter CCC

*I'm never smoking anything again.*

Jakarta City..... Looking for a while...
we have a sub in physics so hello
Hide everything behind a broken smile.
si sera chico montevideo

Dreams are the seeding of realities.
This girl in asda has the nicest hair :((
just had a really satisfying sneeze
I fucking hate September!!! So unfair! :

It doesn't even matter anymore
You're so attention seeking its unreal
It was the antiseptic to the sore
I can't imagine how the players feel

It wasn't easy getting here today.
I'm grouchy. You're annoying. Go away.
Chapter CCCI

*What’s with the maudlin attitude tonight?*

Excited for the winter showcase now
I’m crying Kevin Hart a fucking fool!!
I wanna hear the voicemail right meow
Who wanna match tomorrow during school

Cabrera with the bases loaded....great
"The savior is a sinner after all."
aw , dia going on a dinner date
I’m looking at the mirror on the wall

Hello hello hello hello hello
I kinda want another wrist tattoo..
At band rehearsal for tomorrow's show!!!
my anger meter cannot handle you.

I never see the forest for the trees.
Bring me McDonalds someone pretty please

Chapter CCCII

*You gotta love attention seekers right?*

So many people never find the one
my mom deserves the biggest bitch award
I really wanna run the color run.
Lil Wayne and nicki murdered mercy lord

Beware beware beware beware beware
play secretary, im the boss tonight. ;)
Is everyone already at the fair
I wanna have a water ballon fight

You are the definition of a whore.
Not failing any classes anymore :D
my interactions arent working or
Around the bullshit like a matador

No follow button for nicole marie :p
Sometimes the ruby parser baffles me.
Chapter CCCIII

We're out an hour early :o holy shit

These bitches childish, playing on the door
You mother fuckers someone answer me!!!!
I zoomed in to appreciate her more
I don't consider you a nobody...

Thought you were just another Romeo
"It" is the cutest movie ever though
Imagine meeting rita ora tho
You post a certain picture. You a hoe.

Confusing doesn't even cover it
I WANNA DIE AND BORN AGAIN IN LA!!!
" I pay attention to the little shit.."
All state commercials are the best aha

This Mediocre lifestyle isn't it..
Hey, your vagina has a hole in it!

Chapter CCCIV

Exhausted doesn't even cover it

That shower was amazing by the way
Them fucking bitches started everything!
tomorrow is a big exciting day !!!!
I'm not a fucking princess i'm the KING

a thousand years christina perri, doh :'
I wonder who invented laughing gas
hello hello hello hello hello
Might fuck around and take a summer class

All nursing classes next semester! Yay!!!
La final Santos vs Monterrey
Lets hope tomorrow is a better day
Good night tomorrow is another day!

Slept like 11 hours holy shit.
Our country is fantastic isn't it.
Chapter CCCV

Now Buying baby ashley's clothes and shoes :D

Another day another camel toe.
I follow some unnecessary shit
Good Morning. Early morning music flow.
if we were married, i'd CONSIDER it.

drews getting me a turtle pillow pet :3
of course the redhead does an Irish dance
I haven't even gotten ready yet...
Well EveryOne Deserves a Second Chance (:)

South Carolina will forever lose
Right, need a santa outfit for tonight!
A few preliminary interviews...
Thank Goodness, Not a Mistletoe in Sight!

Job applications absolutely suck!

Chapter CCCVI

tattoos tattoos tattoos tattoos tattoos

I want a cupcake from the cupcake store
LA BANDA ESTA DE FIESTA HOY :3
I never seen an ugly one before .
I Neva took a picture ; with a boy !

My heart's exploded like a burning sun.
Good night!!!! Tomorrow English class again!!!!! :)
one final left tomorrow!! almost done
Your just a barbie waiting for her ken

Yaps walk in dream and playing drama now
Wait, Substance is a really great record
So many people at the station wow
Good morning hallelujah praise the Lord.

I want TOMORROW promise me a flow.
I absolutely love the Cosby show.
Chapter CCCVII

I kinda wish a wore a bra today

what channel is the Winter Classic on?
I want a fucking Mini Cooper tho
There is an epidemic going on...
I should've brought a ticket to the show

Good Morning. Happy Independence Day !!!
Your higher than a mother fucking kite!
I really wanna dance the night away...
I'm gonna send a Goodnight text tonight :)

I don't regret the curly headed guy.
I have the concentration of a pea.
I have the feeling Peggy gonna die
Down to the core. Farewell reality.

Why justin bieber never notice me?
so wanna pull the crackers on the tree

Chapter CCCVIII

If only heaven was a mile away

Dang busting out the makeup for tonight!
I Wanna Cuddle On A Rainey Day..:)
I'm nothing but a disappointment right?
i doesn't really care :) delete away

This English essay is annoying me
You never wanna talk . Whatever bye .
I need another closet, maybe 3
day one and i already wanna die

Cash money is a person, isn't it?
Croatia very nice vacation spot)
Head phones in.. nothing playing..... crazy shit
Those Denmark men were looking kinda hot!

I am official useless with a gun!!
Good morning Happy Thursday everyone
Chapter CCCIX

Let's watch across the universe okay

I really want a roast tomorrow, yum.
He really should've stayed in bellevue tho
I see Diana follow parties
So many people joining Monaco!

I wanna take a nap before the game
Natasha aka Nana..google it
I know a girl and Donna is her name
Ghost Recon Future Soldier is the shit.

If someone brings a bouncy castle though
The Great Escape tomorrow with Suzanne ^____^
A portland all the teacher them a go
SWEET CHOCOLATE SUGAR COATED CANDY MAN

The ratchet people at McDonald's tho.
World's Strictest Parents is an awesome show.

Chapter CCCX

I Need Collaboration EVERYDAY

I rarely ever follow someone first
forever ever gonna taste the same,
Jakarta is preparing for the worst ..
Beers flowing ready for the England game!

My grandma always gives the best advice
when someone comes along and ruins it
We are forever young in paradise.
Seattle's secondary is legit

I had a mediocre time tonight...
I got the most amazing peel today.
Fuck! Silva with the Knockout...Awesome fight
Time to retreat, and lock myself away.

Damn iphone always got a damn update
No ceilings over sorry for the wait
Chapter CCCXI

But Benson taking state in basketball

In dressed and ready for the rodeo!
Dam everybody being Noisy now!!
It's all about vanilla creamer tho
I have the most retarded father. wow..

Nope, doesn't even matter anymore.
Life is a bitch and monday is her son
Imagine being on the jersey shore.
Goes for a bunt. Inside the park Homerun

the goddess of imaginary light
i wanna do the secret santa stuff.
What concert is in Buffalo tonight?
i wanna sleep already, soon enough

I really have a billion dollar mind
Hard work and dedication is the grind..

Chapter CCCXII

Nepal Nepal Nepal Nepal Nepal....

It doesn't seem important anymore
I hate commercials on the radio
I've never had the hiccups drunk before
He's gonna be a sober kitty tho

what time Malaysia vs Singapore?
So fucking irritated its unreal.
Mosaic Art a trend in Home Decor
Not just a little temporary deal.

I really didn't hurt her feelings so ....
I'm such a jealous person it's unreal
Especially people on the radio
So nearly got a Gary Neville squeal.

Maintaining but forever on a grind
I'm really getting tired of the wind.
Chapter CCCXIII

I'm from a city that's recession hit.....

I microwaved a moth the other day
What channel Alabama playing on?
good morning. :D classes are suspended. yay.
I wanna have a Twilight marathon!

I don't believe in that "forever" shit
"Smiles form the channel of a future tear."
im so excited for the senior skit
Imagine having Newton Faulkner's hair

Tell me the answer I already know
HOW IS ADVENTURE TIME A CHILDREN'S SHOW.
Hello hello hello hello hello
You'll always be remembered as a hoe.

My paranoia is destroying me.
I Always Calling Yasmine Ugly ee :$ :$

Chapter CCCXIV

Broke bitches like the most expensive shit.

Who taking this religion final though?
Who even uses bluetooth anymore?
Another dollar just another blow~
this winter ..let the bodies heat the floor ..

Bro.....your transition lenses aren't cool.
Stealth is a shitty movie by the way.
She got forgot about the golden rule!
These nights a getting shorter by the day

Don't even bother fucking hiding it.
What is Persona 4 Arena for?
"Your perfect chaos is a perfect fit."
Not all about the drama anymore

"Rage, rage against the dying of the light"
I'm looking forward to tomorrow night!!
Chapter CCCXV

*He's pounding nails into a hardwood floor.*

My printer is a dirty, lying whore.
I'm wearing Cody Simpson socks today
You make a better window than a door
I absolutely LOVE outnumbered!!! Yay!!!

i wanna be the lead guitarist to ...
mixed feelings 'bout the game tomorrow tho!
All ready for the beach tomorrow woo!
I'm breaking all the rules and letting go~

Show no emotions whatsoever so
Who needs a twitter buddy for today?
Thought you were just another Romeo
Essay essay essay essay essay

My older sister is a scorpio...
You don't deserve a explanation hoe.

Chapter CCCXVI

*you are the antiseptic to the sore*

I'm praying for a billy cundiff miss
let marijuana take the hate away
I have a feeling Akers misses this
WHOLE lotta crazy on the street today...

It's gonna happen I already know
South Carolina better tighten up!
The North the masters of the sandwich tho
Attempting to connect a router. Sup.

Did Justin Timberlake perform tonight?
Hey, someone get into a twitter fight..
jeff bernat is a filipino right?
First training session of the week tonight :)

I have the smallest butt in Delaware.
I want the neon multicolored bear
Chapter CCCXVII

Mane raven is a funny person yo

vo ali no caldeira com a mae
I really hate the Boston Celtics tho!!
Home from the studio! Productive day
she was a vision of perfection yo

That was a bad idea after all
Stop posting pictures with a steering wheel.
You're standing as a flower on the wall
im just a human being being real

Just gonna yawn the afternoon away
"forever one direction wannabes"|
Oh well tomorrow is another day
lets carry that into miami PLEASE

I haven't spoken to her since July.
Inside, inside. Inside the pieces die.

Chapter CCCXVIII

im feeling joey bada$$ music flow

My one and only one and only YOU
It really happened very late tonight
I want another piercing, or tattoo .
You want a faithful female ? Eat her right .

I mother fucking wanna see the Oz
I have a never ending appetite
this isn't satisfying, never was.
Marcelo have the bullet on tonight!

imagine dragons HOLY FUCKING SHIT
i like the little children... nice and tight
Imagine Dragons should've ended it
This meat and vodka diet is alright.

my boyfriends being such a pick today
Delay delay delay delay delay
Chapter CCCXIX

*The strongest people have the deepest pain.*

I only love her if her credit good
Im waiting on the corner like a hoe
i know a little freak in Hollywood.
Ang sama sama sama sama ko.

Got someone coming round and im in bed
Another day, another Susan Glenn
I Think Examples Musics Getting Dead
I'll taste the sky and feel alive again

this gonna be a never ending night
"Our only witness is the empty sky."
I don't consider that a "twitter fight".
I'm mostly cold in California. Why.

No worries baby... Karma isn't dead..
It's gonna be a busy week ahead!

Chapter CCCXX

*So celebrate and light the Mary Jane*

I really got a sleep disorder tho
Deleting Everything Included You
check la nouvelle collection de The Row
La luna es hermosa como tu.

Who needs the orthodontist anyways
What's with the Hitler jokes and trends today?
It Christmas people happy holidays
The tip and interception. Epic play

Don't need the extra bullshit anymore !!
let marijuana take the hate away
It's almost like a little dolly's door.
Bruce Springsteen!!! Waitin' for a sunny day.

Unlikely hobbies of celebs revealed
Take your position on the battlefield!
Chapter CCCXXI

*Remember love remember you and me*

forever feeling like a backup plan.
Tomorrows gonna be a better day
this sunburn better turn into a tan!
I really wanna dance the night away

A happy flower keeps the stress away.
You couldn't tell a penny from a dime
I hope tomorrow is a better day
He's not a sometime, he's an all the time

I've gotten very little texts today..
Tomorrows gonna be a hectic day
So many people's birthdays are in May
why is vagina trending anyway

And play the game existence til the end
Ugh! Does the Scarlet Letter ever end ! ?

Chapter CCCXXII

*Dreams always better than reality*

I Hope Tomorrow Be A Better Day..
Procrastinators unite! ... Later on
collecting sherlock albums later yay
I feel another session coming on

The hardest thing in life in to maintain
I wanna watch Titanic.. weird? Okay.
I'M REALLY SORRY FOR THE FOLLOW TRAIN!
Sex always makes a headache go away

oh snap Melissa Hastings with the kill.
blue is the color,football is the game..
Another rainy day in Jacksonville..
I'm sorry for the person I became.

hate life today and everyone in it!
its all about the money, isn't it ??!! ;)}
Chapter CCCXXIII

*The Weathers looking rather nice today.*

Alone in College Station once again
He ended up apologizing though.
You should've gotten on the bleachers then
Tomorrow game, and thursday buffalo :)

I don't consider it a talent though.
I saw a butterfly in hell today
hoes want the money, money come and go.
Does Mr Linden teach a level RE?

Ang boring tara Movie Marathon? :)))
I Wanna Have A Water Fight Today.
I don't believe in leading people on
Those special moments never fade away.

It's getting boring doing it alone...
I was a king and had a golden throne..

Chapter CCCXXIV

*gosh you're the most addicted girl okay*

I'm lost in empty pillow talk again
Koran koran koran koran koran.
If We Together We Together Then.
im so confused about whats going on

Who buys a sandwich at a pizza place?
I need another boyfriend for tonight......
I wanna get another iPhone case
Game 7 later...then the fucking fight.

org follow kita,kita follow back
you're like a puppet. It amuses me.
Whatever happened to Rebecca Black
No worries just relaxing on a tree

My nightmare may become reality
Im scared incase a teacher catches me
Chapter CCCXXV

Still didn't get the confirmation yet. :):

Appreciate the little things in life.
So overall an unsuccessful day.
so what exactly is a "trophy wife"?
How long were they together anyway?

I really wanna dance the night away.
The weakness of a woman is her ears.
The planet Venus has the longest day.
I haven't had a fruit pastel in years.

Save water shower shower with a friend. (;
Then squeeze until the beds completely red
Defend defend, defend defend defend!
I'm bare addicted to The Walking Dead

This movie is already killing me
I cannot wait until september 3

Chapter CCCXXVI

I really want a penguin pillow pet.

Think for yourself, and question everything.
That Fifty cent Italian icy flow~
The groundhog lied about an early spring....
My Cousin always on The radio

My little brothers going to the fair
Just gonna start apologizing now
Another sleepless night, another tear.
well aren't you a funny little cow

I'm only funny on the internet
I'm never sleeping on the couch again
My summer hasn't even started yet...
Goodmorning twitter church today ^_^

I never saw the lion king before
Y'all aren't even funny anymore...
Chapter CCCXXVII

What is the most resilient parasite?

resolve yourself into coherence boo.
I shouldn't have updated ios 6.
Imagine you and me, and me and you...
A bandage is a temporary fix

I'm rolling with Chicago Bears tonight
The Thunder are an entertaining team.
HEY YA. ALRIGHT ALRIGHT ALRIGHT ALRIGHT
i wanna take a shower but the STREAM

who voted for carlito by the way
I never listen to the radio
The devil working overtime today.
You're gonna ruin my Pandora flow.

Good morning thankful for another day
Another Christmas Present Out The Way!

Chapter CCCXXVIII

Might be a Luna ting tomorrow night..

...and, more excited for, "The Fifth Estate".
if mixing over bitches your a lame.
Just had an existential crisis great
Whats everybody on until the game?

Goodmorning. Lets continue sleeping yay
Appreciate the simple things in life.
This pizza is delicious by the way.
Another boy without a sharpened knife

When Does The College Football Season Start?
Now onto MY assignment. Holy shit !!!!
But you're a king and I'm a lionheart.
Fuck sleep and everybody trying it

Professor always getting off subject
Can go in any hood and get respect..
Chapter CCCXXIX

I never ride a city bus before...

Do dominoes deliver to southwest?
this feeling never ever goes away
Cause you're the best and always be the best.
there was a carolina game today?

I'm being such a moody bitch today
I have the cutest outfit for today :)
Rain get a fucking life and go away!!!
So..english presentation went, okay?

I wanna bathe in Katy Perry's pee
i wanna have a scary movie night.
apocalyptic landscape, "Marry me."
Might hit the park and get the jumper right

Straight Motivated...Ready for the Fame
Predicting future is a risky game.

Chapter CCCXXX

I'm not a morning person anymore

So many people never find the one ,
I didn't even take a nap today :c
A Little Online Shopping Being Done
But amber did AMAZING :0 Blown away

its not a trending topic anymore
No point in crying over yesterday
were getting even closer than before
I SMELL A GRAMMY COMING JUSTIN'S WAY

Might pop another sleeping pill tonight!
What channel is the oscars anyway?
one summer night, the stars were shining bright~
So many teachers didn't come today

She Hotter Than A Summer Day In Hell
My pussy wetter then a wishes well
Chapter CCCXXXI

I wanna see the purge tomorrow night

Yay! Pretty Little Liars Marathon!
I'll always be a Brandon Jennings fan.
A feel a separation coming on.
They say the joker is a wanted man

I hope tomorrow's better than today
Already know tomorrows gonna suck
It's just a roller coaster, anyway.
you gotta win the races to the puck

Another boring weekend coming up
Rage rage against the dying of the light...
I really wanna call and wake her up.
Is Pretty Little Liars on tonight?

I wanna eat and drink a coffee cup.
A well deserved vacation coming up!

Chapter CCCXXXII

Spurs aren't going down without a fight

I'm sitting on a solo mountain peak.
I'm really watching Madagascar 2
Good morning London! Have a lovely week!
Got called in for a second interview...

There's always someone fucking hanging on
Another day another dollar ... Right?
What channel are the oscars even on?
That was a really fun and shitty night

I'm lost in empty pillow talk again. ~
Key to success: ignore ignore ignore.
Mad everybody fucking wear a 10
Won't have the same connection anymore.

In sister's party... What a lovely day ;)
You wouldn't got the pussy anyway
Chapter CCCXXXIII

*The conversations on the pod were great*

Appalling combination burden fee  
I've always wanted to become a Spy ^.^  
Vice Ganda, Julia Montes wanna be :)  
Fair few police in Lincoln, wonder why..  

Worst feeling.. Sleeping with a broken heart .  
The rich invest; the smart investigate.  
Not looking forward to an early start  
i have a cold and grads tomorrow, great  

the sibling revolution underway  
im going on a date tomorrow night : )  
I haven't eaten anything today :o  
That wass a really funny robot fight .  

Whatever you believe imprisons you.  
Another piercing at the weekend, woo :3

Chapter CCCXXXIV

*DE gotta be the dumbest fucking state.*

Pain doesn't last forever feelings do.  
Not everyone deserves a second chance.  
Your desperate for attention aren't you ?  
Still seeing pictures from before the dance  

My only weakness is a listed crime  
I'm never "sorry" . Just apologize  
My taste in music changes all the time  
I find the oddest places to revise  

I'm almost at the centre of the sun  
You never gonna meet another me  
This headache is a never ending one  
I really wanna buy Diablo 3.  

There's really nothing like a loyal friend  
He wasn't even sprinting at the end.
Chapter CCCXXXV

*Nice boxing session with the missus done.*

It was a boring, peaceful, boring day
remember love, remember you and i
A million, million, trillion miles away!
Forever letting people down. Le sigh.

Fuck levels I already beat the game
mahn everybody leaving me tonight
Another promise broken, it's a shame
EXCITE EXCITE EXCITE EXCITE EXCITE!!!!

I need a courage to confessing it!!
I mean, Jamaica Price's middle name.
He's such a good performer holy shit
BLUE IS THE COLOR, FOOTBALL IS THE GAME

im just another stupid fucking boy
Reported freezing rain and thunder? Oi!

Chapter CCCXXXVI

*It's cold in San Francisco. Where's the sun. :(

Got hiccups for the second time today :( Why doesn't michael myers ever die? I feel a pouting session on the way Obama always has the nicer tie.

I wanna have a water ballon fight. They didn't lose a daughter, gotta son. Is there a party going on tonight? tao is a pig a rather handsome one

I lock the door and throw away the key... Or fall asleep in it and drown and die Is that, the breakfast fairy calling me? i want a morgan freeman follow sigh

Yea my computer acting like a hoe Why did the chicken leave the studio?
Chapter CCCXXXVII

*Zone of the mother fucking enders son!*

Amelia is a grumpy gus today!
I've turned into a badman for the night
OCTOBER IS ELEVEN DAYS AWAY.
You have a gorgeous girlfriend, treat her right.

You're like a picture with a broken frame.
Young getting money, living wild and free.
Sky burger is a pretty awesome game
But I'm determined, nothing stopping me

We Fuck a hoe together that's romance
I hate the fact Miranda isn't on :(
Um novo dia, uma nova chance...
i feel a separation coming on

Tom Abercrombie putting on a show.
My profile picture is retarded tho

Chapter CCCXXXVIII

*And find a girl and tell her she's the one.....*

My schedule for tomorrow is insane.
my birthday is a week exactly woo
And there's another iPhone down the drain.
Soy una perra perO comO Tu

Will someone get the kid a happy meal?!?!?!?!
He didn't even bother to reply.
The effort of tomorrow is unreal
Nah, just a really skilled(and friendly) guy...

I'm shitty cheaters doesn't come tonight...
I'm going to participate okay
till then, another day, another fight.
i almost fell asleep in school today

Just lyrics, nothing more and nothing less
I look a mess today and feel a mess
Chapter CCCXXXIX

*Oh how communication is the key.*

In Pictures: Retro rainbow fashion show  
I gotta get myself together though  
Fresh out the shower baby lotion flow  
I call a bitch, a bitch. a hoe, a hoe.

Is there a naked fella on the pitch?  
Intoxicated Monkey Audio  
Wish carol was evicted, nasty bitch  
I like a chick about her money tho

Nick Saban smoked a blunt before the game.  
I had the most annoying dream today  
Is Alabama Playing Notre Dame?  
Well, after eating chicken anyway

I don't believe in chances anymore ..  
I wonder what tomorrow has in store..

Chapter CCCXL

*You wanna be a farmer...marry me?!*

I'm just forgetting everything today  
A pretty girl deserves a pretty name  
Knock theses online classes out the way  
Off to the city for a Yankee game!!

I never even touched a girl before.  
That sounded pretty girlie didn't it.  
It doesn't really matter anymore......  
Obama lifestyle ..Presidential shit..

I wanna be in ah relationship .  
my brother is the biggest drama queen  
Down to the garden, took a little dip  
humberto martins para wolverine

Australia, nicely clothed in green and blue.  
So many people arent able too
Chapter CCCXLI

I hope the installation goes okay. :-) 

I miss the talking tree in mothercare
I Wanna Have A Movie Night Tonight
Sabrina isn't wearing underwear
I'm never going down without a fight

I'm speaking it into existence yo
"My girlfriend blacker than the darkest night"
I'm so excited for tomorrow though!
So many papers to research and write.

Steve Ballmer is retiring. Jesus, no.
Appreciate the little things in life
Why are and Maggie drinking captains tho
Another boy without a sharper knife

I love insulting people i adore
not even gonna bother anymore

Chapter CCCXLII

Did you appreciate yourself today?

The potter knows the purpose of the clay...
Je lui ai commander un gateau
what's going on in monterey today?
Who wants a ticket to a fashion show?

Rehearsals ready for tomorrow night!
HEY HEY the holy fucking bible, son
book on the left and coffee on the right.
but Liam doesn't follow anyone

I'm gonna have a freaking heart attack
You aren't even pretty anymore..
The Ravens Getting They Momentum Back
I wonder what tomorrow has in store????

Remember Harry's Yankee jersey same
This is a scrimmage, not a fucking game
Chapter CCCXLIII

WE’LL HE’S THE OTHER GUY IN DOCTOR WHO

im laying back observing everything.
I hope Dakota didn’t break a bone.
I keep a circle like a rolling ring
We’re drifting slow into the so unknown

At Preston waiting on the second train
That Christmas station on pandora tho
all these emotions driving me insane.
Im never settled. Always on the go

The bruins better fuck the penguins up
Fake people have an image to maintain.
I’m tearing this banana pudding up
We really getting that Jumanji rain.

It was the saddest movie ever too
My brother is the biggest cry babu

Chapter CCCXLIV

Meat on the smoker, headed to the zoo!

Connected to a million stars tonight...
Ah love the rocky horror picture show
I’m bored and eating everything in sight...
I’m getting high today regardless though.

Your boyfriend is a stupid looking dude
I wanna buy myself a baby pit!
Already starting with the attitude
I’m not a perfect person I admit

Too tired .. Waiting Friday to arrive !!
Just saw a bird attack a butterfly.
selena did improves her singing live
I have a weird obsession with the sky

You ever belly flopped into a fart?
Cause everybody haves a poison heart
Chapter CCCXLV

*Remember love, remember you and me.*

I couldn't be a military wife
I can a setup from a mile away
too tired to participate in life
Not really looking forward to today.

Great British Sewing Bee tonight.... Yippee
So happy lately nothing's changing that.
Remember love ?! Remember you and me ?!
Tomorrows Friday, where the parties at?

WE HAVE A WINNER! REALLY GRUMPY CAT!!!!!!!!!!!
The mindy project is an awesome show!!
Where are the parties, hoes, and Molly's at?
Deanna is a fucking liar yo..

Yay daddy's taking down the Christmas stuff!
That Louis fella is an awful puff

Chapter CCCXLVI

*I'm gonna buy a crystal castles tee*

"I've never worn a yamaha before"
My baby Channing Tatum is in it:(
I'm never truly happy anymore ...
i pay attention to the little shit.

my sisters keeper is depressing wow :( 
I never had a problem getting hoes.
Not even gonna make an effort now
in my digestive system i suppose

Or all the mickey d's and burger king
No problem treating lady like a QUEEN
I HAD A FUCKING DOG AND EVERYTHING :(((
4:20 weed and surfing by: irene

I wanna move and get another ride.
I'll always be a little kid inside :p
Chapter CCCXLVII

Its gonna be another sleepless night

just looking for a fun relationship
imagine if the girls remember me
Here comes a boxing clinic by the nip
Don’t hate the playa, hate the referee

The swimmers have the leanest bodies doe
My grandma sell the candy for the low!!
I’m really getting irritated jo
Inauguration ball tomorrow yo!

If only you were easy to forget
Damn everybody on the circus tho.
I haven’t watched a Christmas movie yet
Fuck everything about the radio

Remember love remember you and me
NO SE CARGO MUCHO PERO VAMOS we

Chapter CCCXLVIII

Die from a nice exotic spider bite...

I’m overdosing on mosquito spray
That shouldn’t even be a issue. Damn.
i couldn’t even get a hug today !!
I am already getting birthday spam! :D

I hope tomorrow is a better day.
First day, already have a paper cut.
Was being so sarcastic by the way
Lack of communication causes what ??

The independent athletes had a ball!
i got a little secret for the guys
Supporting also Mali, Senegal :-)
my momma making sweet potatoe pies

Can't even listen to the radio
Dear god, Alberto. What a crappy throw.
Chapter CCCXLIX

I need a texting buddy! Anyone?

Just needs a little tender love and care!
I got the cutest little belly ring
Free spirits aren't welcome
Phil Mitchell always ruins everything.

Fernando Takes Forever To Reply
Ike it's becoming overwhelming please
Good morning Angels. Greetings from Dubai
Stay outta other people's business. Geez

Who wants an ugly daughter anyway?
Where has the Military taken you?
I learned alot about myself today
I have an itching for a new tattoo

McDonald's breakfast just completed me.
MY PHONE ALREADY HAS A BROKEN KEY

Chapter CCCL

I always make the million dollar run

AND let the graduation party's start!!
this conversation is confusing me
NO NOT THE MILLION DOLLAR BABY PART.
A wishing well, a War, A guarantee

What happened to the lebron haters now
I've never seen the notebook or the vow
Is that a Juwan Howard sighting? Wow!!!!
Could really use a bedtime story now

But what about submission of the year?
We fuck a hoe together that's romance
I hear the criticism loud and clear
Not everyone deserves a second chance

At working doing absolutely shit....
Embarrassed doesn't even cover it.
Chapter CCCLI

Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere.

I'm hating on myself a lot today.
Kiss me beneath the milky twilight (8)
I can express myself in any way^.^
Recalculate and reEvaluate

Okay tomorrow is a homework day.
I will succeed in Jesus Name. Amen
I really wanna dance the night away :)
And den? AND DEN AND DEN AND DEN AND DEN!!!

I'm really not an alcoholic y'all.
goodmorning.. happy monday everyone
I wanna be Naomi Campbell Tall (:)
There's nothing like a good relaxing run.

Sus, giving me the silent treatment y'all.
I'm calling bullshit.. Where's the tripping call?

Chapter CCCLII

I'm sitting on the creepy dentist chair

Do you remember we were sitting there?
My song ( bugatti ) on the radio : )
Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere
The Newsroom is a pretty legit show

Still hate the Giants with a passion tho ( :
I have an "interview" tomorrow. Whoop!
Was Hurricane Katrina Funny ? No
I've had the most AMAZING tasting soup :) 

I'm sorry for, the person i became.
Come on united! Sort the passing out!
This Indiana vs Georgetown game
I really wanna do a power out.

outstanding doesn't even cover it
Worst weekend ever! Just completely shit.
Chapter CCCLIII

I got a filthy little attitude!

This gonna be another sleepy day!
The next assassin is a pirate yo!
wait final Twilight is a day away?
Imagine being Justin's girlfriend though . . .

Until the final whistle it's a war.
Back to the normal english weather then!!
Did Owen ever win the Ballon D'or?
I'm never going to the beach again

I miss the winter things were better then
Will college football hurry up and come!!
I'm leaving, never coming back again
Why lie? Especially over something dumb.

What times the closing ceremony start?
i'm hungry from an anorexic heart

Chapter CCCLIV

I'm just an ordinary person dude

But I already bought her something though
In Edgewood thinkin of a master plan..
My strange addiction is a crazy show
This is the ballad of a broken man.

John Terry with a racist clearance there.
Does Russell Westbrook have a twitter tho???
Life is a roller coaster still unfair
My Scorpio a under cover hoe!

We're higher than a motherfucker (8)
I'm too excited for tomorrow tho.
The rich invest; the smart investigate.
i only follow sexy people, so... (;

What would the music be without a dance?
Not everyone deserves a second chance.
Chapter CCCLV

*we make a motion picture ( future flow)*

Yes, yes, tomorrow is already June! :D
im going to a water park today!!!!
I gonna be a techno hater soon.
Tim Burton movie marathon? Okay.

I really wanna be an astronaut
IN LOVE IN LOVE IN LOVE IN LOVE IN LOVE.
It's only 8 and it's already hot
Good effort, people saying "upwards of"

what happened to the weather ?? where's the sun !!
I'm gonna miss the peace and quiet though
But anyways, Goodmorning everyone.
At this rehearsal for the fashion show

The world and its desires pass away
I'm really feeling breakfast foods today.

Chapter CCCLVI

*My birthday right around the corner though !*

I need a bottle for myself tonight .
The "honey badger" really didn't care
I wanna have a water ballon fight.
My current situation is unfair

So happy watching Richie Rich in bed
Prob gonna get rejected anyways
Fuck. I'm addicted to the walking dead.
dam tickets are expensive know a days:((

Drain all the blood and give the kids a show!
imagine being called Apollo though
That bitch a hoe and everybody know
Survivor aka russell's puppet show

But Miss A doesn't have a leader right ???
I gotta take a nap before tonight.
Chapter CCCLVII

I hope tomorrow is a better day!!!!!!

I gotta try a Frosty waffle cone !!
not looking forward to tomorrow though
"A pregnant woman never drinks alone."
Bad Education is a funny show!

Out of Wisconsin.. Onto Illinois
That didn't give a shit about a thing
Try getting you a "MAN" and NOT a "BOY"
I really wanna watch The Lion King.

Whose going to the hockey game tonight!!?
Rose through the bullshit like a matador
They got the whole arena looking bright
Good morning everybody on the floor!

I'm not a fucking wildcat anymore :)  
when bury me inside the gucci store .

Chapter CCCLVIII

Live half a life and throw the rest away

I need a workout buddy. Anyone?  
Good Times Tonight and Awesome Weekend too  
You can't reverse the bullet from a gun  
The main event already happened, boo

Sex is a great nutrition for the soul.  
Build with a heart and broken from the start.  
She only faithful to the stripper pole .  
Not even joking that's the funny part

young simba been a lion from the start  
It's getting kinda boring anyway  
A bitter mind creates a bitter heart  
I saw a butterfly in hell today

hello, HELLO, Hello, HeLIO,hELLO, ;D  
I'm breaking all the rules and letting go
Chapter CCCLIX

you got another girl already? wow.
Im only riding with whoever rode
How did United vs Barca go?
Plus I'm already on vacation mode....
I really want a little sister though
This weather really is bipolar tho..
i wanna see the lakers lose tonight
I hate commercials on the radio.
She wanna bring a friend and it's alright
my ipod takes forever to update.
When someone takes forever to reply
just wanna sleep a couple hours straight
I really didn't wanna say goodbye
That awkward moment when the raiders win
Tomorrow's Monday. Let the stress begin

Chapter CCCLX

"I love the lighting situation now!!"

time for a workaholics marathon ~~~
Another touchdown! Ravens all the way!
We Only Argue... When The Lakers On...
No power for the Super Bowl? Okay.
Heads pounding like a horny Asian man...
What's better? Bacon or the Internet?
My 7 day vacation just began
That was the fastest half an hour yet
is lauren creeping on her timeline or
I need a couple drinks in me tonight
Don't see the point in trying anymore
Browns players getting injured left and right

So ready for the nature park today!
Take me away. Away away away.
Chapter CCCLXI

Who's going to the hockey game tonight?

The mental preparation has begun!
Pandora doesn't work in Mexico.
Good morning happy Friday everyone!
She wasn't feeling that idea tho

Hate counting money after spending it.
Just wanna lie in bed and hibernate
This after arty better be the shit
Don't ever judge a girl about her weight

In Zurich multitasking on the fly
Good ending to a kinda crappy day
forever undivided you and i.
God dammit Terrie, go the fuck away

Knots thicker than a fucking Kardashian
So where's the fire? You've begun the rain.

Chapter CCCLXII

No better haircut than a high and tight!

Life is a cruel roller coaster ride ...
So everybody is a Ravens fan?
Your just a little on the special side
Beware the fury of a patient man.

I need a new bikini for the pool!
ferrero rocher solo para mi
great teamwork,finished by alonso,,cool
HOW LAZY CAN A MOTHERFUCKER BE?!?

Not even gonna bother anymore
Then Tyler runs across the street and back.
I've never had a Valentine before.
confessions of a nymphomaniac

another suit, another interview....
Feel very poorly fuck a doodle doo
Chapter CCCLXIII

I hate commercials on the radio!!!

weed on the table, women on the floor
Reds sweep the pirates! Magic number to 8!
I've never been in twitter jail before.
When people are protective over you.

i'm so annoying sorry everyone
No point in crying over yesterday
I always make a million dollar run.
These horny people trending Christian Grey.

I am excited for tomorrow, though.
What is the most resilient parasite?
i really hate the jerry springer show.
IM CALLING IT ANOTHER EARLY NIGHT

PURR LIKE A KITTY WHEN THE DOG IN IT
Chris Brown's Exclusive Album is the Shit.

Chapter CCCLXIV

Mac miller shouldn't even have a show

I shouldn't be awake before the sun
Rapt nomination special is a go
Good morning happy Tuesday everyone
Why people standing on the freeway tho!?

But you're a king and I'm a lion heart
I'd rather be a sparrow than a snail,
Don't care about the education part
I love the movie Waiting To Exhale!

Poor Jacob, bitches be ignoring him
[Looks up and see the city] Gotham... How?
New ava after workout at the gym!
I be ignoring everybody now.

Love changes people. I believe in that.
sienna is a fucking little rat
Chapter CCCLXV

I'm hungry, hungry like a dinosaur.

I couldn't even finish reading it
:: "Tears are the summer showers to the soul."
IT IS A NUMBER HOLY FUCKING SHIT
Just go ahead and break the racket, Nole.

A better lady, for a better man.
To indo no mercado com a mae
Im really not a christmas music fan
My sisters graduation is today!

I listen to Pandora everyday
I really wanna do a Harlem Shake...
I really wanna dance the night away
I really fancy Justin Timberlake

Fuck you canelo! Disappointing fight
I went a little overboard tonight...

Chapter CCCLXVI

Ain't feeling La Sierra anymore.

Keep walking (johnnie walker) take the lead
What channel station are the Grammys on?
And squeeze until the beds completely red
What channel is the Grammys coming on?

this lady is a body builder tho
Who took the cookies from the cookie jar?
No. No, Discover! Bad Discover no.
This closing ceremony is bizarre

I've been a little hermit crab today...
He is a messy other fucker thought
its call forgive and put the past away
Tomorrow is already Thursday. Wat

man vs food inspired eats tonight
Rage, rage against the dying of the Right.
Chapter CCCLXVII

Is turnabout the topic of the day?

One summer night the stars were shining bright
I am a friendship bracelet making pro.
still light the fire on a rainy night.
It's pretty simple, people. I dunno

Them ratchet females at the underground
It's so relaxing having candles lit.
Dude. Liam Neeson doesn't mess around.
Weaves too.. Y'all just exaggerating shit

Not looking forward for tomorrows day.
I'd rather be a Nazi than a Greek
is there olympic tennis anyway?
What language do Egyptian people speak??

I always make a million dollar run.
Thanks for the birthday wishes everyone :)

Chapter CCCLXVIII

Across The Nation will forever slay

Elimination Chamber on repeat
My Og Forever Sayin' Silly Shit
Obligatory coney island tweet
Last weekend smoking ! For a little bit

We such a plastic generation tho..
Poor sandwich didn't even stand a chance
Another dollar's just another blow
Who's Playing After England Vs France?

For everybody going to the lake ......
"The world forgetting, by the world forgot."
Whoever has the money takes the cake.
Those peanut butter crackers hit the spot!

Chalk up another unproductive day
The most supportive people walk away
Chapter CCCLXIX

My little brother, always under me.

You are a total Office middleweight!
This apple has the texture of a pear.
This screaming silence frozen fire... (8)
Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere.

I wanna be a superhero too!
The darkest hour comes before the light!
That really was a transformation fu
Who's going to the soccer game tonight?

Whatever happened fucking common sense?
Some people aren't even worth a TWEET!
Oh my, a playoff game without defense ...
The Hatheway coronation is complete.

another boring evening on the shore..
despise the british public more and more

Chapter CCCLXX

Don't hate the player hate the referee.

Great singing by the spanish players then...
My little pony .... That commercial tho
I want another android phone again
i will forever hate the radio

If there's a problem gone and lemme know..
You are the definition of a whore
I haven't written Ina minute tho
Not even gonna bother anymore

Is being tall attractive on a guy?
Don't wanna put in effort anymore ..
I'm gonna kiss the chubby life goodbye.
[does hurdle exercises on the door]

Kick Out The Epic Motherfucker 8
A pitching change and Tipton to the plate.
Chapter CCCLXXI

i haven't even started living yet

Real Housewives Of Atlanta Marathon ^_^
Can't let a Debbie downer ruin it!
Fools on parade, cavort and carry on.
Unhappy people always talking shit.

I saw the cutest little boy today! :)
So where in Universal Studios?
I really wanna dance the night away.
Just gotta keep applying I suppose.

It's just another heartbreak coverup
It's gonna be a boring day today .
Thanks giving is already coming up
I got accepted to Loyola! Yay!!!

My birthday is a week tomorrow yay
Pitch Perfect for the second time today .

Chapter CCCLXXII

Ai que inferno essa internet...

Watch Puerto ricans trend again tonight.
I have the biggest craving for Chinese
Light as a feather flying like a kite
Can someone hit the rewind button... Please!!!!!!!

Whose midnight Revels, by a Forrest side
It's like a mother fucking blizzard out
But even if the stars and moon collide
The best addiction ever..... Working out

Another boy without a sharper knife
Back to reality tomorrow..shit.
I live a Twitch appreciation life.
You ever sneeze and pee a little bit?

Wait there were more reunion rumors???? When????
I'm lost in empty pillow talk again.
Chapter CCCLXXIII

*He never started from the bottom tho*

Ain't bout the battle I respect the war
I'm hungry from an anorexic heart.
Not even gonna bother anymore
Young Simba been a lion from the start

So happy with the outcome of today
Shit im already realizing that!
**DOES TYLER OAKLEY NEVER GO AWAY**
Im horny .. where the horny bitches at

Some peoples actions fully baffle me
Drink is a good idea at the time
The Unicorn Invasion of Dundee
Sweet like a candy , sour like a lime .

Give me an iPhone with a status light.
I wanna hit the movies up tonite

Chapter CCCLXXIV

*Is Johnny gonna make a cameo?*

I wonder how the future gonna be.
Fresh batman fitted with the matching tee
Iain into the presidential shi !
**Good morning eating pancakes with Louie**

I had a really good relaxing day
**niall is a sexy motherfucker aye**
I have a fucking swollen thumb okay
You're always looking for a bluer sky.

**Why arent people normal anymore?!**
I'm feeling really fucking nice tonight.
**Brazilian Monsters Are Excited For**
....we get addicted for a reason, right?

No wonder everybody getting sick..
**i made a milli off a porno flick**
Chapter CCCLXXV

Rebecca Soni broke the world record!

I'll never any females second choice...
when is the closing ceremony on?
I only watch the highlights of the voice.
In london waiting for the marathon!!

Well aren't you a little hypocrite
Shit happens all the time and everywhere.
Ups take FOREVER to deliver shit.
Whoa, had a moment of nostalgia there.

Off to another uni open day.
You better not... and your a comfy seat
woo alton towers was amazing yay
whats more important lyrics or the beat

Blood pressure is already going up
My guard forever staying posted up.

Chapter CCCLXXVI

Am I the only one extremely bored?

i absolutely HATE reality.
Yea... Body is already feeling sore
Soft simple touches that relaxes me...
It doesn't even matter anymore

But it's the most respected magazine.
I bought directly from the farmer who.
WE WOULD CREATE A FUCKING MURDER SCENE
I want a dancing cookie robot 2

I started looking for a warning sing...
My cousin nearly set the house alight.
You making me believed in everything.
I need massaging long into the night

New season of The Walking Dead tonight!
i wanna get into a twitter fight
Chapter CCCLXXVII

*My heart’s exploding like a burning sun*

Amanda kinda called herself a whore
I love the jelly from the Asian store
Its barely even raining anymore :( 
.. Cause nothing even matters anymore..

She dreams a para para paradise ~
my little brother is annoying me.
Last day in february. Be a nice.
I really wanna like the show Louie

new era has began in Universe.
I kinda only like the drop in it
My sleeping habits getting even worse
When people tweet about the dumbest shit.

Ya de camino para el Algar!!
Who took the cookie from the cookie jar?!

Chapter CCCLXXVIII

*Not being noticed bothers everyone.*

I Like The People I’m Surrounded By . ^~^
Past is the father future is the son
Just gonna crawl into a ball and cry
Good morning! Happy sunday everyone!

What was the point in me replying then?
Just fixed the toilet with a paper clip.
GoodMorning, waking up alone again :( 
Another shooting Jesus what a kip

Addicted to Mc Donald’s diet coke.
It’s really smoky? Any reason why?
This civil service hearing is a joke...
I wanna fall into a hole and die

The flight attendants aren’t even fit.
Eureka pizza was the fucking shit.
Chapter CCCLXXIX

I haven't watched a single game today.

QUE DIA DOS AMIGOS LEGAL EM (:  
Bianca making sloppy Joe and fries :))  
To bad Adidas doesn't sponsor them  
I want the slippers with the blinking eyes.

I maybe my prediction isn't blown...  
Nick Cannon gotta be destroying that  
Yo boyfriend Dick in everybody phone!!!!!!!  
I undercover want a leather hat

Boys absolutely fucking baffle me  
It's never gonna happen.. Over it  
I wonder how tomorrows gonna be.  
Your choking off a water bottle hit

I'm gonna see her.....I'm determined to  
Hate coming early to a BBQ

Chapter CCCLXXX

We talked and drank and danced the night away

That thunder sounded like a fucking train  
I mean a photo is a photo right  
Hope everyone survived the hurricane!  
Hope mummy gets a wee chinese tonight!!

Dilemma will forever be a jam  
sat reading Looking For Alaska yay  
This lady has a staring problem DAMN  
Homed. Tired from today and yesterday

Good Morning.... Afternoon..Whatever.Hi  
STOP CALLING ME AND BREATHING DOWN THE PHONE  
i really fancy justin bieber sigh  
I wanna be alone. Alone. Alone!

I got a feeling it'll be a draw : )  
Laws grind the poor and richman rule the law.
Chapter CCCLXXXI

*I didn't even take a nap today..*

Im going on a massive follow spree
I promise haters only motivate.
Unwanted thoughts, forever haunting me.
I gotta open up the cosmic gate

MAO'S PRISON SYSTEM DIDN'T HAVE A NAME
Where are the taunting chants in Portuguese?
It's always been a smoke and mirrors game
Scolari mete a Lucas Moura Please.

My desktop isn't gonna be okay..
I'm never taking summer school again!
I've got a very poorly boy today :(.
wow dashboard really likes marcel nguyen.

Please stop the rain, the signal getting worse!
I'm disconnected from the universe

Chapter CCCLXXXII

*i found myself today and ran away*

God ALWAYS Opens Up Another Door.
I have the biggest headache ever now
It's really hazy here in singapore!
I really really love bananas wow

Chicago fire is intense today!
I wanna party at the liquor store
Can someone make the sadness go away
I'm not a morning person anymore

Replay, replay, replay, replay, replay...
or something fruit related overall
Real feelings never really go away
Nice shower after doing volleyball

Thanks for the Finding Nemo overview
Hal Rudkin is an England hating Jew
Chapter CCCLXXXIII

*there is a rapture on the lonely shore;*

The sheriff at the scrimmage is a hoe
You couldn't wheel a tire down a hill..
This water bottle out the freezer tho
I've had the hiccups since the fire drill
out going to the school ... EXAM EXAM!
Just finished watching Friday after next :) 
Wide open is an understatement. Damn
Just got a very unexpected text.....

I hate the whole entire human race
I'm just another person aren't I
The unfamiliar is a scary place.
You're really just a selfish kinda guy

This teacher really is annoying me....
Were never ever ever gonna be

Chapter CCCLXXXIV

*Not even that excited anymore.*

I absolutely love Italian food
Don't be a nickel looking for a dime....
This lady got a staring problem. Rude.
I'm waiting. Waiting for the perfect time...

Camino de Michoacan on replay
annoyed annoyed annoyed annoyed annoyed
Did you appreciate yourself today?
I never keep a HATER unemployed

SEND ME A RECENT HARRY EDIT PLEASE
Big trucks and accents here in Tennessee.
I should consider picking up Chinese.
My little sister is annoying me!

That little faggot he's a millionaire
new freckle constellations everywhere
Chapter CCCLXXXV

Serena really is a dirty whore

new zealand accents are the best goodbye
Not even going to engage in thar
Lets go Garcia close the other eye
School isn't boring but the lessons are :)

adventure seeker on an empty street
Excited nervous happy all in one
Guys with tattoos appreciation tweet
Lip reading Spanish is extremely fun.

Glad Miley Cyrus is already done
This is annoying its in black and white
things more important than the mula: 1).
By far the best performance of the night

Fuck everyone and everything today
Tomorrow is already Friday? Yay!

Chapter CCCLXXXVI

damn everybody's playing Halo 4 !!!!

This iPod is forever freezing tho :(  
Electric blanket vs Body heat
Unnecessary bullshit gotta go.
This is a beard appreciation tweet

Take me away , forever you and me
Accounting on a Friday night...le sigh
He's very optimistic isn't he
Ugh Joseph takes forever to reply.

Wow... Marcus takes forever to reply..
Did Edna from The Simpson passed away? :O
I am a million pieces of the sky.
Tomorrow's gonna be a busy day.

Was really looking forward to today
Ah silly laptop wireless being gay
Chapter CCCLXXXVII

*Knock, Knocking, Knocking on the heaven's door*

I pay attention to the little shit..
Don't see the point in twitter anymore.
drink driving is illegal isn't it?
I wanna worship deeper than before.

What happened to the clippers anyway?
Forever is a promise for the fools.
Lets stop pretending everythings okay..
Pope quitting? Isn't that against the rules?

Kyle Mcintosh appreciation tweet
It's gonna be a busy day today!
Cars european come and see the fleet
Off to rehearsal. Let the music play!

Why Everybody Wanna Marry Me ?
Drinks cure the nightmares of reality

Chapter CCCLXXXVIII

*Not even gonna bother anymore.*

Not even reading is distracting me.
Tomorrow is a fucking useless day.
Just drink a highly stimulating tea
I only can accept and go away

You are the BIGGEST fucking hypocrite.
They need a flopping rule in college too
First time in ages fergie bottled it
Believe,believe,believe,believe in you

The only other option to forget.
Miami Heat and celtics game intense
Well college isn't that exciting yet..
Whatever, I believe in our defense

Deleting people isn't very nice
Aspiring alcoholics paradise
Chapter CCCLXXXIX

Another work again tomorrow oy

Lets have a sunday movie marathon! :D mi baby anything a anything.
There's always someone fucking hanging on.
Life just a bitch without a wedding ring

Let's make a movie starring you and me
Dean always fucking gets the beating sigh
I Am Exhausted. Practice number three...
Well everybody's got a reason why

im tired of computing thingy shit
Dog eating sour cream and onions chips !
Your smartness isn't helping me a bit
I really really wanna bite her lips

We stand together to the very end
The end . The end . The end . The end . The end .

Chapter CCCXC

i've never gotten flowers from a boy

Not even gonna bother anymore.
WHO CARES ABOUT THE LAKERS..................NOBODY!!!
I've never seen a shooting star before.
Some Twitter famous people follow me ^_^

A jealous girlfriend is a faithful one.
I seen a stupid pregnant one today
Y'all run along and have a little fun
I really want Assassins Creed okay

my spanish teacher has a microphone
Canes Chicken hit the fucking spot today (:.
I'm Getting Sleepy Sitting Here Alone
i'm sorry i an pushing you away

Persuasive speech ideas anyone??
Back from a 30 minute tempo run
Chapter CCCXCI

Dome pieces Bacon with a water cap

Goodmorning! Happy Wednesday everyone! Rules Of Engagement is a funny show Right after finals I'm completely done. but that's a controversial topic so..

"I've never fucked an Eskimo before". I really need a wardrobe overhaul no point in even trying anymore. I'll have her knocking pictures off the wall

Wait what the..it's already Tuesday? Shit. Stay chasin paper like a taliban He punched the wall and put a hole In it Both albums classic...but The Chronic....man

I've never even seen the movie blow.. Obligatory tweet about the snow.

Chapter CCCXCII

I really fucking love The Temper Trap

I left the polish on the bottom shelf i wanna cry and cry and cry and cry. My major isn't gonna do itself.... I really wanna date a older guy.

this villa shuttle better hurry up ! Forever getting taken for a mug Go down a little lower, that's whats up I don't consider alcohol a drug .

Armani is the best designer brand! Why is Columbus Day a holiday? The Arctic Monkeys are a proper band im doing something very stupid, yay.

Cold hearted, step into the freeze a bit I pay attention to the little shit
Chapter CCCXCIII

*My mama really irritating me*

Knock on the sky and listen to the sound.
help me forget about reality.
Too many figures being thrown around
lets make a movie starting you and me.

An iPhone killed a woman yesterday :O
My fortune cookie wasn't very nice
Shit what the fuck? emotions go away.
it's just another day in paradise. :)

the conscience killer always gets away
I need a super soaker water gun.
I saw the hottest arab guy today!!
I didn't even see the second one.

this has become annoying very quick
My girlfriends mother is a lunatic

Chapter CCCXCIV

*Boxed wine and Harry potter it'll be*

I didn't know the combine was today..
did louis really get a deer tattoo
is Andrew Bynum ever gonna play?
Does anyone remember Pepsi blue?

"In spiders eyes, the man becomes a fly."
my brother going to the movies yay ^_^
Oh. Lemme count the many reasons why.
Todays a backyard football kinda day

She hotter then a Summer day in hell
Cars european, come and see the fleet
These bitches getting sadder by the tweet

I really wanna watch the Lion King.
This weather isn't helping anything
Chapter CCCXCV

*I really want the firecracker pack*

I kinda wanna take another nap.
He’s holding it together very well!
I want a honey mustard chicken wrap.
THAT IS UNSANITARY. WHAT THE HELL.

I’m absolutely freezing after that
Damn tired, lying on the cooling floor.
whats that? a hat a crazy junky hat!
Don’t really have a lie in anymore

another boy without a sharper knife.
Noone ever liked nicola anyway
just celebrate the little things in life
today today today today today today

Take your imagination somewhere nice.
Time for another day in paradise

Chapter CCCXCVI

*Assignment, presentation.......... Welcome back.*

I pay attention to the little things.
I shed a tear in Chapel too today..
my sister has the cutest belly rings.
Then all the other classes be okay

This traffic bullshit is annoying me,
new found obsession for Canary Swing
Forever having trust in alan lee
A picture NEVER captures everything

If all the year were playing holidays
is this a tori spelling marathon?
Forever writing college app essays.
I feel, a separation coming on...

I’m very clearly itching for a fight
I want a texting buddy for tonight
Chapter CCCXCVII

I feel a venting session coming on!

is missing someone miles and miles away ...
El Papa se llama Berlusconi l.
It's looking like , the pool the move today .
my motivation... that's the reason why...

It's just another day in paradise
FUCK OFF!!! The situation! What a knob!
Especially those involving "sacrifice."
Crew Chilling is the best... Besides the Job... ;))

Here comes the story of the Hurricane.
I love a woman that'll drink a beer...
If only someone understands the pain...
This Kendrick is the album of the year

Mi mama changed her living room around!!
I kinda wanna golf another round

Chapter CCCXCVIII

WHEN ARE THE CLOSING CEREMONIES ON

Select an annotation object or
Why do the weirdest people follow me?
Why aren't girls romantic anymore?
fuck i forgot about korean he

A generation of tattoo regret
I'll always rate the kid in home alone
I haven't even seen Titanic yet..
my mama acting funny with her phone

To You alone belongs the highest praise
I really feel unwelcome everywhere
Just kidding I abuse her anyways
I had a little corny moment there..

I don't believe in magic anymore.
Thanksgiving potluck dinner with the floor!
what channel is miranda on tonight?

Ran quickly to the kitchen for a snack!
Communication is the biggest key
Attack attack attack attack attack
I have the most amazing boyfriend:3

Annoying doesn't even cover it
Shit happen............... Disappointed hurt betrayed
I'm such an awkward person, holy shit.
Don't like the mobile changes twitter made

Sting ray a double sided Scooby snack
"i've never had vanilla sex before."
I want the other Spanish teacher back!!
I shouldn't even bother anymore

I've only nearly gone and read a book...
mick jagger's daughter has the london look

A humble fighter always wins the fight

I love the Rocky Horror Picture Show
No point in even trying anymore
Disaster for Japan AND Mexico
who sends a crippled person to the store!

Let's wear a NEON overload today
I didn't even see the sun today
I have a shower partner on the way ;)
The Texans are in fucking disarray.

Excited for another run tonight :)
I really want a Nike fuel band
but i decided you were worth the fight..
Fuck I'm a lifetime movie on demand

Im gonna be a Twitter fiend today!
Was really hoping for a fog delay
Chapter CDI

I really really want a neck tattoo

My English teacher is a freaking goon
Ma always saying ido people wrong ...
September is beginning very soon.
ENOUGH ABOUT THE FUCKING CANDY THONG

Procrastination season has begun
you are the biggest fucking hypocrite
Thanks for the birthday wishes everyone. c:
Yo everybody's gettin' after it!

I am a vengeful bastard, aren't I?
piranha na empresa salvador
The angel sang the whiskey lullaby
Don't even have her number anymore

But not the type deserving of a throne
so happy baby beckie has her phone

Chapter CDII

done with the online application. phew

It's all about a dollar nowadays
Good morning.....happy weekends everyone!
what is Believe acoustic anyways
Shake it until the moon becomes the sun.

Don't I deserve a happy ending too?
then random shitty people follow you
Lets make a movie staring me and you.
Un chocolate para comer de a 2

Just got a lil upset ... Whatever tho !
and we were never gonna say goodbye..
Like really really really wanna go.
I really wanted sweet potatoe pie

This paper getting printed out tonight !
Braves taking early showers left and right
Chapter CDIII

*Im just a disappointment, aren't I?*

My brothers graduation is today
Pursue the person that's pursuing you..
jay from the wanted is a blackjack???:D yay
hate how we're not allowed acrylics too

It's almost denver weather out today!!!!!
food depot pushing buggy looking ahh
I wonder if Amanda is okay..
GUE MAU MENUHIN MENTION EMBER AH

I'm gonna try and lucid dream tonight
feel like escaping from reality
Tomorrow is collaboration, right?!?!?!
Need makeup think today's a spending spree

I wanna have a water balloon fight
The grammar errors are insane tonight

Chapter CDIV

*Not ready for results tomorrow, sigh.*

Finance finance finance finance finance
I really should become a rapper . . . Watch . .
We fuck a hoe together, that's romance
I'll have a scotch and water hold the scotch.

some girls behaving bumpas on the low
My teacher shouldn't have suggested it
What happened at Versace's fashion show?
Red villain is a sandman. I admit.

I never seen a "man" attention whore..
I got the bruises from the letting go
And there's the answer you were waiting for.
Sofia's never eaten bacon

Why everyone annoying me today?
Can hear a honda from a mile away
Chapter CDV

*Milan! Milan! Milan! Milan! Milan!*

Reviewing pictures from the night before...
Its just another night......another one.
I’m glad were not together anymore.
You cant reverse the bullet from a gun.

I have a tech exam tomorrow. Oh.
I wanna run and smash into a wall
I love the air conditioned buses though
Have lost complete and utter faith in all.

sometimes the lies become reality.
She know the value of a dollar bill
Why everybody is ignoring me? :( 
I wanna kickback at the pool and chill!

I Got Defensive Player Of The Game!!!
i'm gonna be a money making lame! :)

Chapter CDVI

*When's pretty little liars coming on*

IM NEVER GOING SHOPPING HERE AGAIN
My One and Only, One and Only You.
I am the holder of the golden pen.
I still remember Allen Avenue.

I should’ve turned around and slapped her ass.
My brother is the mother fucking best! :) 
Built like her momma, with her pretty ass.
That was an unexpected friend request.

I wonder wat her answer gonna be?
I feel a sinus headache coming on.
I'm catching fire like a 3 degree
Take Ramsey off and bring podolski on

I need a Harry Potter Marathon.
I feel and encore scrapbook coming on...
Chapter CDVII

*Young Simba been a lion from the start*

No Conversation Where The Paper At .?
Was lovely seeing everyone today!
Great next idea. You're a genius Matt.
My birthday is tomorrow. BY THE WAY.

This cowboys ready for the rodeo
Sea bass and chips before the Padres game
ol' dirty bastard had the sickest flow
And Tyler is a super sexy name

Let's make a movie.. Starring you and me!
I'm so confused whats even going on
The moment your in bed and need a wee...
Go play in traffic with a blindfold on.

You don't exist in my reality.
like holy water washing over me.

Chapter CDVIII

*I'm hungry for an anorexic heart*

Its so annoying going to the door!
Southwestern Airlines, wanna get away??
when writing isn't easy as before.... :(((
that really ruined my entire day,

I'm super tired! It's a Friday night ): 
So ready for the walking dead tonight!
Cops pulling over people left and right
Forgiveness is a privilege, not a right

My brother is a fucking faggot yo!
Repairing damage muscle tissues now!
Why Bitches All in My Vagina Tho?
Wisconsin buzzer beater...holy cow.

Intoxication of a certain kind
Damn all Odessa grandkid fucking blind
Chapter CDIX

So many people, never found the one.

Each Days a Given Not a Given Right.
Regret regret regret regret regret
i never walk away without a fight
Which country has the fastest internet?

My sister graduation is today :)
Rage, rage against the dying of the light
Fall babies are amazing anyway .
Fuck stupid lectures on a Friday night

I never been in twitter jail before
Your pussy like cocaine, cocaine, cocaine...
She's just a common hoe and nothing more.
Ill never understand the female brain

I'm gonna sing the thunder buddy song....
Last final...gotta try and finish strong.

Chapter CDX

I really wanna do the color run!

I wanna be a redneck for a day :)
Keith was attacking people with a hoe..
LAL Vs. Utah! Lakers all the way!
Won't over saturate the market tho.

Be thankful for the little things in life.
I really wanna watch The Notebook now
Another boy without a sharpened knife.
i gotta bottle, model, molly, pow!

not really looking forward to today..
Her pussy like cocaine , cocaine , cocaine
More information : mention us okay :D
My silence is the product of the pain...

i wanna take another shower doe
Imagine being Twitter famous though
Chapter CDXI

Not missing anything in class today.

I’m neither angel, nor a demon spawn.
Just finished reading Catching Fire.....WOW.
lots of procrastinating going on
Already ready for the weekend now...

I found a turtle walking down the street
Lets make a movie , Starring you and me.
I couldn’t even keep a steady beat!!!!
IM GONNA GET A MINI CHRISTMAS TREE :D

band members frustrate me a lot. a LOT
Good evening. Didn’t study Endo yet.
McDonalds breakfast always hits the spot
im such a stalker on the internet

"if they infect the babies with the gay"
I didn’t touch Alexis butt okay

Chapter CDXII

I’ve been accepted to a college! Yay!

| what ever happened to the twitter whale
Just losing motivation everyday..
My girlfriend mad ’cause she in twitter jail.
Its just a rollercoaster anyway.

I wish pandora came commercial free!!
They’re quiet little devils aren’t they
MY NEPHEWS NEVER WANNA WRESTLE ME.
Today recording of "The Getaway"

I have a new addiction... Tetley tea.
Not looking forward to the gym today
Ask para ella, Twitter para mi
I really wanna dance the night away.

Can any woman love a trouble men
tomorrow going to le school again~
Chapter CDXIII

They tripping making super heros gay

Who takes a shit and takes a business call?
I never use the inward smiley face. :)
Mind over matter hustle over all
I'm really going off the human race

There's always something to regret about.
That pussy wetter than a wishing well
At least the power isn't going out
I haven't packed a lighter, fucking hell

That pepperoni pizza hit the spot :)
Ponds frozen..rescue mission underway!
My cousin has her license, I forgot.
The weather is extremely great today.

Life is a bitch, and bitches come and go
My laptop is the slowest of the slow!

Chapter CDXIV

I had a very active day today.

I almost had a mini heart attack!
I'm still upset about the match today
What ever happened to the Sweaty Crack?
Just what the bruins need... a power play

What's going on in panama tonight?!
these braces coming on tomorrow though :3
Yay dodgers! Starting off the season right!
drown all the blood and give the kids a show!

Imagine has a new opponent: Try.
This isn't even funny anymore .
I was expecting someone to reply......
I've never had a bloody nose before

So ready for the soccer game tonight!
Might get a tribal cut tomorrow. MIGHT.
Chapter CDXV

You can’t reverse the bullet from a gun

The money makes a man and that’s a crime...
Throw ten Somalis at a hater (8)
I miss interpret Kristen all the time
I stay in my imagination. Great!

Hay fever is a mother fucking prick!!
So where’s the fire? You’ve become the rain
She's got an Auto Tuner on her Mic.
Here comes the story of the hurricane.

Feels like another friday down the drain
hi thomas sangster wanna marry me
my little brother is a fucking pain
You lock the door, and throw away the key.

Just made a triple stacked Panini... Why
A woman's silence is her loudest cry

Chapter CDXVI

Debating going on a second run.

I need a workout partner for the day....
You're acting like a little silly boy
Who even asked Ivana anyway?
War never end until the world destroy.

Thanks also for the little souvenir :)
I've been in such a lazy mood today
I’m heading for another lonely year.
remember romney romney romney yea

I’m still in learning progress. Pardon me
she's wearing Primark jelly sandals.. why?
You put a dream, in my reality
Internal Moonshine Of The Spotted Eye

My dad and siblings are the other 4...
I didn't even know the final score
Chapter CDXVII

She's breaking blades pretending it's okay.

I really wanna dance the night away
You're never, ever, ever ever there
My birthday is in 30 minutes. Yay.
I got an Elvis poster at the fair.

I wanna get a belly button ring
Leave me without an explanation too.
It is a very very special thing.
You're just a people pleaser aren't you?

I got another closing shift today
I had a dream about the civil war
we wasn't making business anyway
my little sister dances like a whore .-

Honduras vs Mexico today
I'm working hard and staying out the way

Chapter CDXVIII

I crack a dutch an dump the guts away

Don't see the point in living anymore..
I have a fast metabolism so
To jealous women everyone's a whore
I've got a revolutionary flow

Still haven't even put the movie on
Canary yellow.. With the loafers on
, my grandma got a hotline going on.
What channel is The Grammys coming on?

2 Classes down and breakfast on the way.
Commitment issues like a rolling stone
Is being Auntie Michael for the day!
Twin better hurry up and charge her phone

Hate absolutely everyone today
Oh headache headache headache go away
Chapter CDXIX

*Thank You Brianna! She's a little slow*

I'm taking Twitter as a sister wife.  
Your perfect chaos is a perfect fit.  
Appreciate the little things in life  
I don't believe in superstition shit

We better get a gold in basketball  
Arranger everything, controller shoo..!!  
Im Looking At The Mirror On The Wall  
Just craving some attention aren't you..

That was the best performance of the day  
i love the color black and girls in it  
y'all keeping me updated Anyway ...  
I pay attention to the little shit.

What is a marijuana anyway  
I hope the prosecution starts today!

Chapter CDXX

*My birthday is around the corner though!!!*

I being wet and sticky from the rain  
Damn, everybody is a cowboys fan.  
This gotta be the most annoying pain  
I follow some depressing people man

too sleepy to continue vampire knight  
I really want a burger, holy shit.  
Alright alright alright alright alright  
Day 2 and I'm already losing it..

You should've never trusted Hollywood  
I got the dope and everybody know  
A intervention isn't always good  
i wanna meet the cali people yo

I sing myself a quiet lullaby.  
I wanna watch The Christmas story High ^.^
Chapter CDXXI

*And I already have a Mary Jane.*

imagine dragons are amazing i  
I'm single , looking like a dollar bill .  
i got a gorgeous header. hot. and bye  
I never likes her friends and never will!

so many graduations going on.  
they play the same The Parkers everyday  
How Can Perfection be Improved Upon?  
Good Morning Spreading Love The Brooklyn Way

I'm just a happy person, aren't I?  
I wanna have a movie night tonight.  
Sai sai hello hello goodbye goodbye ..  
4 dollars for a water bottle....right

Car show today and Ian even know  
Fuck everything and everybody doe

Chapter CDXXII

*Just laying on the kitchen floor in pain.*

I'm claiming it in Jesus name. Amen.  
Is Ian not presenting anymore?????????  
its been a super tired day again.  
I've never seen a shooting star before

Goodmorning feeling really good today!  
I'm being serenaded by a shoe  
My birthday is 11 days away !  
God it already smells delicious, too.

Not Everyone Deserves A Second Chance .  
I'm better off alone, and having fun  
I really really really wanna dance  
So over everything and everyone.

I hear the criticism loud and clear...  
First Student council meeting of the year!
Chapter CDXXIII

West Brom and Aston Villa was a game!

a deadbeat daddy is a turnoff too!
i want an Apple.... at the Apple store:) 
He see the real in me . The Bitch in you
i've never had a sloppy joe before...

I need myself a lakers jersey tho.
why won't michelle obama notice me
Still doing paper work.. Pandora flow
he gets decapitated doesn't he?

Good morning afternoon and evening all
When You Forget Her,don't Remember Me.
Determination overpowers all!
remember being young and wild and free

Who stole the cookie from the cookie jar
I Want A Motorcycle , Fuck A Car . !

Chapter CDXXIV

all guys in country music sound the same

6 pack and fishing anyone tonight?
Good Morning Lovely people... ^_^ Love the rain...
I wanna have a water ballon fight .
So celebrate and light the Mary Jane

imagine Einstein taking lsd
There's always proper weirdos on The Chase
why doesn't harry wanna follow me
How many meters is the human race?

My patience level is extremely low
I didn't even really laugh today
I wanna take a picture of her. moe!!!
damn Jackie even ran her kids away . . . .

Another day another buffalo.
Im really gonna marry gabby tho
Chapter CDXXV

This generation is already mine"

I'm just a lazy person overall
I'm watching Silver Linings Playbook. Bye
Already looking forward to the fall.
Can't turn a cheat into a loyal guy.!!

my economics teacher is the best
I really like contemporary dance!
Then study for the military test
Not everyone deserves a second chance

You ever masturbate in candle light?
I hate commercials on the radio.
I wanna finish chapter 5 tonight
i always meet the nicest people though.

Fuck everybody like a scorpio.
smells like a mother fucking burger yo!

Chapter CDXXVI

Good Morning everybody Rise and Shine

I have a stigmatism...fucking eyes ):)
Kip got an undercover brother.fro
United even after my demise!!!!!!!!!
My name in urban dictionary tho ~

Shit music playing on the radio.
No really. I'm the angry bitter guy.
If u the other woman u a hoe
Hello, Whatever Happened to Goodbye!

Just heard the news about the suicide :((((((((((
I didn't even leave the house today
but those uncounted tears already dried .
My Mother Lost Herself Along The Way.

Who’s going to the Franklin game tonight??
I kinda wanna see y'all pussies fight
Chapter CDXXVII

*Im Gonna Be The Loudest Person There!*

Forgotten pocket money is the best!
That was a heisman trophy winning run!!!
Another day, another dollar! Blessed!
GoodMorning! Happy Sunday EveryOne!

I only argue when the lakers on
They should've had Alicia on the keys.
Another cinderella story on . ^_^
CAN RYAN SHECKLER GET A HAIRCUT PLEASE

tomorrow's only tuesday holy shit
I wanna be an undercover cop.
I DID A THING AND IM REGRETTING IT.
i have a craving for a lollipop

The way the table turns in tennis tho
I heard Marina on the radio. :D

Chapter CDXXVIII

*Looks really cold in western super mare.*

hello? (hello?) (((hello?))) (((((hello?))))))
I didn't even read the story so
I want another baller girlfriend doe
I got a stylish ass professor yo

We try and get the high without the low.
who's going to the colorado show?
De venezuela para mexico
Age doesn't really bother me uno

Delay delay delay delay delay
but "bitches come a dime a dozen", right?
That promise didn't even last a day.
I wanna have a movie night tonight!!

Another day another dollar right?
I think the lakefront is the move tonight
Chapter CDXXIX

Another boy without a sharper knife

Woke up and found myself in Silent Hill..
My mother has a nasty attitude.
don't give a fuck today and never will
I absolutely LOVE Italian Food!!!!

I hope tomorrow is a better day!
I have an everlasting appetite
I never text the horizontal way
Ballet and pointe were really good tonight :)

I wanna poncho, but a pretty one.
HE'S SUCH A SASSY MOTHERFUCKER THOUGH
Go have a staring contest with the sun
Not any other television show

So many people at the course today
Got my piano lessons friday, yay

Chapter CDXXX

Change is the only constant thing in life

Meow meow meow meow meow :3
Shit ulcers absolutely fucking kill
Our Mrs Bieber is an angel now :)
My sleeping patterns are outrageous still

This is a Chips Ahoy! commercial, right?
It doesn't even matter anymore
I wanna take a bubble bath tonight ,
I've never needed anyone before.

I wanna ride around in rented cars
I'm watching martha stewart bake and shit
the darkest nights produce the brightest stars.
I telling them important not in it

I'm not a people person anymore
Don't worry guys the lions didn't score
Chapter CDXXXI

I was a social whore in middle school

Don't underestimate the Steelers though.
Stuck at the fucking traffic lights again!!
I wonder how tomorrow's gonna go ....
Im going to the mall tomorrow then ^^

who's going to the game tomorrow though?
I got the mindset of a millionaire
Birds of a feather flock together...hoe
Shit hit the fan and splattered everywhere

So what exactly is an "Applebee"?
No with the power of a million suns
Let's make a movie.. Starring you and me!
The weakest bitches be the loudest ones.!

I really wasn't feeling well today ,
Impetuous, mounds and bridges sweeps away;

Chapter CDXXXII

but she forgot about the golden rule

close game miami indiana ah?
why do the weirdest people follow me...
tequila shots and billy joel ya
I really really really need the sea......

I'm always laughing at the dumbest shit
Vanilla milkshake always hits the spot
It's all about perception isn't it
The world forgetting by the world forgot.

PAUL RUDD AND JASON SEGEL MAKIN OUT!!!
My summer is already starting slow...
Is Arthurs Christmas ever coming out?
Hoes want the money , money come and go

It's gonna be a very hectic day.
i love the prizes Ellen gives away
Chapter CDXXXIII

You glazing knuckles you a Masturbate

So Braxton Miller gets the Heisman, right?
Life's just a roller coaster anyway.
Cause of the stupid fire, friday night..
I'm so excited for the open day!

My Auntie been ignoring us and shit
He doesn't know the situation tho!!!
I hate the mall and everyone in it.
My little brother is a radio.

He gonna be successful either way
C'mon and twist a little closer now...
I really had a crazy day today...
The Shining. What a creepy movie. Wow.

imagine being rita ora though.
I rarely listen to the radio

Chapter CDXXXIV

So happy with the twitter app update (;

I'm too excited for tomorrow night.
so many motorcycles out today
And nothing ever goes completely right!
Whatever you're a loser anyway.

I'd rather be a weirdo than a hoe
Do me a favor, baby, don't reply
Real music isn't on the radio..
Just watched a rocket fly across the sky

Off work tomorrow, party anyone?(:
I hope the weathers good tomorrow too!
I Wanna Take A Picture Of The Sun
Yeah, I'm already over it. And you.

streets need an undercover brother 2
When someone chooses something over you!
Chapter CDXXXV

this isn't even funny anymore

"I had a girl, and Donna was her name."
I'm getting on the field tomorrow man
I wanna play the Maddie drinking game
COME ON AND SLAM! AND WELCOME TO JAPAN!

i always lookup famous people's height
I'm doing good in English honors too :D
I am beyond excited for tonight
A better me. Attracts a better you.

as i consider shaving PJ's head...
...where did the monday morning magic go???
Just kidding watching army wives instead
God has amazing timing, really though.

That statement kinda irritated me
Just trying to escape reality

Chapter CDXXXVI

I never got a finger cramp before.

I never even noticed you before
Got really tired at the gym today
You found a sweater on the ocean floor
Ill be in mexico tomorrow yay

What channel is selection Sunday on??
I'm gonna buy a gun and start a war
We never win, the battle rages on
My girlfriend is a huge attention whore

I'm gonna be a master of disguise
Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere
Soon I'll forget the color of her eyes.
Not even getting, It's already there

i want an Apple.... at the Apple store:)
The Rachel Zoe project season 4.
Chapter CDXXXVII

why everybody getting pregnant tho.

Your always looking for a fucking fight
Enjoying Super Burger, Shelburne, ON.
Bath time in preparation for tonight!
Thanks for delicious dinner Mr.John!!!

You lock the door and throw away the key
not everyone deserves a second chance
Woke up and nerves already hitting me
I wanna dance,and love and dance and dance ~

You see the weirdest people on the train
i want an Apple.... at the Apple store:)
Another boring game involving Spain.
I'm really not a drinker anymore

this Business project is annoying yo
I need a Michael Crabtree jersey tho

Chapter CDXXXVIII

I spy a thirsty ratchet basic hoe.

a fulltime member of the struggle now
Don's Diner back in business. Jersey shit.
i haven't made a vine in ages wow
Build me a fort and cuddle me in it

So many people never find the one
I have neglected twitter.. Sorry Doe.
Up early. Ready for a morning run.
A little shaky on her landings though

I have a busy day tomorrow. yay?
Miguel Cabrera won the triple crown !!!
Tomorrow better be a better day!
Hey, even Barney Stinson settled down.

I'm gonna buy a gun and start a war
What is the point in trying anymore
Chapter CDXXXIX

You gotta have a little faith in me

I'm from the city of the purple Sprite.
Its kinda cold and windy out today
Exciting for the Talking Dead tonight
I'm not a twitter virgin it's okay

Thanks for the birthday wishes everyone!
I live in para para paradise!
I need a super legit water gun!
Im ready for an alligator ice.

I eat the ass and im a man about
I'm Not A Friendly Person Anyway..
In out in out in out in out in out
My eyebrows are annoying me today

Hello and welcome to the Rooney show.
Bane had the better evil speeches tho.

Chapter CDXL

St Helen's college only ones in ye?

Tomorrow going to Seattle!! Yay
Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat.
A lovely lunch in Surry Hills today.
I really like the "GraveYard Music" beat

I always wanted to become a nun
Especially orange flavored powdered ones
what is MC Specials twitter? anyone?
How are the Lakers losing to The Suns ?

one Sunday closer to the walking dead
Ya girl a little on the tired side
Has Gary lost the plot the rubber head ????
I'm wide awake and slightly terrified

I was a pretty little baby doe..
Wale station on Pandora goin in tho ...
Chapter CDXLI

At least the weather is alright today.

Mcdonalds breakfast, cheating death again
Cramps are a mother fucker holy shit
Who's taking over party duty then
This party getting harder.... Loving it... :)

I thought tomorrow was a holiday
I spent an hour playing Solitaire...
oh school tomorrow. so exciting. yay.
Pretentious motherfuckers everywhere.

I ruin everything, including us..
Last final finished freshman year complete!
We're gangsters with a little god in us
My twitter, my opinion. Have a seat.

I love the people that encourage me!
Escape the prison of reality.

Chapter CDXLII

The angel city where the devils play...

aw I'm excited for tomorrow now
So many people never find the one
New World Record in qualifying? Wow.
I'm getting absolutely nothing done...

My outfit gonna be extremely blessed.
You really only care about yourself
icelandic music is the fucking best
Nick Saban is an angry little elf

Not even shaking hands before the game.
I really wanna dance the night away.
"I rather be a sinner than a shame"
I Wanna Have A Penis For A Day

Girls always love a man in uniform! ;)
this is an everlasting thunderstorm
Chapter CDXLIII

*Let's Make A Movie Staring You and Me*

She swallows everything except her pride
Just shoved a dollar up a stripper ass
I wasted my entire my inside:(
Her body stupid wit a crazy ass

I hardly listen to the radio
I really wanna be a movie star
I rather be a virgin than a hoe.
who stole the cookie from the cookie jar?

I wanna live in margarita ville
Pick up the bones and leave the soul alone
off for a cheeky sunbathe up the hill
No strings attracted like a cordless phone ..

Thank God tomorrow is a holiday!
Depression never really goes away....

Chapter CDXLIV

*Kristina is the cutest ever ; 3*

my baby brother’s birthday party bye :) 
have mercy many many many men
I am a fucking human aren’t I?
Tonight’s the night the world begins again.

I wanna smoke the stars beholding you
Uh, feeling sorry for the runner up
Im ready for Savannah with the crew
Soft like a twinkie..lemme tighten up

It’s like a new adventure everyday.
My trigger finger keep the pussy wet.
I Have A Baby Cousin On The Way! :)
Yay!!!! I survived without a cigarette. :)

This competition held in Mexico....
Depending on the moment. Never know
Chapter CDXLV

*I really wanna have a glitter fight*

I'm seeing michael mcintyre tonight !!!
That was the second water ballon fight.
im sorry for the little twitter fight
THIS IS A YOUNG THE GIANT KINDA NIGHT

ANOTHER DAY ANOTHER DOLLAR BLESSED
Yeah I'm addicted to the walking dead
Don't settle. Everyone deserves the best.
Well written versus better left unsaid.

fun you deserve another Grammy please
Im Feeling That Romantic Shit Tonight!!!!
why people hating on alicia keys??
I wanna do a Roman candle fight

What is a graham cracker anyway?
fuck billy slaters on a role today

Chapter CDXLVI

*Hope Otis passes his exam tonight*

That was a fucking BANGER heavy goal
Black women have the most disgusting feet.
generic tweet about the superbowl
I made a grammar error with a tweet.

I fucking hate her idec anymore
If only Michael Clifford followed me
I've never been in twitter jail before.. _-
My Dreams converted to Reality.

You clumsy.... Always tripping over nunn
Yeah being happy ain't a problem now :))
I need a drink, an alcoholic one.
I didn't even cut in to her thou

I'm not a fucking princess. I'm a king.
Lost faith in everything and anything
Chapter CDXLVII

I started thinking for a second though....

"I am the daughter of the highest King."
Enforcing consequences fucking sucks.
No. Wisdom is the most important thing
Beer! Trucks! Insurance! Beer! Viagra! Trucks!

My problems never truly go away.
BUT REALLY, EMMA ROBERTS, REALLY? NO.
Like really. It'll maybe last a day.
I wanna be involved in something though.

Need to create a summer reading list
Tomorrow is a new beginning! Yay!
if happy ever after did exist..
I haven't posted anything today..

Thought you were just another Romeo.
I want a destination wedding tho

Chapter CDXLVIII

I fucking love The Eric Andre Show.

Dreams are the shadow of reality!
I hope tomorrow is a better day!
My mum and brother always bully me
Atlanta almost gave the game away

So many people birthdays are today
I didn't even see the halftime show
who wants a hockey ticket giveaway???
Hate everything about a Monday tho

yeah better bloody be a yellow card!
three hundred eighty seven thousand three
Graffiti Tracking: Hawthorne Boulevard
The weirdest people always follow me....

It's only 9 and i'm exhausted. 3:
Head hits the pillow. What reality?
Chapter CDXLIX

Old people power walking at the mall ....

Don't ask her on a straight tequila night.
This isn't even funny anymore.
I wanna get into a flour fight.
Dakota Fanning is in Singapore?!?!

How quickly we forget reality
Or any body who a hypocrite !!!
Ye cocky little northern bastard ye
I don't believe in that forever shit.

Goodmorning! it's again a rainy day.
I need a saving grace, a hiding place.
Who watched the generation anyway?
You got a pretty kinda dirty face

My music teacher is annoying doe
hate Sean and Freddie with a passion though.

Chapter CDL

I wanna live in Colorado Y'all.

I'll be the rainbow power ranger guys
That lady really motivated me!
Mascara running down her Bambi eyes.
I need a self renewing money tree

I feel a massive headache coming on :-(
Do any of y'all play diablo 3?
i wanna have a twilight marathon
leave everything behind and follow me

Is that Doritos loco taco good ?
I give the BEST massages ever tho :-) 
Hey fuckers! Welcome to the neighborhood!
The newsroom is a pretty awesome show

I saw a butterfly in hell today
I really really want a manta ray.
Chapter CDLI

*So many jealous bitches nowadays*

Fuck everyone and everything today
No water only pumping Mountain Dew
It's never gonna happen anyway.
Sweet baby Jesus always coming thru!

i proper fancy justin timberlake
Imagine being Miley Cyrus though
Quite looking forward to the Easter break.
Fuck everybody like A Scorpio

Not gonna listen to the show tonight
Chuck Norris is interrogating me.
I wanna have a water ballon fight !!
And certain people at the jubilee

I having trouble writing this essay
I seen the finest woman yesterday.

Chapter CDLII

*It doesn't fucking matter anyways.*

Im gonna be an awesome mom and wife.
I'm never ever trusting you again.
Close eyed, and hoping for a better life.
They clearly didn't watch her season then

The mistress always takes away the cake. :) 
I'm gonna take a shower now goodbye
There's nothing more confusing than a Blake
When people take forever to reply. .

I'm so excited for tomorrows game!!
Just broke a water fountain off the wall
I'm sorry for the person I became
I love the colors everywhere in fall

I really need an early night tonight
Chapter CDLIII

A perfect morning for a cigarette.

be rolling out and sleeping on the floor
I wanna get a bearded dragon tho
is it Maeve and Kendall's birthday or
Why everybody gotta tweet the show

Come on OBAMA!!!! We believe in you!!!!
Guard didn't even bat an eyelid SCORE
just watching cheaper by the dozen 2 .
This isn't even funny anymore....

I'm such a loser, it explains alot
my cousin turtle almost ran away
A mango fresco always hits the spot
smoked bout a million cigarettes today....

I'm ready 30 minutes early. Score.
This isn't even funny anymore.

Chapter CDLIV

I AM THE MASTER OF THE INTERNET.

Inspired is an understatement.....wow.
STOP SAYING ONE DIRECTION I'LL EXPLODE
Good Morning! :-) Duty at the council now.
Swear someone's getting battered down the road

Tomorrow is a very busy day
Nebraska is a pretty boring state
Forever pushing everyone away.
Must stop procrastinating. Concentrate.

I barely even talk in person tho
Loves double standards. I'll remember this.
I'm waiting for tomorrows fashion show.
some chicken nuggets wouldn't go a miss..

Remember love? Remember you and me?
Jus wHet the wHistle witH a Twisted Tea
Chapter CDLV

Ugh, bitches so dramatic now a days!

I Really Like Italian People Though.
Self pity is a pretty ugly trait.
Nah literary bitches come and go
There's NOTHING FAKER than a FRIENDLY HATE!

Great morning conversation with the Lord!
Let's make a movie staring you and me;)
Hate sitting doing nothing being bored
You know the holder of the master key

I like a hardy hefty breakfast 2
We have a new promoter to the team
he isn't even gonna notice you
And happy ever after was her dream.

i set the fucking fire to the rain.
No twitter!!!!....kill yourself and end the pain

Chapter CDLVI

is searching for the 7 other Rays

whatever you believe imprisons you
youse aren't cute together anymore
I'm ready for The Challenge: Rivals 2!!
Same Lions jacket Axel Foley wore

The asians mastered it already tho
Who breaks a butterfly upon a wheel
Bob's Burgers is the dumbest fucking show
CAN SOMEONE GET THE KID A HAPPY MEAL

Kick out the epic Mother Fucker (8)
You should beware beware beware beware
You be the prince and me the princess...(8)
One week until the Warren County Fair!!

I hardly ever see her anymore.
Rose trough the bullshit like a matador
Chapter CDLVII

This like a timeout from reality

She's hotter than a summer day in hell..
I hope the lakers get a DUB tonight
I want a beefy nacho from the bell...
What's life without a little challenge right.

found spuds a new potential profile pic
On Everything Melissa Is a Trip.
I get annoyed and irritated QUICK
im ready for a real relationship.

THI IS A FUCKING FREAKING AWESOME PEN
Black Keys pandora station is the best
United saving England yet again ;)
And yet another disappointing test

it doesn't even matter anyways
All packed and ready for the holidays! :)

Chapter CDLVIII

You got the most important piece in me.

Donde sera que cantara javier :c
Bars on the windows. You already know.
Just gotta find a ride and I'm in there
Who doesn't like a slutty teacher tho..?

I'm single for a reason aren't I?
Chris Matthews is a ranting lunatic!
Just wanna crawl into a hole and die
What ever happened to the missing chick?

I'm never really happy anymore.
MY PICK, CESPEDES, PUTTING ON A SHOW!!!!!!!
Might Gotta Watch The Final Jersey Shore..
These candles burning on the table tho

Dreams...aspirations....I remember those.
Uncovered Interests: Unemployment Woes
Chapter CDLIX

_I want a German Shepard puppy yoo_

who uses punctuation anymore
I never understood the human race ;
Am I the only morning person Orr?
Dr.pepper makes the world a better place!!

i will forever be an honest man.
A beber como Dios manda, BYE!! (:
Up early thinking of a master plan
ill never turn into a pumpkin pie

does lauren have a finger as a thumb
I'm going through caffeine withdrawal... Shit.
i really hate the person i've become.
Bitch got a Miley ass and UENO it

WHAT CHANNEL IS THE BILLBOARDS AIRING ON???
What fucking channel are the billboards on?!

Chapter CDLX

_My brother coming home tomorrow!! TU_

Just wanna make the world a better place
Dang, "Tipsy" playing on the radio!
Hey baby girl (seductive awkward face)
Hoes want the money, money come and go

i'm gonna do constructive things today...
Seems everybody playing telephone
Quit thinking just about yourself okay?!
Im really hating being here alone.

Rubs hands together with the evil eye!!!
Remember love, remember you and me
I see a revolution coming. Bye
Within a project of reality

Day is already going shitty. Yay.
lets go miami! riding all the way
Chapter CDLXI

Poor Doctor always watching people die

We Watching LifeTime Movies For The Night!
Got this Alumni game tomorrow tho
right now the Celtics aren't playing right.
Play something special, something sweet and slow.

I'm gonna buy a gun and start a war!!
Well that's a debbie downer on the day
i've never seen an asian mad before.
I gotta clean the kitchen anyway

How many quarters are in basketball?
Who's gonna save the save the world tonight?
I'm looking at the mirror on the wall!!
Another day, another lesson.. right?

THIS WAS A DREAM, Y'ALL NOT REALITY
love buying people's birthday presents :3

Chapter CDLXII

The angels sang a whiskey lullaby.

Loll people posting Romney ballots now
it wasn't that important anyway..
6 billion dollars spent campaigning. Wow
my sister got her braces off today.

Are yu a ninja or a samurai?
To tired for another soccer game!!
Alexis takes forever to reply
That Louis burger never be the same

The Raiders play the Cowboys friday? oh.
Y'all gotta find the nearest kitchen son
You have another crush already so...
I'm super tired goodnight everyone!

I'm pretty tan in artificial light.
The eagles disappointed me tonight
Chapter CDLXIII

*5 years ago today, the fraud began*

I let's stay together is a funny show
I'm so excited for tomorrow's run!!
I want the summer here already though
So many people never find the one~

Just broke a window playing bongo ball...
I Always Push The Perfect Guys Away!
HE HAS THE FUCKING TAMBOURINE AND ALL
I really hope tomorrow goes okay.

Thanks for the birthday wishes everyone!
I saw Lamar and deon at the game (:)
At least the ending was a little fun ;)
My Friday is already going lame.

Y'ALL BASIC BITCHES WATCH THE TRAILER NOW
How is tomorrow only Thursday. HOW.

Chapter CDLXIV

*That's even coming from a Dolphins fan*

And what about the bloodied cricket bat??
I think about the future EVERYDAY!
I really didn't wanna witness that
These stomach problems gotta go away...

hope my exam tomorrow goes okay
And get a little Rocky Mountain high!
Appreciative of another day.
You really take forever to reply !!!

I Never Seen A Body So Divine
Where are the thick and sexy ladies at
Kirk outta line. Completely outta line!
......Oh yeah, a NOBODY....remember that.

cute little monkey with a grappling gun
i just completely bombed the second one
Chapter CDLXV

I love the Stella Stella Stella song!!!!!!

I made the right decision didn't I?
Its been a long, depressing, tiring week.
Congratulations, you're a bitch. Goodbye.
I'm going on another silence streak.

It's just tomorrow started, years ago.
Awake already. Nightmare 1 complete.
I need a ticket for the fashion show.

I saw the finest army man today!!!!
It's only 12:11, what the fuck
I'M GOING TO THE ZOO TOMORROW YAY
the final destination movies suck

Mixed people always get a ugly tan.
Y'all gotta listen to the lyrics man

Chapter CDLXVI

Why can't toronto bitches get along

I wanna lick a hobo up and down
The killers Romeo and Juliet..
Your running with the fastest girl in town!
September isn't even over yet.

A runner can escape reality
I wanna read another twitter fight.
Remember Love ? Remember You and Me ?
Not even looking forward to tonight

I Hope Tomorrow Is A Better Day
I need a hot relaxing bubble bath.....
I'M BLEEDING BY MYSELF AND I'M OKAY
who ever put the alphabet in math........

"i read the devil with a smiling face"
I need a saving grace, a hiding place
Chapter CDLXVII

I hope northwestern beats Ohio state.

or read about an elevator kiss
Don't read the contract less a mill in there
I'm having trouble comprehending this
A tear, a tear, a tear, a tear, a tear.....

Here goes another sleepless bullshit night
Good morning! Getting ready for the mass.
Alicia Keys performance was alright.
Excited for tomorrows boxing class!

We'll never have a good relationship.
I really wanna be an actress tho..
Down to the garden , took a little dip .
my husband gotta be a scorpio !

who needs a sleeping pattern anyway
Tomorrow is another BUSY DAY!

Chapter CDLXVIII

my interactions always come in late.

I wonder what the biggest number is
relaxed and motivated..(headphones on)
It isn't flaky like a muffin is...
Back to the future movie marathon

Well aren't you a little hypocrite
My parents have the coolest stories man!
Hot showers after practice is the shit!
Up early thinking of a master plan.... $$$$$$

wait... are Ghanaians really dissing us?
I'm always gonna be a Bexley kid
Can twitter be deactivated? Cus...
I just remembered what natalia did

Forgetting Sarah Marshall with the bro :) 
Still gotta pay the consequences though.
Chapter CDLXIX

*May dirty window dance the night away*

an came and started taking people out ..
No my vocabulary is unique
When is The Explanation coming out?
Good Morning...its the middle of the week

I'm gonna need a haircut pretty soon
Goodmorning! Thankful for another day:)
I'm not a hockey player I'm a goon!
still wanna be continue? or delay? :O

Im not a catfish or a cookie so....
Mo did the move!!! Congratulations Mo!!!
I wish pandora worked in Mexico
I gotta get another radio

come on and slam and welcome to japan
I gotta get a haircut friday man

Chapter CDLXX

*I had a very busy day Today.*

The filibuster ruins everything.
I know a hater from a mile away!
I'm just a puppet on a lonely string
It's hotter than the Devil's dick today.

Proficient or prolific... Either or
Faced sunday morning by an hour run.
My baby sick and I'm in Baltimore
Good morning, happy weekend everyone ;) 

Balls gotta work in 30 minutes too.
Fear makes a human being decent? Wow
You go away, and you and you and you
My makeup is completely ruined now.

Exhausted doesn't even cover it.
That should've had a question mark in it.
Chapter CDLXXI

*Missouri for a nice receiving core*

So glad commander wasn’t here today.
So... Julia lost her doubles match today :( 
Just kidding, You're annoying. Go away.
Ballet ballet ballet ballet ballet....

You locked the door and threw away the key!
A ring a ling..a ling..a ling...a ling!!
I see the eagle flying high and free
Is everybody watching Lion King!!!!

Mind Elevation Fuck the petty shit
I always grabbed the crappy prizes tho :
Okay Alone Together sucks a bit
Young Casanova, Baby Romeo

that is humiliating bloody hell
She drinks the zombie from the coco shell

Chapter CDLXXII

*NOT EVEN GONNA BOTHER ANYMORE.*

I know a little freak, in Hollywood.
Last Music lesson of the year today :c
Time for a Run around the Neighborhood.
goin for a turkish bath in 30 yay

my interactions are exploding i
I took a limo to the airport though..
My mother is a Social Butterfly
I'm disappearing on a ratchet hoe

alone alone alone alone alone
Lets make a movie starring yu and me
So therefore, I deserve a new a phone.
Imagination running wild and free

I have the fastest tongue in all the land
oh shit remember naked brothers band
Chapter CDLXXIII

*Rough on the edges with a pogo stick*

So sleepy! What a long and lovely day :) this isn't even funny anymore. I really wanna dance the night away. Don't you already know the answer or...?

Cry Me a River | Justin Timberlake
IM GOING UNDER CARDIAC ARREST
I'm really ready for thanksgiving break
Exotic looking bitches are the best .

........i'm gonna take a break and get a snack.......... Fuck you... and you.... and you, and you, and you. i almost had a mini heart attack .
The trouble me and Kerri get into

communication over everything.
I want a diamond.. Not a wedding ring

Chapter CDLXXIV

*Professor Xavier is a total dick!*

I'm going to regret deleting it.
did hough and hopewell get into a fight
im such a jealous person holy shit
good thing caffeine decreases appetite..

Why is the guy forever texting me :s
You finer than a mother fucker too
When expectation beats reality
Give me a reason to remember you

Pray changes everything, including you.
Im fucking hungry. Have an attitude
a very special happy birthday to
In such a vile annoying hyper mood

so happy that Miranda's on tonight
This is the best, and everything's alright
Chapter CDLXXV

*St. Albans for the second time today*

Attack, attack, attack attack attack.. Gold medal game tonight! Together tough Im hungry.. Gonna have a midnight snack.. Why aren't iPhone chargers long enough.

Just looking Forward To The WeekEnd Now I Got A Final Later On Today...!! Is everyone in school already wow I'm always at the very least okay

George Carlin is a fucking funny dude. I can already tell the texans won My nephew has a little attitude. oh no the staring contest has begun

Neil Walker had a cannon on the low Ain't going home until 11 tho

Chapter CDLXXVI

*it's just a roller coaster anyway*

it's just another complicated case. I wanna fucking sleep the day away .. You've got a pretty kinda dirty face I Saw The Movie You Again . Today (: 

Don't ask her on a straight tequila night October leaves, a Massachusetts dream. im only lonely like a satellite I'm not a variation on a theme

Just kidding. Hagen is a teddy bear. my mama is a freaky little thing... Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere. Martini helmet with a party string!

I have the cutest little baby face. I'm gonna slap a bitch in Bowie place
Chapter CDLXXVII

*The Bio Flyers didn't fly today.*

I have the hardest time resisting you. important conversation ...... No reply oh yeh and Catalina Island too I always pick the saddest movies. why.

i wanna get in twitter jail tonight I swear y'all mother didn't raise y'all right Shut up and get the situation right. I'M FEELING REALLY REALLY GOOD TONIGHT

These presentations will perform in may. Lost friendships happen for a reason too I Braided Everybody Dreads Today I never wanna stop surprising you

My uncles horse Gitana died today :( Another flight, another flight delay D:

Chapter CDLXXVIII

*It's just a rollercoaster anyway*

But anyways, Goodmorning everyone c: I hope tomorrow is a better day Time for a weekend of excessive fun. I am a little tipsy. that's okay.

what ever happened to rebecca black? I'm Not Expecting Anything Today I'm gonna need another drying rack. _.. that was a thousand years ago okay.

Young Roddy always goes in on the track.. Who took the cookie out the cookie jar... Attack Attack Attack Attack Attack I really wanna see a shooting star

I'm putting Ess in military school! There are a few exceptions to the rule..
Chapter CDLXXIX

I have concocted such a naughty plan.

If only jeremiah wasn't there.....
Just drew an angel killing someone. Why.
Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere
Tim Thomas is a pretty selfish guy.

Fern cotton is extremely pregnant. Wow.
:( Im tired of deleting people now D:
Not feeling going out tomorrow now!
Who calls a party Beer and Tacos? Wow

My grandad said Mariah Carey fat
Another year, another Talent Show
Whatever you conceited little brat
James Harden over Eric Gordon? No!

Not even gonna bother anymore..
I never been in here alone before...

Chapter CDLXXX

I've always been a Kenyon Martin fan

I have a very short attention span
Why Ian Talkin Bout The Lakers Tho ?!
Wat happened to a independent man??
I'm fucking bitches ion even know

No body even has a fucking clue.
There's always something fucking going wrong
Hey little liar I believed in you
My parents never, NEVER get along.

I've had a pretty uneventful day
That shower was a major effort too.
Two hours later no reply. Okay.
It's gonna be another monday blue..

Fuck you McDonald's minion roundup sheet!!
I really really really miss Elite
Chapter CDLXXXI

*That was the worst idea of the day.*

That was extremely stupid. On the real. why does selena gomez even try? I only wanna ride the ferris wheel. give me a bloody minute to reply!!!!

I feel a separation coming on
You think the Mississippi is in France ..
time for a harry potter marathon
i wanna read a book about romance

imagine being twitter famous tho
Seen Bruno irritating ass today
Hello hello hello hello hello
You are a cocky asshole. Go away.

Mel Gibson, legend. Lethal Weapon 4
There’s no communication anymore .

Chapter CDLXXXII

*So fucking fucking mother fucking GAY :D*

feels like were never gonna find a place!
Soltero pero Fiel ;) bonito no?
Erase erase erase erase erase
Still have a inconsistent jumper tho.

Well that's a bloody worry isn't it?
Fernando Torres, Chelsea's number 9!
Old school Mariah Carey was the shit
I love the welcome to ohio sign

I Want A Baked Potato On The Low
I don’t appreciate the attitude
I had a dream about a stripper tho.
Go easy on the karaoke, dude!

Who gives a fuck about the halftime show
Why people bringing up the Texans tho?
Chapter CDLXXXIII

*Just copped a starter jacket for the low*

This little baby is annoying me!
I'm going to the mall tomorrow doe.
The Magic Of Begin Continues 3
She always had a banging body tho

Gave it a chance and I'm enjoying it
James Arthur.. bag the face and bomb the base?
You Gotta Understand The Rules In It
i have a really ugly crying face

I hate unnecessary questions la
its really taking everything in me!!!
I gotta tell her something bad aha ..
Boe.. President Obama is a G

Stop calling me a mother fucking Brat!!
I really don't remember sending that!

Chapter CDLXXXIV

*I hate commercials on the radio*

It better soak itself in milk and grow!
Who's going to the improv show tonight?
Who fucking with the trending topics tho?
Feel like a energizer bunny rite nw..

Paul is a really funny movie tho..
Don't wanna lose her to a heart attack.
Be mindful of the shifting undertow
Chicago bringing gangster music back

guilt by association , that's a lie .
Ya mama is a water buffal0
Just took a nap and didn't even try.
that was a disappointing ending tho ;;;

THE MANDATORY MEETING IS A TRAP.
I need a 30 minute power nap
Chapter CDLXXXV

*Not even started christmas shopping yet*

I never see the forest for the trees.
Am I annoying? Honest answers please.
Luke hemmings follow me already please
Must be the mental breakdown from chinese.

I'm Starting To Appreciate Her More!!!!!!
Don't let temptation ruin something good!!
I neva been in twitter jail before
went for a jog around the neighborhood

The rich invest; the smart investigate.
I haven't made a sporting team before..
Olympus Tuesday ... Gotta find a date
Im super HUNGRY! 20 minutes more!

scratch Taco Bell, McDonalds open too!
I really do believe in me and you

Chapter CDLXXXVI

*Damn I Already Need A Cigarette!*

Ahh nearly finished textiles praise The Lord !
But graduation is tomorrow though!
i wanna watch a disney movie ? bored
My icon is the Luke in my bio;))))))

Most of the other kids were childish tho.
I kinda want a nike fuel band
Might order Christmas presents ion know
your body is a winter wonderland

When are the junior ring deposits due??
This lady is completely blowing me..
fuck you and you and you and you and you
Enjoy the weekend to the fullest! : D

Or maybe its the Mariachi Bowl...
Dance is the hidden language of the soul.
Chapter CDLXXXVII

He didn't even message me today .. :( 

Ain't nothing worth the effort anymore.
I feel an ear infection coming on :(
Is everyone reporting modest or
Go on and on and on and on and on..

Milan Milan Milan Milan Milan
Please bury me inside the Gucci store
I feel a venting session coming on.
does ava wanna be joanna or....

I love the Ennis vs Hatfield war
Land of the alcoholic dinosaurs
It really isn't funny anymore
I am the master at avoiding chores.

Work, errands, then Paducah for a date.
Naranja amarillo verde (8)

Chapter CDLXXXVIII

I really wanna dance the night away

so many people's birthday is today.
You see the world in only black and white
"we gonna cut a bitch today okay"
United weren't good enough tonight

I got a little headache coming on
This person is a curly headed fuck
Off to the London Film and Comic Con!
The signal at the doctors office suck

But what exactly is a honky tho?
I got defensive player of the year.
Drain all the blood and give the kids a show!
I'm being taken over by the fear

what is the wanted even wanted for
Another gorgeous morning at the shore
Chapter CDLXXXIX

He Get Around . And Everybody Know

Soak it in kerosene and light the flame–
I really wanna walk around tonight
more people watching catfish than the game.
I wanna have a water balloon fight

I'm not an engineering person la
you see the world in only grey and black
It's proper snowing out in London, yah?
She's got a target painted on her back

I don't believe in fairy tale romance
According to the radar anyway.
"Um novo dia, uma nova chance."
We should've started leighton yesterday

That little movie Rio is alright
It's pretty boring for a Friday night.

Chapter CDXC

i grow in patches like a loser so

My bagel doesn't have a hole in it :(.
I fucking love Australian accents tho.
Some people chat complete and utter shit
I act a donkey on a kamel toe

I absolutely hate the radio
forever watching Once Upon a Time
A throwback isn't from a week ago ..
Sweet like a candy , sour like a lime .

Who's going to Lakota Hills today?
Will Never understand whats going on
my birthday is a couple days away
The scary novice Jack the ripper on

Hallucination of Reality
CHER FUCKING LEFT AND DIDN'T FOLLOW ME
Chapter CDXCI

The London logo got a extra dot..

I got a busy summer anyways
I really almost pasted out today
You're so beyond the valley of the gays.
why everybody saying stevie gay?

Cars european come and see the fleet
would really like a superpower man.
I saw Luigi walking down the street.
Don't worry, grandpa Brantly has a plan.

Just ate a chocolate covered coffee bean!!!
the cutest person ever followed me
two hundred seven thousand seventeen
Turn your ideas to reality

I'm constipated, couldn't give a shit
The present is the present , live in it ..

Chapter CDXCII

Suburban diner. always hits the spot

This was a bad idea after all.
I'm very hungry, haven't even ate
It have a western union by the mall ?
I really wanna meet Escape The Fate. ;c

You never really mattered anyway
False advertising at a alltime high
I haven't eaten anything today
you are the dumbest person ever die

Who cares about a android anyway????
DON'T GIVE A FUCK. CANELO ALL THE WAY.
I really wanna leave the house today.
Canelo disappointed me today.

I always race against the sliding gate!
sad, drunk, and poorly sleeping really late
Chapter CDXCIII

Red cups and sweaty bodies everywhere

My mother is a raging bitch today.
I fucked her once and never fucked again.
OH its the cinematic trailer yay
Obama was in town today and then

With Becca going to the mighty moo
That Jolly Rancher Soda Is Okay
Them bitches riding Dirty any who ?!
this feelings never gonna go away

it doesn't really matters anymore.
I hope the person got transfer the pay .
Don't fucking vacuum on the quiet floor...
I have a monster headache everyday

AND TARA! Me and Tara runnin' shit.
fuck cedar falls and everyone in it

Chapter CDXCIV

Our generation doesn't really care

Another dollar's just another blow!
I've learned a lot about myself today.
Why is Serena Williams rapping tho?
I missed Augusta dearly anyway.

Have any of y'all milk a cow before?
At least today's appointment wasn't at 8.
It doesn't even matter anymore
i want a burger cooked in bacon fat.

Forget the bullshit just remember me
IM balling, balling like a superstar
woke up and feeling pretty happy:D!!
So Steven Hawking walks into a bar...

I haven't downloads iOS 7 yet
Ain't nothing like the feeling of regret...
Chapter CDXCV

*that meeting was intimidating tho*

I haven’t even started trying yet...
Yo, Oney, where y’all getting drunk tonight??
Are you addicted to the internet?
We Always On The Phone Forever Quite

Why everybody always gotta fight?
Is Travis Porter’s album any good?
play secretary, I’m the boss tonight.
I really wish a mother fucker would

That’s when the begging of the end began
Sweet like a candy, sour like a lime.
A super women, need a super man
Is midnight still considered dinner time?

Fine turn yourself into a hypocrite.
The thunder losing hope! Miami bit!!

Chapter CDXCVI

*Rules of engagement is a ruthless show!*

I do appreciate the offer though.
CRAP I forgot about the walking dead
I HATE COMMERCIALS ON THE RADIO
My papa makes the best banana bread

I’m colder than a Tallahassee night
Virginia absolutely killing it
why watch the walking dead in black and white?
Just wanna get tomorrow over wit

I saw a butterfly in hell today.
What happened to The Naked Brothers Band?
Still haven’t ever had a cookout tray
you have the finest kush in all the land

They aren’t even babies anymore.
My Lola(grandma) is in Singapore!!! ^^
Chapter CDXCVII

CAN I ADOPT A BABY MANATEE?!

Wind! Thunder! Lightning! What an awesome day!!
Appreciate the little things in life
i didn’t want an answer anyway
Another boy without a sharper knife.

He’s either sleeping or ignoring me
Guys, I remembered. Everyone relax.
I wonder how tomorrow’s gonna be...
Magnolia Sherbet. Awesome to the max! :D

Leave for the boro Friday morning tho!
Ms. Venezuela had the coolest dress
i wider how tomorrow’s gonna go
Mind off the Bullshit, Focused on Success

It’s gonna be a hamster or a snake.
I really wish Alexis was awake.

Chapter CDXCVIII

My taste in girls confuses even me
confessions of a guilty hypocrite
Good morning to myself and twitter then
You people gotta stop assuming shit.
I never wanna touch the ground again

NEW JIMMY JOHNS IN BEXLEY HOLY SHIT
What ever you desire, I'll supply.
my ukulele has a hole in it:(
My little brother wants a hamster....why?

The waiting at a clinic is the worse.
Flea sendo lindo, como de costume
I'd follow you across the universe.
What ever happened to Orlando Bloom?

my laptop charger got a short in it
I'm not a normal person ill admit
Chapter CDXCIX

I've never had a Texans slush before

They have a after midnight menu whAT
I have the fattest headache holy shit.
Congratulations your an easy slut

Chips from a proper chippy are the best
yest was a creepy day, a really one.
Another Day, Another Dollar, Blessed.
All Christmas presents purchased! Done and done!

Blah it's another day in paradise
I'm not a happy camper anymore.
the rebel's manifesto: great advice
i'm gonna fucking break another door!!

Hey bengals how about a win today!
who even like papaya anyway?!

Chapter D

I never see Melissa anymore):

Why aren't iPhone cords forever long?
I hate the ending to the Bet Awards!
Especially Daylight. Such a dancy song.
I absolutely hate discussion boards.

Spent money on unnecessary shit
Thought you were just another Romeo
But that defeats the purpose doesn't it
I wanna watch a horror movie tho

wine glasses are sophisticated right???????
Just like in chess the queen protects the king
Another day, another boring night
God's Awesome Power Over Everything!!

My mother is a bully on the low.
Old Sacramento for the firework show ^___^
Chapter DI

*Why can't McDonalds get the order right*

Jude, Prudence, Julia, Martha, Penny Lane......
Ah I'll continue this in 30 min
In Nashville where the drank and Mary Jane!!!!!
and let the shitty firework vines begin.

Well skittles or a couple snickers bar
I wante my McDonald's really bad!
Who stole the cookies from the cookie jar?
its been a moody friday, mostly sad.

Thanksgiving is 11 days away...
tomorrow is a public holiday!!!
I'm getting better at the crosswords though :D

Flaws are created by another's eye.
The angels sang a whiskey lullaby

Chapter DII

*Don't ask her on a straight tequila night*

Don't worry Caris, I'm a sadist too.
there's nothing better than a milky tea.
I only love her if her bubble blue...
WHY ISN'T ANYONE REPLYING ME

What is the definition of a hoe???
cause everybody has a poison heart
Who even has a sleeping pattern tho?
My little sister always getting smart^___^

snow day and pretty little liars? yes
Forever smelling like a coffee shop.
You gotta careless to release the stress
Just loosen up the arm an let er drop

I wanna have a water ballon fight !
My Brother Going To The Candlelight ..
Chapter DIII

*I'm Going through a Harry Potter Phase.*

Let's make a movie, starring you and me
You selling pussy you a dollar hoe
You are a guest in my reality.
I kinda want a legit salad tho

I pay attention to the little shit..."
I'm sorry for the person I became.
My momma going crazy over it
When is the brainerd vs Howard game??

I only ask 'cause I'm a cunt in spring
This Traffic is a mother father though!!
i love her sleeve, her dreads, her everything.
REAL MUSIC ISN'T ON THE RADIO

I was already blinded from the start.
I'm hungry from an anorexic heart...

Chapter DIV

*I wasn't that important anyways.....*

I'm higher than a kite without a string
Best part about the dentist.....laughing gas
My stupid brother ruins everything.
Saw Derek sexy filipino ass.

The stage alone endangered some careers. :((:
Did Liam ever do the follow spree
Best halftime show in many many years
The logic people have confuses me!!

A woman's intuition NEVER lies.
i hope tomorrow is a better day!
just had a craving for mcdonald's fries
Im gonna give her ugly ass away

Rose through the bullshit like a matador
Your parents aren't virgins anymore :D